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Pricke of Conscience — MORRIS, Richard, ed.
Queen Mary's Psalter — WARNER, George, ed.
"Questiones" — "Questiones be-twene the Maister of Oxenford and his
Clerke". HORSTMANN, C., ed.
RASHI — Pentateuch with... Rashi's Commentary. ROSENBAUM, M. and
A. M. SlLBERMANN, eds.

Rev. Meth. — "Middle English Metrical Version of the Revelations of
Methodius". D'EVELYN, Charlotte.
SEL — South English Legendary. D'EVELYN, Charlotte and Anna J. MILL,
eds.
SELTemp. — South English Legendary, Temporale.
Sent. — Sententice. PETRUS LOMBARDUS.
Speculum Vitce — in ULLMANN, J. "Studien zu Richard Rolle de Hampole".
Story of the Holy Rood — Legends of the Holy Rood. MORRIS, Richard, ed.
Sum. Theol. — Summa Theologica. THOMAS AQUINAS.
Targ. of Jon., Targ. of Onk. — Tar gums of Onkelos and Jonathan Ben
Uzziel on the Pentateuch. ETHERIDGE, J. W., ed.
Towneley — Towneley Plays. ENGLAND, George and Alfred W. POLLARD,
eds.
Trad. anon. — Traduction anonyme de la Bible entiere.
Trin. Camb. — "Zwei Gedichte aus der Handschrift..." BRUNNER, Karl.
WM. OF SHOREHAM — Poems of William of Shoreham. WILLIAM OF
SHOREHAM.
WYNTOUN — Original Chronicle of Andrew of Wyntoun. ANDREW OF
WYNTOUN.
York — York Plays. SMITH, Lucy Toulmin, ed.
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The Trad. anon, opens in a similar way. The poet mentions several
popular romances, and then urges his hearers to abandon them and
listen to something more edifying. BONNARD, p. 85 prints the relevant
passage from the Old French poem. Cf. also the opening of William
of NASSYNGTON'S Speculum Vitce, 11.35-48; Karl BRUNNER'S edition
of Richard Cceur de Lion, 11.7-20.
Only one extant Middle English Alexander Romance could conceivably
have been known to the CM poet. The rest were all composed later.
See SEVERS, Manual, I, pp. 104-13, 268-73.
Julius Caesar was not a popular romance character.
On ME Troy poems see Severs, pp. 114-8, 274-7. The story was told in
French from the twelfth century.
The story of Brutus, who came from Troy to found Britain was known
from at least the ninth century.
DICKENS and WILSON, Early ME Texts, p. 223 point out that C's
"wawan" is the French form of the name.
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15 The best known story of Charlemagne and Roland is, of course, the
Chanson de Roland. See also SEVERS, pp. 80-100, 256-66.
17-8 Only one ME poem is wholly devoted to Tristan. See SEVERS, pp. 75-9,
253-6. MSS CF refer to a specific incident in the Tristan legend, now
known only in two MSS of the French La Folie Tristan. See BOSSUAT,
Manuel, items 1657-68, 6312. The reference in MSS GTLB is much more
general.
19 loneck, MSS CF, is now known only in Marie de France's lai Yonec.
The name seems to have been unfamiliar to the scribes also, for it is
corrupted to "kyng Ion" in MSS GTLB.
The story of Isombras is told only once in ME, in an early fourteenth century poem. See SEVERS, pp. 122, 279.
20 The story of Amadas and Ydoine is now extant only in French. See
BOSSUAT, items 1232-40. However, the pair were obviously well-known
to ME writers. See Emare, 11.122-3; Sir Degrevant, 11. 1493-4.
37-8 This exact proverb is not recorded in Whiting Proverbs, but cf. his
items F.685 and F.689.
83 MS C's "loue" is an error for "life", as in FGTLB.
111-130 This is the CM poet's own statement of purpose and his description
of the structure of his work.
122 The idea of "running over" the history of the world has analogues in
other languages. Cf. the explanation of the title of Hugo von Trimberg's
historical work Der Renner, which is roughly contemporary with the
CM:
Renner 1st ditz buch genant,
wanne ez sol renne durch di lant.

131-222 Two French paraphrases have versified tables of contents. The one
in Trad. anon, is only about 20 lines long, but that of Geoffroi de Paris
takes up eight folios.
188 MSS GHTL have the man sick for 28 years. Only CFB have the correct
reading of 38 years. Cf. loan. 5:5.
217-20 Neither the sorrows of Mary nor the institution of the Feast of her
Conception is found in the southern translation, which ends at 1.23,898.
219-20 MS E breaks off after 1.24,968, and is the only extant MS of the
CM which ends where this table of contents says it should.
231-50 The poet declares his intention of writing in English for the common people. Cf. GROSSETESTE, ME Translations, 261/35-8, 362/73-4;
MORRIS, ed., Pricke ofConsc., 336-9.
The southern translator omitted some of the references to French
(11.237-42). The original author of the poem was writing at a time when
the English language was only beginning to oust Anglo-Norman as a
literary language. As his sources were almost all in French or Latin, he
must have been conscious of himself as a pioneer writer of biblical
paraphrases in English. The southern translator, however, would be unaware of the language of the sources. Also by the time he was working on
the CM, the use of Anglo-Norman must have been well on the wane.
See LEGGE, Anglo-Norman Lit., pp. 5-6. Cf. EVRAT'S discussions of the
French language as a vehicle for translation, Gen., fol. 2v col. 1, fol. 25v
col. 2.
233-5 These lines are much discussed in connection with the C/V/'s provenance. Certain linguistic evidence suggests the poem was written in
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Scotland. See KALUZA, "Zu den Quellen", p. 453; STRANDBERG,
Rime-Vowels, xiv-xv; KAISER, Zur Geographic, p. 6; BENNETT and
SMITHERS, Early ME Verse and Prose, p. 367. These lines, however,
seem to rule against that possibility. Kaiser, pp. 5-14, tries to prove that
the term "England" applied to all the territory south of the Clyde-Forth
line in the fourteenth century. Recent research into Scottish mediaeval
history, however, strongly suggests that a fourteenth century poet
speaking of "England" is referring to exactly the same territory as a
twentieth century reader would understand by the term. See esp. BARROW, "Anglo-Scottish Border", pp. 21-42.
258 Morris' emendation of C's "fro" to "frote" is unnecessary. See MED
"fro" n. [Cp.OI/ro], meaning "profit, comfort, relief.
267-8 The southern translator missed another chance to explain the title of
his poem here. Cf. 11.121-2 above.
270ff As promised in the prologue, 11.125-30, the poet grounds his work in
the Trinity.
279-88 These lines are suggested by Elucid. I 6, a work which the CM poet
here begins to use extensively. The Father created the world ("ordayned" 1.285), the Son maintains it ("gouerneb" 1.286), and the Holy
Ghost gives it life ("multeplied" 1.286).
289-308 From Elucid. I 3. Similar comparisons are in AUGUSTINE, "Sermo
de Quarta Feria" vi, PL XL 692 and "De Symbolo: ad Catechumenos
Sermo Alius" ix, PL XL 658; ANSELM, De Processione Sancti Spiritus
xiii-xiv, PL CLVIII 306-7; OTLO of ST. EMMERAN, Liber de Admonitione
Clericorum et Laicorum ii PL CXLVI 247; AELFRIC ed. Thorpe, I 282.
Honorius in the Elucidarium lists the properties of the sun as "ignea
substantia, splendor et calor". The CM's "bodi rond" is a poor translation of the first. Aelfric also had trouble with the phrase, and called it
"seo lichamlice edwist pact is />ere sunnan trendel". The CM poet's
version sounds more like Otlo's: "corpus in modum rotae constans, et
splendorem atque calorem ipsius."
In the CM, the noun "heat" of MSS CF has been miscopied as the
adjective "hot" in GHTLB. In these latter MSS, therefore, the three
attributes of the sun seem erroneously to be roundness, heat and light,
but cf. 1.303, where the body of the sun more correctly symbolizes the
Father.
299 MS C's "erth" is an error.
309-13 God is sometimes referred to as a fountain in scripture. See Ier.2:13,
ler. 17:13, /'s.SSilO. Honorius Elucid. I 4, calls Him "fons et origo", a
very common Latin phrase. The "welle pat neuer is dry", however,
seems an echo of Is.58:11: "sicut fons aquarum cujus non deficient
aquae".
311 The corruption of "for" or "forpi" to "ouer" in MSS GHTLB obscures
Honorius' original meaning: God is the fountain "a quo omnia procedunt". Elucid. I 4.
314-22 Elucid. I 6.
316 MS C, although unmetrical, is closest to the original reading, translating
"ne in nihilum dissolvantur".
319-22 The southern translation omits the widely known Augustinian description of the Trinity as "minning" (memoria), "vnderstanding"
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(intelligentia), and "will" (voluntas). See AUGUSTINE, De Trinitate X
xii, PL XLII 984. Cf. below 11.562-8.
323-30 Elucid. I 15. LI.327-30 lack a context in CM. In the Elucid. they
answer the pupil's question about whether God lived alone before the
creation of the world. By the end of the fourteenth century, the idea that
God was not older in time than his creation was condemned as heresy
by Nicholas EYMERIC in the Elucidarius Elucidarii. See Elucid. p. 491.
331-4 The CM poet picks up the "artifex" image of the previous lines and
carries it further. This passage does not come from Elucid. Cf.
AUGUSTINE'S DGCM 1 vi, PL XXXIV 178.
332 MSS CF have the better reading. The point is not God's supreme
dignity, as it appears to be in MSS GHTLB, but his difference from
other workmen. The line was probably rewritten to eliminate "sere"
(ON ser).
335-6 These lines pose both a linguistic and theological problem. The linguistic problem concerns the meaning of "euene". Kaluza in CM p. 1704
glossed this word as "image, resemblance, likeness", but this is quite
wrong. The OED prints this line from the CM under "euene" sb.l:
"material; subject matter", but this raises the theological issue. If
"euene" means material, then the CM poet is saying that God created
the world from Himself, ex deo, rather than from nothing. The idea of
creation ex deo does appear in the Middle Ages, most notably in the
work of Scotus Erigena and Nicholas of Cusa. However, the Church
strongly supported creation ex nihilo. Less than 100 years before the CM
poet wrote, it condemned the works of Erigena and of two of his twelfth
century followers, Almeric of Bena and David of Dinant. People were
burned in France in the 1220's for subscribing to this pantheistic heresy.
On this subject see esp. WULFSON, "Meaning of Ex Nihilo" and COHN
Pursuit of the Millennium. This is not the sort of doctrine to appeal to a
conservative ME poet writing for "lewed folk".
I suggest that the CM poet may be using the word "euene" either
to mean "ability, resources, means", as in MED "evene" (b), or, as in
MED "evene" (c), to mean "occasion, cause". Honorius writes at this
point: "Quae fuit causa ut crearetur mundus? Bonitas Dei, ut essent
quibus gratiam suam impertiret."
337-54 Elucid. I 17, 19-20.
341 In spite of Morris' note, CM p. xxxii, MSS CF are closer to the poet's
original, translating "In ictu oculi, id est quam cito possis oculum
aperire''.
342 Not in Elucid.
343ff This is the fullest explanation of creation in Middle English. The story
in Genesis posed two main problems for mediaeval theologians: (1) did
creation occur all at once, as suggested by Eccli. 18:1 and Gen.2:4, or
over a period of time, as told in Gen. 1; and (2) what exactly was
produced by God's first creative act? The CM poet follows received
opinion by saying that God, in a single act, created the matter from
which the world would be shaped, and then spent six days separating it
into elements and ornamenting his work.
344 MSS CG's "first" translates Elucid. 's "semel".
345 Cf. n. to 11.335-6 above.
346 Ecc//.18:l.
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347 Perhaps suggested by Sap. 11:21: "sed omnia in mensura, et numero, et
pondere disposuisti".
348-58 The poet's first explanation of the nature of the "prima materia"
comes from Elucid. I 20. The matter is a jumbled mixture of the four
elements (11.349-50), which is later given shape in the six day period
described in Genesis (11.351-2). Cf. PETRUS LOMBARDUS, who said that
matter existed "in forma confusionis ante formam dispositionis". See
Sent. II xii, PL CXCII 676.
351 MSS CF read "sythen"; G has "fin", an error for "sin". This latter
reading the southern translator miscopied as "ful".
353 The six day period of the Hexaemeron following the opus creationis
is further divided. The first three days consist of the opus distinctionis,
during which the elements are separated from each other and arranged in
a hierarchy. Cf. GEOFFROI DE PARIS, fol. Iv col. 2:
Li secons chapistres dira
Coument Diex le monde estora,
Les iiij ellemens a compas,
L'un plus haut et 1'autre plus baz.

354 Honorius writes that in the last three days of the Hexaemeron, God
shaped those things "quae sunt infra elementa", that is those things
which are made up of the elements. "Infra" was miscopied as "intra"
in some Latin MSS, such as BL'Harley 5234 fol.90r col. 1. This error in
Latin produces the CM's nonsensical line. The error was widely circulated, however, for it turns up in many of the European translations
of the Elucidarium. See SCHMITT, Die Mittelenglische Version, p.5;
the Old French Translation I in MS BL Add. 28260 fol. 37v; REYNAUD,
"Elucidarium", p. 221 (Provenfal); JONES and RHYS, The Elucidarium,
p. 5 (Welsh); HELGASON, The Arna Magncean Manuscript 674A, fol. 4v
(Old Icelandic).
355-8 Not in Honorius. HAENISCH, CM, p. 4* suggested that the poet took
these lines from Hist. Schol. Gen. i, PL CXCVIII 1055-6, where Comestor names the elements in refuting the atomic theories of Epicurus. In
any event, their names would be familiar to the poet from other sources.
359-72 This is a second explanation of the nature of the first created matter,
a division which is blurred in the southern translation by the substitution of "And" for "Or" (CF) or "Ayder" (G). The poet attributes this
theory to Augustine (1.360) although it is taken from HUGH OF ST.
VICTOR'S Adnot. in Pent. Gen. v, PL CLXXV 34. Hugh was sometimes
called the second Augustine, however, and some of his works may have
been attributed to Augustine. See Roger BARON, "Hugues de SaintVictor", p. 224. LI.362-8 sum up the Augustinian position. See DGCM
I iii, PL XXXIV 176; DGALIL iii-iv, PL XXXIV 222-7; Con/. XII ii,
v-viii, PL XXXII 826-9; DGAL II xi, PL XXXIV 272-3; DCD XI vi.
362 An exact translation of "angelicam naturam", Augustine's interpretation of the "coelum" of Gen. 1:1.
363 Adnot. in Pent. PL CLXXV 34. "be world" is the physical universe,
the "terrain" of Gen. 1:1. Time cannot exist without motion and change.
Motion and change cannot occur in God, but only in a created thing.
Therefore time begins simultaneously with the first motion and change,
i.e. with the first creature. See DGCM I ii, PL XXXIV 174-5; DGALIL
iii, PL XXXIV 222-4; Con/. XI x-xiii, PL XXXII 814-5; DCD XI vi;
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Hist. Schol. Gen. i, PL CXCVIII 1056; Sum. Theol. Q.LXVI art. 4. Thus
for Augustine the world is created simultaneously with the beginning of
time rather than before time began, as in BEDE, In Pent., PL XCI 191,
whose opinion appeared in the Glossa Ordinaria, PL CXIII 69, or in
time, as in Thierry of Chartres. See HARING "The Creation and Creator",
p. 186 no. 5.
366-7 This is not the same jumbled mixture of elements described in 11.34950. It seems at first to be Augustine'sprima materia, which he conceived
to be absolutely without all form (in the scientific sense of the word), as
his Old Latin translation of the Bible declared: "Terra autem erat invisibilis et incomposita" (Gen. 1:2).
Cf. a Picard fragment quoted by BERGER, La Bible frangaise, p. 266:
"Au commenchement du monde crea Dieu le ciel et le tierre mais devant chou li eliment n'estoient mie devise li un de 1'autre..."
368 MS F mistakes "serenes" for "sternes", but this is meaningless as
exegesis.
369-72 Even Augustine admitted that matter could not exist absolutely
without form, but his solution was to state that the priority of matter
over form was not a temporal but a causal one. See DGAL I xv, PL
XXXIV 257-8. The explanation given here by the poet, however, is Hugh
of St. Victor's modification of Augustine's idea: "[materia] creata est
autem informis, non ex toto carens forma; sed ad comparationem
sequentis pulchritudinis et ordinis, informi potest dici." See Adnot. in
Pent., PL. CLXXV 34.
Note that "shaples" here is used in the technical sense to translate
"carens forma". The OED gives the earliest instance of this usage in
Piers Plowman A. Cf. 1. 350 above, where "shaples" is used loosely to
mean simply "having no definite or regular shape". Similarly, "of
forme vnshapen" (CF "mischapen") in 1. 367 translates Hugh of St.
Victor's "informis", although the MED gives the earliest instance of this
technical meaning of "forme" (14b) as Gower's Confessio Amantis
7.214.
371 "how" in MSS GHTLB is a miscopying of "I tru" (CF).
373-408 A mixture of the accounts of Genesis, Honorius and Hugh of St.
Victor: 11.373-81, Adnot. in Pent, vi, PL CLXXV 35; 11.382-94, Gen.
1:10-8; 11.395-402, Elucid. I 20; 11.403-4, Adnot. in Pent., loc. cit.;
11.405-6, Elucid. 168; 11.407-8, Gen. 2:2-3.
375 MS F's "lift" is the original reading. C's "light" is an error.
The poet passes to the works of the second day without mentioning
the creation of the light. This may reflect the author's Augustinian interpretation of the "lux" of Gen. 1:3-5 as the creation or perfection of
the "angelicam naturam" or "aungel kynde". See DGALIL I iii, PL
XXXIV 222-4; Conf. XIII iii, PL XXXII 846; DGAL I iii, PL XXXIV
248-9; DCD XI ix, xxxiii, PL XLI 323-5, 346-7. Cf. Elucid. I 20 and 27,
and also G & E 61-4 and Met. Para. 51-4.
This line erroneously implies that the stars were created with the
firmament, although in fact they did not appear until the fourth day. The
poet may have wished to imply that the particular "sky" created on the
first day was that which would later house the stars. He may have been
thinking of DIM I Ixxxvii, PL CLXXII 141 which says of the firmament
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"stellis undiqueversum ornatum". Cf. also BEDE, Hex. I, PL XCI 18:
"Hie nostri coeli, in quo fixa sunt sidera, creatio describitur".
376 MS C's reading "sonded" is a corruption of an original "wit water
sonde als cristale", translating Adnot. in Pent, vi, PL CLXXV 35:
"de aquis solidatis quasi crystallinus lapis". Cf. DIM I Ixxxvii, PL
CLXXII 141. See OED "sound" a. 4.a.: "solid, massive, compact".
The readings "clere" or "shynynge" in the other MSS come about
because of the widely known properties of crystal. Cf. WHITING,
Proverbs, C587-C594.
377-8 MORRIS, CM, p. xxxii suggested emending "sondid" (C) to "sonderd", which makes much better sense. Without this change, the poet
gives no idea of the function of the firmament in separating the waters
above from those below. Cf. Gen. 1:7. MS F's reading is a scribal reworking of corrupt lines.
Morris also suggested emending his reading of C, "p[e]se", to
"yse", but "yse" seems to me to be the reading of the MS itself. Two
sources known to the CM poet thought of the firmament as made of ice.
See DIM I Ixxxvii, PL CLXXII 141; Hist. Schol. Gen. iv, PL CXCVIII
1058; cf. G & E97.
384 Most of the scribes had trouble with this line. MSS CG read "gress and
frut", translating "herbam... et... fructum" (Gen. 1:11). F makes no
sense with "and bad hit [the earth?] grow and frute forj? bringe". The
southern translator mistook "and" for the northern ending of the present
participle. He wrote "grisyng", (HT), as in MED "grassen" v. (a) "to
become covered or decked with grass, produce grass". This modifies
"hit" (the earth): "And bade the grass-producing earth bring forth
fruit". The scribe of L was dissatisfied with "grisyng", however, and
wrote "cresyng", as in MED "cresen" v. (1) "To become larger, increase". The scribe of B came close to reproducing the original form
of the line by writing "grape &".
401 "goynge beestis" is an anticipation of Gen. 1:28.
402-6 The poet follows the example of Genesis in giving only a brief account of Adam's creation here and reserving the full details for the beginning of the story of his fall. The biblical structure results from the
fusion of two narratives. For details see ACKROYD and EVANS, Cambridge History of the Bible, I, pp. 71ff.
403-4 Perhaps from HUGH OF ST. VICTOR, loc. cit.: "Et merito post omnia
factus est homo, qui omnibus praeferendus erat".
405-6 Elucid. I 68 quotes the popular Jewish tradition that Adam was
created in Hebron. Cf. Legende 44/2, 45/18; KEMBLE 283; GROSSETESTE,
ME Translations 264/126, 356/73; Creat. of World 340; Ad. and Ep.
517; WYNTOUN I 67. The CM poet must also have known the equally
popular tradition that Adam was created "in agro... Damascene". See
Hist. Schol. Gen. xiii, PL CXCVIII 1067; G & E 207; Life of Christ
6185-8; HIGDEN 219; WYNTOUN I 65; Fall of Princes 500; CHAUCER'S
"Monk's Tale" 2007-8; MANDEVILLE, ed. Letts, p. 48.
411-24 Elucid. I 23, perhaps suggested to Honorius by ANSELM'S De
Similitudinibus xliii, PL CLIX 623-4.
420 The number of angels created was usually left vague. The pseudoDionysius himself declared that the number was known only to God and
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that earthly intelligence was incapable of comprehending it. See De
Caelesti lerarchia'vi and xiv, PL CXXII 1049, 1064. Cf. Dan. 7:10.
425-8 Elucid. I 26.
429-32 Elucid. I 23.
430 The nine orders of angels derive from the tradition of the Celestial
Hierarchies of the pseudo-Dionysius, in which the nine orders are ranged
in groups of three. The Gregorian tradition does not subdivide the nine
orders. See GREGORY'S XL Horn, in Evang. II Horn, xxxiv, PL LXXVI
1249-50.
432 Cf. GREGORY, loc. cit. and note to 11.514-6 below.
437ff The story of the fall of Lucifer is based on Is. 14:12-5, Ez. 28:2-19,
Luc \Q:l8,Apoc. 12:3-9.
441-2 DUSTOOR, "Legs, of Lucifer", p. 232, suggests that these lines are
translated from Bonaventura: "Dictus est autem Lucifer quia prae
ceteris luxit." However, the connection of the name Lucifer with light is
popular in vernacular writings. See WM. OF SHOREHAM 389; "Lydgatiana" I 13; KILDARE 18; Trin. Camb. 10; North. Horns.; CHAUCER'S
"Monk's Tale" 2004.
445-6 The meaning of these lines has been altered in transmission. The
original version said that Lucifer ceased to know God who had created
him:
Alias ! caitif he kneu him noght,
tat hee drightin J»t had him wroght; (CF)

MSS GHTLB, however, by omitting the second "pat", alter the sense to
mean that Lucifer forgot that God had created him at all. In these MSS,
Lucifer takes a Manichean position on the origins of the powers of darkness. See AUGUSTINE, DGAL XI xiii, PL XXXIV 436. The idea that
Lucifer denied that God had made him is found in RUPERT OF ST.
HERIBERT, De Victoria Verhi Dei I, xii-xiii, PL CLXIX 1227-8, where it
is based on Ez. 28:2 and 29:3-4. Cf. Paradise Lost, V 833ff, 853ff,
and MCCOLLEY, "Milton's Battle", 230-5.
450 Is. 14:14.
451 Lucifer's pride can manifest itself in several ways. Augustine stressed
his self-love, which is expressed as vanity in a number of vernacular
works. See Cleanness 209; Met. Para. 61-4; Ancrene Riwle, 22/34-6;
York I 49-56, 65-72; Creat. of World 114-33 ; Ayenbite p. 16; Pilg Life of
Man 12564-87; Dest. of Troy 4409. Augustine also said that pride gives
rise to envy in DGAL XI xiv, PL XXXIV 436, cf. Sent. II, Dist. v, PL
CXCII 661. Envy, either of God (G & E 273-6) or of the newly created
man (as in the Latin Vita Adae et Evae and all its vernacular derivatives,
see MOZLEY, p. 132), is often stressed as the chief sin of Lucifer. By
contrast, the author of the CM is most indignant over Lucifer's disloyalty to God who had given him all he had. This interpretation, tinged
by feudal concepts, is also found in Piers Plowman B I 110, 112, cf.
B XII 41-6, and in Cleanness 210, and is much stressed in the OE Gen.
(267, 277, 283, 291,743).
457-9 Is. 14:13.
465-6 Cf. 11. 488-90.
469 The tradition that Michael cast out the devil is based on Apoc. 12:7,
but is found also in I Enoch 10:11-16. Few vernacular works, except
those specifically in honour of St. Michael, tell of his part in defeating the
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rebels. See SEL 407/189ff; Mirk's Fest. 259; possibly also Trin. Camb.
35-6.
485-6 Perhaps suggested by Elucid. I 43. Cf ANSELM, Cur Deus Homo II
xxii, PL CLVIII 430, and Woodburn O. Ross, ed., ME Sermons, p. 314.
488-90 Elucid. I 36. The length of Lucifer's stay in heaven is problematical.
Ez. 28:13 could indicate that the devil enjoyed a short period of happiness before his fall, but loan. 8:44 could mean that he did not. Many
commentators agreed with Honorius that there was no interval between
Lucifer's creation and his fall. See AUGUSTINE DGAL XI xvi, PL
XXXIV 437; ISIDORE, Sententlae I x, PL LXXXIII 555; Sum. Theol.
Q LXHI art. 6; so too, by implication, Met. Para. 53ff, cf. 1.66.
495 Elucid. I 40. The southern translator miscopies "air" (CFG) as "erpe".
B corrects this.
In line 478 the poet simply followed Is. in assigning the fallen angels
to hell. Here, however, he follows a long patristic tradition which put
some of the demons on earth and some in the air. The devil's access to
earth is mentioned in Is. 14:12, Ez. 28:11; lob. 1:7, 2:2; Apoc. 12:9. Cf.
AUGUSTINE, Ennarrationes in Psalmos CXLVIII 9, PL XXXVII 1943;
Sent. II, iv, Dist. vi, PL CXCII 663 quotes loan. 14:30: "princeps aeris
(alias mundi)"; Hist. Schol. Gen. viii, PL CXCVIII 1061. In Middle English see G & E 288; Trin. Camb. 14; SEL 408/192, 194, 409/219-21;
Life — Vernon 106/78-9; Piers Plowman B I 123; "Quaestiones" 286;
MIRK'S Fest. 259; Ad. & Ep. 387-92; Myroure, p. 303.
497-502 Elucid. I 43, 50. The subsequent fate of both good and bad angels
was discussed fairly often. See AUGUSTINE, DCD XI xiii and XXII i;
Enchir. xxix, PL XL 246; GREGORY, Moralium XXVII xxxix, PL
LXXVI 438; XXXIV vii, PL LXXVI 724; Horn, in Ezech. I vii, PL
LXXVI 849; PETRUS LOMBARDUS, Sent. II Dist. vii, PL CXCII 664-5;
HUGH OF ST. VICTOR, Summa Sent. Tract II 84, PL CLXXVI 84; and
THOMAS AQUINAS, Sum Theol. Q. LXIV art. 2. While many vernacular
writers mention the devil's eternal damnation, suggested by II Pet.
2:4, and ludae 6, few are concerned with the confirmation of the good
angels. Cf. however, Life — VERNON 106/71-5; WM OF SHOREHAM
412-4.
503-4 The poet is characteristically vague about the number of angels who
fell. A frequent estimate is one tenth of the number who were created,
for Gregory had suggested that man was created as a tenth order to fill
up the gap left by the falling angels. See XL Horn, in Evang. II xxxiv,
PL LXXVI 1249. Cf. Cleanness 216; Kildare 30; North. Horns.; York I
256-7; VII 19; Cant. Creat. 340-2; Piers Plowman C II 106; Life of
Christ 4007-8; Ad. & Ep. 103-6; Towneley I 142; SEL 408-9.
505-6 Some paraphrases convey the distance through the time it takes the
angels to fall, either seven days and seven nights (Auch. 44; Kildare
25), three days and nights (OE Gen. 306-8), forty days (Cleanness 224),
or nine days (Piers Plowman B I 119).
507-10 The ultimate source of this estimate of the distance from heaven to
earth is a passage in Moses Maimonides' Guide of the Perplexed, III 14.
Largely through the Legenda Aurea, this topos reached many vernacular
works. See JACOBUS A VORAGINE, Legenda Aurea, p. 321; Life of
Christ, 8925-38; Pricke of Consc. 7671-86; an anonymous poem of
20-odd lines found in two MSS, BROWN and ROBBINS, Index 2794;
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"On the Leaps which Christ Took", ed. PERSON, Camb. ME Lyrics,
p. 29; as a page filler in a sermon book, MS BL Harley 2250, fol. 83 v;
and in a garbled version in Mirk's Fest. 152/24-8. A slight variant on
the tradition is found in the French and English versions of the Image du
monde. See O. H. PRIOR, ed., L'Image du monde, pp. 194-5; the verse
version of the same work as in MS BL Harley 4333, fol. 65v; PRIOR, ed.,
Caxton's Mirrour p. 171; cf. SEL, "Michael III", 418/489-96.
The CM poet attributes this calculation to Bede. I have not found
such a passage in Bede's works. However, in one MS, BL Add. 36983
fol. 255r col. 1, the third legend of Michael from the SEL, which contains this passage, is said to have been translated from Latin to English
by Bede. This suggests a mediaeval tendency to credit Bede with
writings of this kind because his works on the natural sciences were so
well known.
514-6 Cf. 1.432. The poet has used two traditions here. The earlier line
implies that nine orders of angels were created and some of each order
fell. Man was always intended to be the tenth order. Honorius maintains
this in the passage translated there: "novem quidem ordinibus angelorum
et decimo hominum." Cf. GREGORY, XL Horn, in Evang. II xxxiv, PL
LXXVI 1249. In line 516, however, the CM poet suggests that all the
angels who fell belonged to a tenth order, and that man was created to
replace this order. Ten orders of angels appear in II Enoch 20:3.
517-8 This seems flatly to contradict Gen. 2:7, where Adam is said to be
made of earth alone. However, commentators who wished to see man as
a microcosm of the physical universe could say that the "limo terrae"
was made up of several of the basic elements. See e.g. THOMAS AQUINAS,
Sum. Theol. Q. XCI art. 1. Cf. also SEL., Laud MS, 318/668-9.
517-52 Elucid. I 59. This passage deals with Adam's physical nature. My
analysis of it is based largely on LEFEVRE'S, Elucid. p. 115. First the
writer says that Adam is composed of the four elements (11.519-20).
Secondly he says that various parts of his body resemble the four
elements: his head is like the sky or fiery element (521-30), his chest is
like the air (531-4), his stomach resembles the sea (535-6), and his feet
are like the earth (537-8). Then man's five senses are said to come from
the five elements of Aristotelian tradition, which distinguished air from
ether as two separate elements. See ARISTOTLE, On the Heavens, Bk. I.
Thus Adam's sight comes from fire (539), his hearing from the upper air
or ether (540), his sense of smell from the lower air (Elucid. I 59), his
sense of taste from water (loc. cit.), and his sense of touch from earth
(542). Cf. AUGUSTINE, DGAL III iv, PL XXXIV 281. In addition, the
hardness of his bones comes from stones (543-4), his nails are like the
trees of the earth, his hair like grass (545-6), and in his senses he is one
with animals (547-8).
The locus classicus for this kind of statement about man's physical
composition is II Enoch 30:8. The tradition was extremely popular in the
Middle Ages, both in Latin and in the European vernaculars. See esp.
FORSTER, "Adams Erschaffung", 477-529. J. M. EVANS, "Microcosmic
Adam" also deals with this topos.
Honorius repeats this description of man in his Sacramentarium I,
PL CLXXII 773. For an illustration of Honorius' conception of man as
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a microcosm in a twelfth century German MS, see M. W. EVANS,
Medieval Drawings, pi. 81.
Certain corruptions have crept into the CM text.
519 Adam's blood is made from water, as in MSS CF, but GHTLB contain
the scribal error "body" for "blod". His flesh is made from earth.
520 Adam's heat comes from fire, as in CF. MSS GHTL all contain the
corruption of "heet" to "heer", but B corrects it again to "hete".
Adam's breath comes from air.
521-2 MS F alone preserves the original translation of Elucid. I 59: "Caput
ejus est rotundum in caelestis sphaerae modum." The lines are not
spurious, as Morris suggests, CM, p. 38.
527 The seven master stars translate Honorius' "septem caeli", that is the
seven planets which are supposed to control men's actions.
531-4 Honorius in fact compares the chest to the air, for breathing and
coughing simulate wind and thunder. The CM poet has padded 1.533 by
the meaningless addition of lightning with the thunder.
534 The reading "breed" in FGHTLB is a scribal corruption of C's
"spred", Lat. "versantur".
539 Adam's sight comes from the fiery element. Scribal error corrupted
CFG's "be ouer fir", Honorius' "ex caelesti igne", into HTLB's
"Thonder fyre".
540 His hearing comes from the upper air. Similar scribal error gives
"Thonder eyer" in HLB for Lat. "ex superiore acre". MS T has further
corrupted "eyer" into "ober".
541 His breath comes from the under air, or wind. MSS HTLB have corrupted "bis vnder wynd", Lat. "ex inferiore acre", to "pis wondur
wynde".
542 His senses of touch ("fele") and taste ("fond") come from the earth.
None of the MSS correctly translates Honorius' "ex aqua gustum, ex
terra habet tactum".
546 Many other versions have veins instead of nails here. Honorius, however, has "unguibus". Note that this is plural, as is B's "nayles".
547-8 This translates Honorius' "sensum cum animalibus".
556 The image of God in man mentioned in Genesis is usually considered
to be the soul. See, e.g., Elucid. I 61; Sent., II Dist. xvii, PL CXCII
685-6; Hist. Schol. Gen. ix,PL CXCVIII 1063.
557 Honorius used this image to describe the making of the angels in God's
image in Elucid. I 54.
558 MS C errs in writing "licam" for "likeness". The resemblance between God and man is, of course, not physical but spiritual.
561-80 Elucid. I 61. The soul is here a microcosm of the Trinity as the body
is a microcosm of the physical universe. Cf. 11.319-22, n.
564 MORRIS, CM, p. xxxiii was puzzled by C's "min" and preferred the
readings of GT. However, the rhymeword "thrin" in 1.563 is probably
original. "Thrin" (ON \rinnr) in C is usually translated to "three" in
the other MSS.
585-7 Adam is usually said to have been created a fully formed adult, so
that he would be capable of working the land in the Garden. The reference to Augustine is probably to DGAL VI xiii, PL XXXIV 348,
but cf. De Peccatorum Mentis xxxvii, PL XLIV 149. The CM poet
could also have found this in Hist. Schol. Gen. xii, PL CXCVIII 1066.
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The tradition was so well known in the Middle Ages that the Monk of
Sawley added it to his translation of GROSSETESTE'S Chateau a"Amour.
See GROSSETESTE, ME Translations, 321/29. Cf. GINZBERG, Legends
V, p. 21 n. 21.
588 Gen. 2:8, 15. Cf. 11.405-6 and note above.
589-94 Elucid. I 64. The interpretation of Adam's name depends on the
initial letters of the Greek words for the four directions — anatole,
duses, arctos and mesembris. The tradition is a very old one. See Sybilline Oracles iii 24-6; II Enoch xxx 13-4. It became popular with the
Fathers. See JEROME, Expositio Quatuor Evang., PL XXX 533; AUGUSTINE, In Joannis Evang., IX ii, PL XXXV 1465; Enarratio in Psalmum
xcv 15, PL XXXVII 1236; BEDE, In Pent., PL XCI 216; HUGH OF
ST. VICTOR, De Area Noe Mystica iv, PL CLXXVI 686. It is also frequent in Irish exegesis. See MCNALLY, The Bible, p. 26. It is attached
to many MSS of the Vita Adae et Evae and their translations. See
MOZLEY, 147-8/57. See also KEMBLE 178-80; Quaestiones 285; Ormulum
11.16384-16419; MACE', 369-85.
589 MSS CG's "not be" is preferable to the "now 36" or "mow 36" of the
southern scribes.
598-602 Elucid. I 64.
617 This begins the account of earth history. Throughout the Old Testament
narrative, the poet stresses the world's decline from this state of perfection.
617-38 A conflation of Gen. 1:26 and Gen. 2:19-25.
625-6 The ME poet has Adam sleep during Eve's creation simply to keep
him from knowing how God created her. Some MSS of the Elucidarium
add the long-standing tradition that Adam's sleep was an ecstatic one,
during which he received visions of the future. See Elucid. I 71a, and
p. 232. Cf. Hist. Schol. Gen. xvi, PL CXCVIII 1070, and in ME, G & E
224-6; Chester II 137-40. Jerome, however, objected to this interpretation on linguistic grounds, in Quaest. in Gen., PL XXIII 990.
The southern translator seems to have rewritten 1.625 because of
the excess of verbs in the sentence.
633-4 Gen. 2:23 depends on a Hebrew pun. The woman is first named
Issa (woman) because she came from Is (man). The Old Latin translation "mulier" completely ignored the pun, as Augustine complained in
DGCM II xiii, PL XXXIV 206. Theodotian had tried to translate the
word as "assumptio: quia ex viro sumpta est". See JEROME, Quaest.
in Gen., PL XXIII 990. Jerome, however, fixed the Latin translation
as "virago" from "ex viro sumpta est" in PL XXIII 990.
The CM simply repeats the Vulgate translation, although the pun
makes no sense in English. Other ME writers tried to do something
with the pun. Some English versions of the Vita Adae give it literally:
"this shalle be cleped mannes deede [vir ago], for she is taken of
man". See "Nachtrage zu den Legenden" 355/6-7; DAY, ed., Wheatley MS, 78/31-2. Only G&E ingeniously tries to render an English
pun:
May den, for sche was mad of man,
Hire first name fror bi-gan (235-6).
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637 The first "hem" is plural, but the second must be read as singular,
referring to Adam, who is to multiply with "her" (1.638). Originally
all three pronouns were plural, as in MSS CFG.
659 An intensification of the prohibition in Gen. 2:17 that they must
not eat the fruit. Cf. Piers Plowman B XVIII 192; C XXI 200. Other
accounts go even further, warning Adam and Eve not to go near the
tree. See Rev. Meth. 31; SELTemp. fol. Ir col. 1.
660 The "double deep" is a favourite phrase of the CM poet, picked
up from Trad. anon. See fol. 215v col. 2, e.g. Exegetical tradition said
that after the Fall, man can suffer the death of both the body and the
soul. See, e.g., DCD XIII i-xii; REMIGIUS OF AUXERRE, Comment, in
Gen., PL CXXXI 62. Cf. Pricke ofConsc. 1683-99.
663-8 Cf. Honorius' brief discussion of free will in Elucid. I 73. The Trad,
anon, also discusses it, fol. 214r. The CM poet is not translating either
one exactly, however.
672-82 Trad. anon. fol. 214r col. 2.
683-98 The idea that no animals would have been allowed to be harmful in
Paradise is frequently met. See, e.g., ISIDORE, De Ord. Creat. x,
PL LXXXIII 938; AELFRIC, Horns, of Aelfric, 678/39-40; Alexander
NECKHAM, De Nat. Rerum II clvi, p. 249; COLI, // Paradiso terrestre,
136, GRAF, Miti, 52-4. However, this catalogue of animals in the CM
is almost unique among descriptions of Paradise in the vernacular
biblical paraphrases. The poet translated it, slightly abridged, from
Trad, anon., fol. 214r col. 2.-214v col. 1.
The idea of this catalogue of animals in the French poem comes
from Is. 11:6-8. This speaks of harmony between wolf and lamb,
panther and kid, calf, lion and sheep, calf, bear and dog, asp and
basilisk. Latin commentators usually glossed this to refer to the future
triumph of Christ and his Church. See, e.g., HAYMO OF HALBERSTAT,
Comment, in Isaiam II, PL CXVI 781; HERVE OF BOURGDIEU, Comment, in Isaiam II, PL CLXXXI 142-4. However, the future concord
of animals was sometimes seen as a return of a past Golden Age.
Jerome dismissed this opinion as one of the "fabula poetarum", in a
passage which was widely circulated in the Glossa Ordinaria. See
JEROME, Comment, in Is. IV xi, PL XXIV 150-1; Glossa, PL CXIII
1251.
691 The griphon does not come from Isaiah. Cf. Hist. Schol. Gen. xxiii,
PL CXCVIII 1074 where, in a similar passage, it is paired with its
traditional enemy, the horse.
693-4 A southern reviser has altered the Scandinavian word "stang"
(ultimately from the Old Norse verb stanga) to "tonge". This is an
error of biology, of course, but an understandable one, for the word
sting was sometimes erroneously applied to the tongue of a poisonous
serpent in the Middle Ages. See OED Sting sbl 2.
698-700 Gen 3:1.
701-10 Translated from GROSSETESTE'S Chateau d'amour, 11.48-59. Is.
30:26 prophesies that the brightness of the sun and moon will increase
in this manner in the future. The earth's loss of brightness after the
Fall, however, is a Jewish tradition, well known to Latin commentators
and English writers alike. See Jew. Encyc. "Adam"; JEROME, Com-
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ment. in Is. IX xxx, PL XXIV 362; ISIDORE, De Ord. Creat. v and x,
PL LXXXIII 923-4, 938; HAYMO OF HALBERSTAT, Comment, in Is.
II, PL CXVI 869; AELFRIC, Horns, of Aelfric, ed. Pope, 679/56-65;
Pricke of Consc. 6356-63; Lydgate, Fall of Princes 596-604; Ross,
ME Sermons 317/35-318/2; MACE 285-8. Cf. CM 9381-4.
702 MSS GHTLB preserve better readings than MSS CF. Grosseteste
wrote "ke ne est ores".
708 MSS CFG preserve the original reading, translating "En terre, en mer,
a val, a munt" (56).
712 "Selly" is a miscopying of G's "felly", but can be read as modifying
"hym" (Adam).
713-20 Trad. anon. fol. 214v col. 2. Cf. n. to 1.451 above.
725 The word "warlau" (CF) is frequently used to refer to the devil in
ME. See OED Warlock. MSS GHTLB make the reference even more
explicit by calling him Satan.
731 "on hyse" (GHTLB) probably originated in a misreading of "on
drei", at a distance. Cf. 1.757 and n. The scribe, however, could have
visualized the devil looking up at Adam on the heights of Paradise
from his own position below in hell.
735 Genesis nowhere connects the serpent with the devil, but other biblical
books do. Cf., e.g., Sap. 2:24. Most commentators see the serpent
as the devil himself in disguise, but the CM poet speaks of him here
as a messenger sent by the devil. In the OE Gen., 11.442ff., a subordinate demon is sent, disguised as a serpent, to do the tempting. Cf.
also the Apocalypse of Moses 16:1-5 in which the devil tempts the
serpent to rebellion first by persuading him that he should not have to
eat Adam's tares. The history of the same motif as it appears in the
tenth century Irish work Saltair na Rann is traced in MURDOCH,
"Early Irish Adam and Eve". For a brief discussion of this motif in
art see TRAPP, "Iconography of the Fall", pp. 240-2.
The CM poet oddly omits to mention the serpent with the human
face which appears in many vernacular works from the twelfth
century on. The latest discussion of this motif is in KELLY, "Metamorphoses", which refers to older scholarship.
738-40 Cf.Gen. 3:1.
741-3 The usual reason given for the devil's tempting Eve first is that she
is the weaker of the two. See DCD XIV xi; BEDE, In Pent., PL XCI
212; Sent. II Dist. xxi, PL CXCII 694; Hist. Schol. Gen. xxi, PL
CXCVIII 1072; WM. OF SHOREHAM 647-51; HERMAN, fol. Iv.
745 Why did Satan teach the serpent, his messenger, how to tempt Adam
(above, 1.735 and note) if he himself is to be in the serpent's skin?
The line may be intended metaphorically to suggest that Satan's intentions have completely taken over the serpent's, or it may indicate a
second source for the scene. Cf. DGAL XI xxviii, PL XXXIV 444;
Hist. Schol. Gen. xxi, PL CXCVIII 1072; Elucid. I 85. A twelfth
century Irish work makes the scene more t clearly understandable.
There the devil persuades the serpent to help him and then says:
"Take my counsel... and make we covenant and friendship and go
thou not to wait on Adam and give me a place to me in thy body, that
we may go, both of us [lit. in our duality], unto Eve and enjoin upon
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her to eat the fruit of the forbidden tree;..." From MACCARTHY,
ed., Codex Palatino Vaticanus, 51f.
749-54 Cf. Elucid. I 73.
757 Cf. the Vita Adae et Evae, in which the temptation takes place when
Eve is alone, after Adam has very reluctantly left her. See MOZLEY
138/33 and the English translations.
758-90 The dialogue between Eve and the serpent is a fairly close rendering of Gen. 3:1-6.
764 CFG's "midward" translates Gen. 3:3 "quod est in medio paradisi".
767 Cf. n. to 1.659 above.
768 Cf. 1.660 and note. MSS CFG do not repeat the reference to the
"doubel deep".
775-84 Eve's first sin is wishing to be like God. Cf. Gen. 3:5. The CM
poet ignores the difficulties created by the plural noun "dii" in the
Vulgate, as do most vernacular writers. Others translate "dii" as the
Trinity (Kildare 64) or as angels (possibly G&E 332), or say that Adam
and Eve wanted to be "As two godes, with god" (Piers Plowman
C xxi 320).
776 This phrasing is not from Gen., but recalls Lucifer's own desires.
See 1.450 above.
787-8 Eve's second sin is sensuous curiosity about the fruit, Gen. 3:6.
Cf. DGCM II xv, PL XXXIV 207; BEDE, In Pent., PL XCI 214; Sent.
II Dist. xxi, PL CXCH 696; Hist. Schol. Gen. xxii, xxiii, PL CXCVIII
1072, 1074; HUGH OF ST. VICTOR, De Sacramentis Christ. Fid,. I vii
10, PL CLXXVI 290-1; Sum. Theol. Q. CLXIII art. 1. Cf. also the
moral lesson taught in Ancrene Riwle 22/36-23/10.
791-27 The poet is here using a source which I have not been able to
identify.
792 The correct reading is hard to reconstruct here. Perhaps the original
line stated that the devil's promise was immediately shown to be false.
794 C's line is probably original. Its "wayth" (ON vaoi) is often changed
in the other MSS. G's "king" is a miscopying of "kin". The southern
translator glossed the "king" of his exemplar as "oure lord god". The
line is acceptable as it stands in these latter MSS, but is clearly not
the original.
795 The fruit is universally called an apple in the vernacular, as in Latin
Christianity generally. VON RAD, Genesis, p. 88 suggests this identification may have arisen through the association of "malus"/bad, and
"malum"/apple. QUINN, The Quest of Seth, p. 128 traces it to a Targum
translation of Cant. 2:3 and 7:9 as "paradise apple". Petrus Comestor,
however, suggests that the fruit was a fig. See Hist. Schol. Gen. xxiii,
PL CXCVIII 1073. Cf. ISIDORE, De Ord. Creat., PL LXXXIII 941:
"ficum, maledictum delicti Adae, quae totam terram inficeret". Cf.
RASHI, 13.
795-6 The apple of Eden is here metaphorically identified with the sour
grapes oiler. 31:29: "Patres comederunt uvam acerbam,/et denies
filiorum obstupuerunt." Cf. Ez. 18:2. CASSIDY, "The Edged Teeth"
227-36 suggests that the identification is first made in the fifth century
in SEDULIUS' Carmen Paschale, from which the CM passage is "a
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lineal descendent". See PL XIX 595, 11.20-5. AUGUSTINE, Enchir.
xlvi, PL XL 254 also quotes the passage from Ez. in speaking of the
consequences of the Fall. Cf. Old English Phoenix, 11.402-9; Pirke,
xiii, p. 95; GINZBERG, Legends V, p. 68 n. 68.
823 For Petrus Comestor, as for most commentators in the Augustinian
tradition, the immediate effects of the Fall are mainly sexual. See
Hist. Schol. Gen. xxii, PL CXCVIII 1072-3; cf. AUGUSTINE, DCD
XIV xv-xxvi. The CM poet, however, takes from the Trad. anon.
this description of the disharmony in Paradise after the Fall. It neatly
balances the previous description of the harmony in the animal world
(11. 671 ff. above).
828-38 Trad. anon. fol. 215r col. 2-215v col. 1.
828 MED suggests that MS C's "blurded" is an error for "blered".
However, G's "lourid" is probably the original reading. Trad. anon.
has "Toutes [les betes] li firent laide chiere". The southern translator,
or his exemplar, miscopied "lourid" as "lord", and a much weaker
couplet resulted.
877-84 These lines, like much of this conversation, sound more like Trad,
anon. fol. 215v col. 1 than like Gen. 3.
897-8 These lines are obviously reversed in MSS GHTLB.
901-12 Trad. anon. fol. 215v col. 2.
901-2 The reference to the serpent's warm nature ultimately comes from
a misreading of Gen. 3:1 calidior 'hotter' instead of callidior 'more
clever'. Cf. ELLIS, Golden Legend, I, 172: "Then the serpent which
was hotter than any beast of the earth..." Cf. WHITE, Book of Beasts,
pp. 186-7.
905 Cf. 1.660 above and note.
909-10 The subjection of woman to man might have called to the French
poet's mind the passage from I Cor. 11:3-10 which urges women to cover
their heads as a sign of their subjection and shame. Cf. however Pirke
xiv, p. 100, where part of Eve's penalty is that "her head is covered
like a mourner''.
911-6 The poet makes clear Eve's function as the antitype of Mary, the
usual mediaeval interpretation of Gen. 3:15. See the references in
Diet, theol. cath., "Eve", V 1651-2.
937-42 The southern translator garbled CG's close translation of Gen.
3:22. He has God addressing Adam (11.937-8) and wrongly asserting
that He gave Adam knowledge of both good and evil.
944 The southern translation errs in the pronoun "bei". Only Adam was
made in the world, while Eve was formed in Paradise. This is of some
interest to commentators such as PETER ABELARD, PL CLXXVIII
243, and is made the subject of a riddle in the prose Life — Vernon
107/90-3.
945-51 God lectures Adam in somewhat similar terms in Trad, anon
fol. 216r col. 1. The French poem does not mention the oil of mercy
(1.955) because this part of the legend does not appear there.
952 Cf. 1.660 above and note.
967-70 Trad. anon. fol. 215v col. 2. The rest of the conversation is not
in the French poem.
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975-88 MSS GHTLB all omit these lines. A scribe's eye mistook "Adam"
on 1.989 for "Adam" on 1.975.
975-9 Possibly suggested by Hugh of St. Victor, Adnot. in Pent, vii,
PL CLXXV 44.
981-8 The poet implies that the Fall occurred immediately after Eve was
created, for Adam was formed at 9 am ("vndern tide"), and Eve at
midday, and Adam lived only three hours in Paradise before the Fall
(1.982). Cf. DGAL IX iv, PL XXXIV 395-6; Trin. Camb. 41; North.
Horns.
985-8 Elucid. I 91.
994 The southern scribes are clearly dubious about this line. MS H's
"fully flecched"/completely turned away, is at least innocuous. T's
"fouly flecched" seems to question God's justice in turning Adam out of
Paradise, but cf. a similar construction in Anc. test. fol. 3r col. 1:
"Vilement en fu iete de parais". Morris, CM, p. xxxiv reads "flecched"
as a variant of "flekked", and thus reads fouly spotted, but this is
unconvincing.
995 The wall of fire surrounding Paradise is found in ISIDORE, Etym.
XIV iii 3; RABANUS MAURUS, De Universo XII iii, PL CXI 334;
DIM I viii, PL CLXXII 123; etc.
999ff. This description of Paradise includes many of the conventional
topoi, and represents a vision of still-existing but unattainable delight.
Cf. the present tense used in 1.1006 and n. to 11.1030-1. The loci classici for Christian descriptions of Paradise are Lactantius, De Ave
Phoenice, trans A.S. Cook, in OE Elene, p. 124, PSEUDO-TERTULLIAN,
De Judicio Domini viii, PL II 1151-2; and AVITUS, De Mosaicae
Historiae Gestis, PL LIX 323-30. See discussions by COLI, // Paradiso
terrestre; GRAF, Miti', Patch, The Other World; GIAMATTI, The Earthly Paradise; Witke, Numen Litterarum; and DUNCAN, Milton's Earthly
Paradise. Graf, Appendice I, prints relevant extracts from twenty
sources.
Because the topos is so wide-spread, I shall comment only on
unusual features in the CM.
1006 In Gen. 2:8, the Septuagint and Old Latin read "ad orientam"
instead of "a principio". Most mediaeval writers thus place Paradise
in the east. HAENISCH, CM, p. 4* suggests that this detail in the CM
comes from Petrus Comestor, but the poet could have picked it up
almost anywhere.
1007 Man worked in the Garden without fatigue. See, e.g., DGAL VIII
x, PL XXXIV 381; ERNALDUS OF BONNEVALLE, Hexaemeron, PL
CLXXXIX 1536; Hist. Schol. Gen. xv, PL CXCVIII 1068.
1009 The idea of a perpetual day without night is found in the pseudoTertullian poem, PL II 1151 and 1152, but, as Lactantius speaks of a
dawn, 1.35, his vision of Paradise presumably includes nights. Cf.
CHAUCER'S Parliament of Fowles 209-10, and above, 1.646.
1010 Cf. below, 11.1288-90.
1012 The perpetual leafiness of Paradise is stressed in Trad. anon. fol. 212v
col. 1. Augustine said that the fruits in the garden would not decay,
and referred to loan. 6:27 to support the idea. However, he inter-
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preted the passage allegorically. See DGCM ix, PL XXXIV 202. Cf.
PSEUDO-TERTULLIAN, loc. cit.
1014 GIAMATTI, p. 70, lists the stress on the beautiful odours of Paradise
as characteristic of Christian as opposed to classical, descriptions of
Paradise. This may arise from the mention of bdellium, an aromatic
gum, in Gen. 2:12. Cf. Trad. anon. fol. 212v col. 1.
1015-26 This description of the four trees comes from Elucid. I 69. Cf.
somewhat similar passages in AUGUSTINE, DCD XIV xxvi; ROBERTUS
PULLUS, Sententiae II xix, PL CLXXXVI 746.
1027 The "orcharde of delices" exactly translated "hortus deliciarum",
which in turn translates the Hebrew words rendered by Paradisus
(hortus) and Eden (deliciae). See JEROME, Quaest. in Gen., PL XXIII
988; ISIDORE, Etym. XIV Hi 2; etc.
1028

Cf. n. to 1.1014 above. The pseudo-Tertullian poem mentions cinammon and amomum, Avitus cinammon and balsam. Cf. ERNALDUS,
op. cit., 1535. In the Apocalypse of Moses, Adam and Eve take spices
with them when they are expelled from Paradise. In the Vita Adae et
Evae, Eve and Seth return from Paradise bringing Adam three herbs.
SeeMozLEY, 142/10-11.
1030-1 The sweet bird songs of Paradise are stressed by Ernaldus, for
instance, Hex., PL XXXIX 1537, and in the Legende, p. 46/27. The
original reading of the CM however seems to have referred to the
songs of saints in the earthly Paradise rather than to those of birds.
Cf. MSS CF. Strictly speaking, the existence of saints is impossible
in Adam's time, because they had not yet been born. Their appearance
in this passage emphasizes that this is a description of the earthly
paradise as it exists now. Cf. above, n. to 1.999ff.
1032-8 The well and four streams are also characteristic of the Christian
paradise. See GIAMATTI, p. 70.
1037-8 The names of the rivers are corrupt only in MSS of the southern
translation. MS C now has the biblical forms of the names, "gyon"
and "fison", although these are written in a later hand. MSS FG and
probably originally C make the common identification of Phison with
Ganges and Gehon with Nile. See JOSEPHUS, p. 19; JEROME, Quaest.
in Gen., PL XXIII 989; DGCM II x, PL XXXIV 203; BEDE, Hex.,
PL XCI 45; In Pent., PL XCI 207; Hist. Schol. Gen. xiv, PL CXCVIII
1068.
The first part of the southern translator's "lulespigre" was a
scribal misreading of the minims in "nilus". The second half of the
word, "pigre", began in the exemplar of the southern MSS as an
attempt to copy an original "phison", but after one letter the scribe's
eye slipped upward to the ending of "tigre". Hence the meaningless
"lulespigre".
1039-40 According to Giamatti, p. 70, the precious stones of Paradise are
a special characteristic of Christian tradition not found in classical
literature. They originate in Gen. 2:11-2. The Septuagint translates the
Hebrew word in Gen. 2:12 as "carbuncle" instead of "bdellium",
as in the Vulgate, thus reinforcing the tradition.
1041 Paradise is always thought to be remote and inaccessible. Some
writers say that it is inaccessible because it is so far away, separated
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from us by vast spaces of land, sea or desert, sometimes filled with
wild beasts. The most popular Christian tradition said that Paradise
was inaccessibly high, perhaps because it shared something of earth
and heaven, as Patch suggests, The Other World, p. 135. This belief
is reinforced by II Cor. 12:2-4, whose "tertium Coelum" the Greek
Fathers identified with the lunar sphere. See Giamatti, loc. cit.
1042-4 The idea that Paradise, because of its height, escaped the great
flood, is often found also, even in pagan authors. The CM poet probably
takes his version from PETRUS COMESTOR, Hist. Schol. Gen. xiii,
PL CXCVIII 1067.
1050 MSS CFG state that Adam and Eve were the first people to have to
work hard. The reading of the southern translation, "pe firste bei were
to sawe bigan", results from scribal corruption of "sua"/so to "sau"/
sow. Cain is usually supposed to be the first cultivator. See JOSEPHUS
27; Hist. Schol. Gen. xxvi, PL CXCVIII 1076.
1052 Cain is not yet cursed, of course, but many vernacular works cannot
resist the alliteration. See Cant. Great. 447; Rev. Meth. 58; Met.
Para. 234; cf. Hist. Schol. Gen. xxvi, PL CXCVIII 1076, the probable
source here. Piers Plowman says that Cain was conceived while his
parents were still unrepentant and was therefore cursed (C XI 212-5).
1056 "fode" here means offspring, an allusion that Emerson, "Legs, of
Cain", p. 832, missed in discussing the devilish origin of Cain. The
idea is a Jewish one, given authority for Christians by loan 3:12. See
Jew. Encyc. "Cain". Cf. AUGUSTINE, In Epistolam Joannis ad Parthos,
Tract. V iii, PL XXXV 2012-3; BEDE, In Primam Epistolam Sancti
Joannis, PL XCHI 102.
1063-6 Gen. 4:4-5 says simply "et respexit Dominus ad Abel, et ad munera
ejus. Ad Cain vero, et ad munera illius, non respexit;" without specifying why Abel's offering was more acceptable. The most popular explanation was that Abel gave his in a better spirit. Cf. Hebr. 11:4 and
references in "Abel", Diet, theol. cath. I 29. See also WEATHELY,
ed., Speculum Sacerdotale, pp. 66, 95-6. The mystery plays, especially
the Towneley "Matacio abel", make great fun out of Cain's unwilling
sacrifice.
1070 The original reading must have been C's "sacrilages". The word
is plural because it refers both to the coming murder of Abel (OED
under "sacrilege... any kind of outrage on consecrated persons or
things") and more immediately back to the grudging offering of the
tithe. In the Middle Ages, sacrilege was a branch of avarice. See
Chaucer's "Parson's Tale": "Espiritueel thefte is sacrilege, that is to
seyn, hurtynge of hooly thynges, or of thynges sacred to Christ,...
they that withdrawen falsly the rightes that longen to hooly chirche"
(X[I]800-1). Cf. MORRIS, ed., Ayenbite oflnwyt, p. 41.
Probably by missing or omitting a superscribed abbreviation sign
for "ri", a scribe has corrupted "sacrilege" to "sacles" (FG), which
can only refer very awkwardly to Abel.
1073 C's "chafte ban" (ON; cp. OI kjapt-r)/jaw-bone, is the original
reading. The tradition that the weapon used to murder Abel was the
jaw-bone of an ass is firmly entrenched in vernacular literature and in
art in the Middle Ages. The tradition has been discussed by EMERSON,
"Legs, of Cain"; BONNELL, "Cain's Jaw Bone", 140-6; SCHAPIRO,
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"Cain's Jaw Bone"; HENDERSON, "Cain's Jaw-Bone"; COOMARASWAMY, Art Bulletin; BARB, "Cain's Murder-Weapon". In England the
ass's jaw-bone appears in KEMBLE, 180; Trin. Camb. 86; Life — Vernon 112/255; Met. Para. 236; Lud. Cov. Ill 149; Towneley II 324;
Creat. of World 1117. Cf. Anc. Corn. Dr. 539-40 where Cain strikes
Abel on the jaw-bone, obviously a corruption of the same tradition.
The jaw-bone appears also in Anc. test. fol. 3r col. 1, quoted in BONNARD, p. 97. The earliest picture of Cain holding a jaw-bone is in the
illustrations to Aelfric's translation of the Hexateuch, MS BL Cotton
Claudius B iv, fol. 8v, dated in the second quarter of the eleventh
century.
1075-82 Cf. MALAN, Book of Adam I 79; Apoc. of Moses, xl 4.
1083-4 Cf. Hist. Schol. Gen. xxvii, PL CXCVIII 1077. This is the earliest
citation for this proverb in WHITING, Proverbs, M806.
1087-1110 Trad. anon. fol. 216v.
1087-90 Adam instinctively knows that Cain has done an evil deed. Cf. the
Vita Adae, Mozley 134-5/23, in which Eve dreams, before the deed,
of Cain with Abel's blood in his mouth.
1093-6 In Gen. 4:9 these words are part of the dialogue between God and
Cain. Petrus Comestor was apparently bothered by God's asking Cain
where Abel was. He explains that God really knew the answer all
along, but intended his words as a cry against fratricide. The vernacular
poets have evaded Comestor's difficulty by transferring the question
to Cain's earthly father. See Hist. Schol. Gen. xxvii, PL CXCVIII
1077.
1098 Genesis does not mention the offering being burned, but the tradition
was of long standing. The Hebrew word which appears in the Vulgate
as "respexit" was translated as "kindled" by Theodotian, and this
was widely reported in the Middle Ages. See Jerome, Quaest. in Gen.,
PL XXIII 992; cf. BEDE, In Pent., PL XCI 215; HUGH OF ST. VICTOR,
Adnot. in Pent. iv,PL CLXXV 44; Hist. Schol. Gen. xxvi,PL CXCVIII
1077; "Abel", Jew. Encyc. Various legends grew up in the vernacular.
Sometimes God kindled Abel's sacrifice and not Cain's, as in MALAN,
Book of Adam I Ixxviii, p. 98; Trin. Camb. 77-84; Life of Christ 233740; Chester II; Lud. Cov. II 131-6; Townely II 275ff; EVRAT, Genese,
fol. 13r col. 2. Sometimes the smoke of Abel's sacrifice ascends to
heaven, while Cain's drifts downward and chokes him, as inLife-Vernon
112/243-6; Townely II 275; GEOFFROI DE PARIS, fol. 12r col. 2. This may
have evolved from a Midrashic interpretation of Gen. 4:5, which translated the Hebrew "wayyihar" (Vulgate "iratus") as burnt up or blackened. See Midrash, p. 184; GINZBERG, Leg ends V, p. 137 n. 13. In the Trad,
anon., which the CM poet has been following, Abel's sacrifice gives off a
sweet smell, while the odour of Cain's is foul.
1099 Cf. Gen. 4:8. Instead of the Vulgate's "Egrediamur foras", the Old
Latin read "Eamus in campum". Hence the murder of Abel frequently
takes place in a field. See EMERSON, "Legs, of Cain", pp. 857 ff.
1116 "his owne ymage" of course refers back to Gen. 1:26-7.
1119-20, 1123-42 Trad. anon. fol. 216v col. 2-217r col. 1.
1123-6 Cf. n. to 11.1093-6 above.
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1134-42 This is the curse on Cain, Gen. 4:11, strongly mixed with the curse
on Adam, Gen. 3:17-8.
1143-60 These lines do not appear in the source the CM poet has been
using.
1149-54 Cf. Gen. 4:12.
1153 MS H's unique reading "knowen" for "holden" was accidentally
taken over from the previous line.
1161-72 Trad. anon. fol. 217r col. 1.
1172 Cf. Gen. 4:14.
1175-82 Trad, anon., loc. cit.
1177-8 There are various traditions about the mark of Cain. Some Jewish
sources said it was a horn. See Midrash xxii 12, p. 191, which also
mentions other traditions. This horn appears in the Cornish Great, of
World 1373. The Septuagint translation, however, instead of making Cain
a wanderer, said that he would be groaning and trembling on the earth.
This trembling became the mark of Cain in several different works.
See MALAN, Book of Adam I LXXIX, pp. 102-3; BUDGE, Cave of
Treasures 78, HUGH OF ST. VICTOR, Adnot. in Pent., PL CLXXV 44;
Hist. Schol. Gen. xxvn, PL CXCVIII 1078;L//e — Vernon 113/269-70;
Mace 593-6. Cf. EMERSON, "Legs, of Cain", p. 869; GINZBERG, Legends
V, p. 143 n. 37.
The CM poet implies that the mark of Cain is a piece of writing.
This is a Jewish tradition, apparently suggested by Ez. 9:4, 6, and found
in Pirke xxi, p. 156; RASHI 19. The only other vernacular work known
to me which describes this as the mark of Cain is the Trad. anon.
fol. 217r col. 1:
Niert pas ansic com tu las dist
En fronc te metrai un escrist
Qui te uerrn quil ne te toiche
[Mais conoisse ta felonie]
Mon signe de ta penitance
Qui te fera lou amiance

(One line, missing in MS BN fr. 763, is here supplied from MS Arsenal
3516 fol. 6r col. 1.)
1187-9 The same riddle appears in dialogue literature, especially from
German sources. See KEMBLE, p. 290, 295-8. Cf. Parzifal IX 464. The
answer here is Abel. He was born before his parents because they
were never born at all, but created. His grandmother was the earth,
and he had her maidenhead because his was the first blood to be shed
on her. The riddle may have been suggested to the CM poet by the
following passage from the Hist. Schol. Gen. xviii, Add. 1, PL CXCVIII
1071: "Terra proprie adhuc virgo erat, quia nondum corrupta homine
ope re, nee sanguine infecta."
1191-1202 Elucid. I 93. HAENISCH, CM, p. 4* thought that this came from
Petrus Comestor.
1191 The Vulgate says only that Adam was 130 years old when he begat
Seth (Gen. 5:3). This story of his continence for 100 years after Abel's
death is widespread. See Hist. Schol. Gen. xxix, PL CXCVIII 1080;
Trin. Camb. 101-2; SELeg. 168/27-8; Cant. Great. 496-8; Life— Vernon
113/278-81; Myroure, p. 191; Rev. Meth. (English translation only),
p. 158/73-80, cf. p. 183; Anc. Corn. Dr. 619-39. For a variant of this
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story see MALAN, Book of Adam, Ixxiii; R. H. CHARLES, Apocrypha,
p. 137; and G&E 389-408, 421-2. Cf. also GINZBERG, Legends V,
pp. 148-9 n. 50.
1206 Cf. I Cor. 15:45 where Christ is referred to as the new Adam. Cf.
also I Cor. 15:20-2; Rom. 5:12-21.
1210 An echo of Christ's commandment in Matth. 22:39: "Diliges proximum tuum, sicut teipsum." The poet changes "proximum" to
"breber", thus suggesting that Seth is both an anti-type of Cain, who
did not love his brother, and a type of Christ, the enunciator of the
new law. This is one of the CM poet's rare hints of a figural interpretation. Cf. n. to 1.1206 above.
1211-3 Elucid. I 93. C's reading is closest to the Latin. Cf. the etymology
of Seth given by ISIDORE, Etym VII vi 9: "Seth... positio, quia posuit
eum Deus pro Abel."
1216-8 From Hist. Schol. Gen. xxix, Add. 1, PL CXCVIII 1080. Gen. 5:4
merely says of Adam: "genuitque filios et filias". In other vernacular
works, the number of sons varies from 30 to 33, depending on whether
Cain, Abel and Seth are counted. The number of daughters varies
between 30 and 32, according to whether or not the author knew of
Cain's and Abel's twin sisters.
1223-36 The author winds up the stories of Cain and Abel and the offspring of Adam by looking ahead to the death of Cain's kindred in
Noah's flood.
1237ff. The CM poet here begins to tell the story of Seth's quest for the
Oil of Mercy and the history of the wood of the Cross, both immensely
popular in the Middle Ages. The pioneering work of classification was
carried out by Wilhelm MEYER in "Die Geschichte des Kreuzholzes
vor Christus", and "Vita Adae et Evae". An excellent study has been
produced by Esther Casier QUINN, The Quest of Seth. I will not attempt
to reproduce her discussion of the variations in the tradition and their
transmission throughout the Middle Ages. For work which has been
done since her book appeared, see SEVERS, ed., Manual II 441-6 and
635-9.
Briefly, the history of the Holy Cross began in two parts. One
told of the life of Adam and Eve after their expulsion from Paradise,
and of Seth's journey back to Eden on behalf of his dying father.
This is told in the Greek Apocalypse of Moses and, in the form known
in the West, in the Latin Vita Adae et Evae. I refer throughout to the
text of the Vita published by J. H. MOZLEY, "The 'Vita Adae'". Mozley
used English manuscripts for his edition, and classified several details
in their texts which are specifically English.
A separate legend began with Moses finding rods in the desert,
and told of their history through various owners until they were used
to form Christ's cross. The introduction to Arthur S. NAPIER, Rood
Tree, contains a good early description of the texts. See also Quinn.
These two separate stories were combined to produce what Meyer
called the Legende version, telling the history of the cross wood from
Seth's quest for its seeds in Paradise. I quote from the Legende text
printed by Moshe LAZAR, "La Legende de 1'Arbre de Paradis".
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The CM poet has used the Latin Legende as his source for the
Adam section of the rood story, and Trad. anon, for the rest.
1237ff. Legende 45/1 Iff.
1239 Legende 45/11 has "bipennam", a double-edged axe. This wa
translated "hak" in MSS CF, with the spade added for the rhyme. The
spade alone survives in GHTLB and is substituted for the "hak" in
1.1241. Henning LARSEN, "Origo Crucis", 30 adduces the appearance
of an ojc//pick-axe in the Old Norse Hauksbok version of the legend as
a striking parallel with the CM. The source is much more likely to have
been the Latin, however.
1240 MSS CF's "sad" is original, translating "cepit ... tristari". HL's
"mate" (OFr. mate) is equally good, but GTB's "made" is inferior.
1241 The reviser who dropped "hak" as the rhyme word has left Adam
in a very awkward position, with his breast somehow resting on his
spade.
1245 BENNETT and SMITHERS, p. 1245, point out that "yate ward" was
originally two words, "ward" being a verb. Thus C's line, without
Morris' suggested interpolation of "es", translates "ad Cherubin...
qui custodit... atrium" (Legende 45/13).
1246-50 Not in Legende.
1251-64 Legende 45/17-9.
1256 C's "gren" was accidentally re-copied from the previous line. The
original rhyme word was probably "sene", as in GHTLB.
1265-77 Legende 45/14-5.
1271-2 Not in Legende.
1283-1394 Legende 45/20-46/23.
1288-90 This may be the great light of Paradise itself, or it may be the
burning wall surrounding it.
1291 Henning LARSEN, "Cursor Mundi 1291" seeks to derive this from an
Old Norse version of the story, but MSS CF translate the Latin "signavit se signo theta".
1295-1302 This is in direct discourse in the Latin.
1299-1300 Not in Legende.
1303 The poet uses the word '' cherubin'' as a proper name. Cf. Life — Vernon
108/138.
1305-88 Legende 46/25-47/48.
1311 The CM poet is not being vague again, but is simply translating
his source, Legende 46/26.
1315 Latin "lucidissimum".
1334 "{wt made him doute". The Latin has "stupefactus rediit", 46/34.
1343 The child is obviously Christ. The "swapelynge bonde", Latin
"pannis involutum", 46/35, echoes Luc. 2:7, 12.
1344 As the angel later explains, Christ is weeping for the sins of Seth's
parents. The ME poet, though he translates the restrained "deflet" as
"wepej?" at 1.1357, here uses the realistic "squelonde".
1348-9 "in quo cognovit animam fratris sui Abel", 46/36.
1372 Not in Latin.
1375 Latin "infra os ejus pones", 47/42. Cf. below 1.1417, Legende
47/51.
1377 The three trees in the Legende are cedar, cypress and pine, 47/43.
MSS CFG preserve the original reading here, but the southern trans-
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lator has changed all the references to the three trees to cedar, cypress
and palm. The palm was often cited in other places as one of the woods
of which the cross was made. See QUINN'S discussion, Quest of Seth,
p. 70 and n. 3, p. 151, n. 3.
When he changed the third tree in his source, the southern translator of the CM may have had in mind the verses of Eccli. 24:17-8:

17 Quasi cedrus exaltata sum in Libano, et quasi cypressus in monte
Sion;
18 quasi palma exaltata sum in Cades,

These images were very often applied to the Virgin. See RABY, Christian-Latin Poetry, p. 366. Thus the southern translator has deliberately
altered his original to refer, however obliquely, to the Blessed Virgin,
to whom the CM is dedicated.
1380 MSS CF's reading is the original, translating "universis arboribus
alcius crescere consuevit" (47/45).
1389-98 This conversation is not in the Legende.
1399-1405 Legende 47/49-50.
1406-12 Not in Legende.
1409 According to Gen. 5:5, Adam lived 930 years. However the Legende
says he was 932 (45/11). Aware of the two different figures, the CM
poet here begs the question. Cf. SEL 168/31.
The southern translator's new rhyme word "sare", meaning "alert,
nimble, active, brisk, quick" (OED Yare a 2) exactly contradicts the
intent of the passage as a whole, and especially the following line.
1413-9 Legende 47/51-2.
1421, 1424-30 Legende, 47/53.
1435-48 Cf. Life — Vernon 117/385-8, where Adam is said to have spent
4604 years in Hell. Cf. also GEOFFROI DE PARIS, fol. 13v col. 2.
1438 The southern translator's change from "ras" to "dised" weakens the
line.
1449 The sisters (and' wives) of Cain and Seth have various names in
ancient tradition. See Jubilees 4:9,11; MALAN, Book of Adam, I Ixxiv,
Ixxv. Calmana and Delbora are the names most often used in mediaeval
texts. See Rev. Meth. 192; Hist. Schol. Gen. xxv, PL CXCVIII 1076.
Cf. below, 1.1501.
145Iff. The CM tries to reproduce the genealogy of Seth as given in Gen.
5, but gets the ages of four out of the eight men wrong.
1453-4 Gen. 4:26.
1455 i.e. 912 years. Cf. Gen. 5:6-7.
1459-60 MSS CFG preserve the name as "Cainan" (Gen. 5:12-4). The
southern translator has corrupted it to "Caym". Cainan lived 910 years.
1461-2 T miscopies the name "maladial", but HLB have the correct form.
He lived 895 years (Gen. 5:17). Perhaps a Roman numeral xcv was
miscopied as xxv.
1463 Jared lived 962 years (Gen. 5:20). MSS CF come closer to the
correct figure.
1464 MS C preserves the original "kne". See MED kne n. 3, a somewhat
uncommon usage, which GHTLB change to "kyn".
1465-6 These lines are based directly on a short text of the Revelations
of Methodius: "Quadragesimo autem anno tempore Jareth, transiuit
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primum miliarium seculi." See Rev. Meth. p. 193. Cf. below, n. to
11.2001-6.
1468 Henoch lived 365 years (Gen. 5:23). The poet may have misread
Gen. 5:22.
1469-70 From Hist. Schol. Gen. xxx, PL CXCVIII 1081. Cf. Jubilees
4:17; I Enoch 12:4, 14:1; DIM, PL CLXXII 165. In ME, Higden
223 and Wyntoun 269-74 also translate this information from Comestor.
1471 The standard interpretation of Gen. 5:24, which says, "Ambulavitque
cum Deo, et non apparuit, quia tulit eum Deus." The tradition begins
very early. See Jubilees 4:23; I Enoch 70:1-3; II Enoch 67:2; JEROME,
Comment, in Amos III xi 2ff, PL XXV 1087; BEDE, Hex., PL XCI 73;
Hist. Schol. Gen. xxx, PL CXCVIII 1080; HIGDEN 223; WYNTOUN
275ff; KEMBLE 200, 213; Great, of World 2094-2145. A possible explanation of the ideas connected with Enoch comes from Babylonian tradition. Enoch was the seventh in line from Adam, and the seventh
ante-diluvian king of Babylon was also said to have received divine
illumination. Interestingly, the Babylonian king was in the service of
the sun god, and Enoch's life lasted 365 years, the duration of one
solar year. See DRIVER, Genesis, 78.
1471-4 Probably from Hist. Schol. Gen. xxx, PL CXCVIII 1080.
1475-80 Enoch and Elijah are the two men of the Old Testament who did
not die but were taken to Paradise bodily to await the second coming.
The story of their fatal struggle with Anti-Christ is very old and is
based on their identification with the two witnesses of Apoc. 11:3-7.
See BOUSSET, The Antichrist Legend, pp. 203-17. The CM poet may
have taken his account of this from Adso's widely known Libellus de
Antichristo. See KALUZA, "Zu den Quellen", p. 451.
1481-2 The CM poet now begins to use DIM as a source: "Hujus tempore
mortuus est Adam," PL CLXXII 165. KALUZA, "Zu den Quellen",
p. 451 first pointed out the poet's indebtedness to this work, but he
reported that the CM poet used DIM only in 11.6993-7082 and 91339222.
1493-5 Petrus Comestor discusses various estimates of the length of the
first age, Hist. Schol. Gen. xxx, PL CXCVIII 1081. However, Comestor
does not give this figure. Adding the ages of each man at the birth of
his eldest son, plus the 612 years of Noah's life before the beginning of
the second age, gives a total of 1668, not 1662, as in MSS CF. Cf. WYNTOUN, who gives the number of years as 1667, 11.283-4.
1496ff. The Trad. anon, spends considerable time on the family of Cain,
having his sons discover the seven liberal arts among other things.
The CM poet chose not to translate this. Cf. Gen. 4:16-24.
1501-2 See note to 1.1449 above.
1505 MSS CFG preserve the better reading "mad" for "took". Cf. Gen.
4:17.
1506 The ages are not given for the descendants of Cain in Gen. 4:17ff.
In any event, they all perish in Noah's flood.
1508 From Rev. Meth. 193: "hec prima facta est ante deluuium". The
phrase does not occur in Petrus Comestor. In the Revelations, however,
and in works derived from it, the city is called Effrem. Cf. Trin. Camb.
88. The CM poet has corrected this to the biblical Enos, 1.1504.
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1509 According to the Vulgate, Gen. 4:18, the line runs from Enoch to
Irad. However, the Septuagint and Old Latin translations gave the name
Irad as Gaidad. This is the name used here in DIM, and therefore the
one used by the CM poet, as preserved in MSS CG. The scribe of F
was apparently puzzled by this "Gaidat", and rewrote the line. The
southern translator made a similar adaptation.
The forms "mamael" (C) and "Mainael" (F) are scribal corruptions of the Vulgate "Maviael" (Gen. 4:18). MSS GHTLB's "malaliel"
is a further corruption of this, probably influenced by the "malaliel"
in Seth's line. Cf. above 1.1461.
1513-4 This refers to the usual mediaeval interpretation of Gen. 4:23-4
as a song of lament sung by Lamech when, old and blind, he accidentally kills Cain. This story was often told at length in the Middle
Ages, especially by authors who knew PETRUS COMESTOR, Hist. Schol.
Gen. xxviii, PL CXCVIII 1079-80. Cf. GINZBERG, Legends, V 146-7,
n. 44; MALAN, Book of Adam, II xiii, p. 122; BUDGE, Cave of Treasures
78-9; RASHI 21; Rev. Meth. 193; Glossa, PL CXIII 101; HUGH OF
ST. VICTOR, Adnot. in Pent., PL CLXXV 44-5; see also JAMES, Lost
Apocrypha, 10-11. In ME the story is found in G&E 471-86; HIGDEN
229-31; WYNTOUN 191-202; Fall of Princes 735; MANDEVILLE L 81;
Lud. Cov. IV I42f[.-Creat. of World 1465-1712. In French, both EVRAT,
fol. 15r col. 2 and MACE 709-44 tell the story.
The abbreviated version is unusual, and probably conies from
Rev. Meth. 193 which says simply: "filii lamech ceci, qui fuit primus
cecus. qui interfecit Cairn." D'Evelyn does not note this parallel with
CM, and HAENISCH, CM, p. 5* gives Comestor as the source of the
passage.
1516-24 Cf.Gen. 4:20-22.
1517 MS C's "loger" is original, from OF logier. The line refers to Gen.
4:20: "pater habitantium in tentoriis".
1525-8 From COMESTOR, Hist. Schol. Gen. xxviii, PL CXCVIII 1078-9.
1529-30 This story is told of Seth's descendants in JOSEPHUS 33; Great,
of World 2146-2210; and in the Vita — MOZLEY 145/52 and its ME
translations. Cf. GINZBERG, Legends, V pp. 149-50 n. 53. Comestor,
however, had already switched it to the sons of Lamech who recorded
the secrets of their crafts. See Hist. Schol. Gen. xxviii, PL CXCVIII
1079; G&E 461-4; Rev. Meth. 163-90; HIGDEN 233; WYNTOUN 22340; MACE 679-92.
1541-52 From Hist. Schol. Gen. xxxvi and Add. 2, PL CXCVIII 1087.
Comestor got the idea from JOSEPHUS 57. Cf. HIGDEN 231. D'Evelyn
suggested that the ME translation of the Revelations of Methodius
took this passage from the CM. See Rev. Meth., 11.191-214. Both the
CM and the Revelations say the Great Year takes 100 years to pass,
whereas Comestor and Higden both say 600 years.
1548 "mychal spire" translates "magnus annus".
1553ff The story of Noah's flood begins in Genesis with the account of
the intercourse between the sons of God and the daughters of men
which bred a race of giants. This was originally interpreted as describing
the fall of man. SeeN. P. WILLIAMS, Ideas of the Fall.
The sons of God have been variously interpreted. Jewish tradition
thought of them as sons of noble families. See DRIVER, Genesis 82-3;
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SKINNER, Genesis 142 n.; Targ. of Onk. 46; Targ. of Jon. 176; Midrash
26:5, p. 213; RASHI, p. 25. The Septuagint translation calls them angels,
as do Josephus 35 and Jubilees 5:1, and some early Fathers. See
references in EMERSON, "Legs, of Cain", 919-21. However, Matth.
22:30 specifically denies sexual activity to the angels. Later Christian
authorities assumed a prohibition on marriage between the descendants
of Seth, from whom Christ was to come, with the descendants of the
wicked Cain. See EMERSON, "Legs, of Cain", 921.
The CM poet barely glances at the problems of this passage,
tacitly accepting the latter interpretation and concentrating on the
wickedness of the descendants of Cain.
1553-6 From Rev. Meth. p. 193, as d'Evelyn points out. Comestor gives
the date without reference to Jareth. See Rev. Meth. pp. 148-9; cf. Hist.
Schol. Gen. xxx, PL CXCVIII 1081.
1557-8 The CM poet sees the early history of the world as a continuing
decline from the blessedness of Adam's state. Cf. AQUINAS, who asserts
that the effects of the Fall made themselves felt over a period of time.
See Sum. Theol. II
1569-84 The southern translator has expanded and changed these lines
somewhat. Morris' numbering gives a false picture of correspondances.
CFG
—
1569-76
1577-8 (CG only)

HTLB
1569-72
1573-80
—

1579-82
1581-4
1583-4
—
Originally the CM poet mentioned only lust, adultery with their
brothers' wives and rape (11.1567, 1573-4, 1577-8 CFG). The southern
translator took up the suggestion of the sin against nature and inserted
four lines to show that lesbianism and homosexuality were the abhorrent sins (11.1569-72 HTLB). He has much in common with other ME
writers who use this story to fulminate against whatever sin they most
disapprove of. Thus the SELTemp., fol. Iv col. 1, calls the sin incest,
and I&I 13-20 blames gluttony. Cf. the note to 1.2907 below. The
author of the Book of the Knight of LaTour-Landry 62 attributes the
flood entirely to women's dress.
1570-1 The poet's description of the two laws is preserved in MSS CG:
"par lau/pat es o settnes and o kind", i.e. the positive law and the
natural law. The Diet, theol. cath. XI 875 distinguishes the two:
[La loi] est naturelle, si 1'obligation qu'elle impose depend de la nature des
choses, positive, si cette obligation depend de la volonte positive et libre du
legislateur.

The CM poet could have picked up the concept of the two laws from
his reading of GROSSETESTE'S Chateau d'amour, 11.111-128.
Isidore's first example of natural law is "viri et feminae coniunctio",
in Etym. V iv 1. This explains the stress on sexual irregularities as
being "a3eyne kynde".
1574 (CFG)/1578 (HTLB) This comes from Rev. Meth. and is also found
in Hist. Schol. Gen. xxxi, PL CXCVIII 1081. Cf. G&E 529-30.
1602 Gen. 6:6.
1621 "feluns", MSS CFG, is original, a better antithesis with "pe gode"
than "foolis" of HTLB which is probably scribal corruption.
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1625-6 The genealogical diagram in MS C is not reproduced in the other
MSS, although these lines promise one. Only MSS FL omit the lines
altogether.
1627-30 Cf. Gen. 5:32. HAENISCH, CM, p. 5*, attributes this to PETRUS
COMESTOR, Hist. Schol. Gen. xxxi, PL CXCVIII 1081.
1633-60 Based on God's speeches in Gen. 6:7, 13, 17-8.
1636 Cf. 1.482 above.
1644 Cf. Gen. 8:21; Lev. 1:9; Phil. 4:18; and Eph. 5:2. In the latter, the
sweet smell of Christ's sacrifice is contrasted with fornication and uncleanness.
1652-5 Perhaps from Trad. anon. fol. 219r col. 1, but the similarity is not
striking.
1664ff Two interesting studies have appeared concerning the ark of Noah:
ALLEN, Leg. of Noah, and Grover ZINN, "Hugh of St. Victor and the
Ark of Noah''.
Mediaeval ideas of the ark usually conformed to one of three basic
shapes:
(1) Based on the Septuagint reading of Gen. 6:16, Origen's ark was
pyramidal in shape. See/n Gen. Horn. II, PG XII 161-7; Contra Celsum,
IV, PG XI 1095-8; BEDE, Hex., PL XCI 89-91; In Pent., PL XCI 221;
ALLEN, Leg. of Noah, p. 71. Cf. also Hist. Schol. Gen. xxxii Add. 1,
PL CXCVIII 1083: "Quasi agricolae locutus est Dominus, ut faceret
scilicet navem, instar arconii, id est ad conum tendentis, vel forte ab
arcendo, quia undique clausa."
(2) Augustine's ark was cubic, having vertical sides with the same
floor space on each level. He left the sea-worthiness of such a boxlike craft in the hands of Divine Providence. See DCD XV xxvii.
(3) Hugh of St. Victor interpreted Genesis differently. In his ark, the
walls are only 15 cubits high, while the roof rises a further 15 cubits,
at a slope of one cubit. The two upper stories of the ark are under the
slope of this roof. See De Area Noe Morali, I iii, PL CLXXVI 627.
ALLEN, Leg. of Noah, p. 140 describes the ark in the CM as "up-todate... a poetical version of Hugh of St. Victor's ark". This is not the
CM poet's conception, however, as is shown by the measurement
"Fro grounde to be tabulment" (1.1678). The tablement is a feature of
wall construction, not of roofs. The CM poet, then, is saying that the
full height of the ark, 30 cubits or 15 ells, is the same as the height of its
walls. His ark, therefore, is more like Augustine's than like Hugh's.
1664 The Vulgate reads: "Fac tibi arcam de lignis levigatis" (Gen. 6:14).
The Septuagint, however, has the ark built of square timber, as here.
Comestor gives the Old Latin reading "quadratis" as an alternative
to the Vulgate's. See Hist. Schol. Gen. xxxii, PL CXCVIII 1082;
cf. Glossa, PL CIII 105. Cf. York VIII 73-4, which combines the two
readings.
The Trad. anon, says "Larche feras de legiers fuz qwarrez", which
is interesting as MSS GL use the ME derivative of this Old French
word: "quarid" or "quarry".
1666 Trad. anon. fol. 219v col. 1: "et il meismes fuit maistres charpentiers".
1669-74 The CM poet does not seem concerned to describe the hull of the
ark. SALZMAN, Building in England is useful in understanding the
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structure that Noah is working on here. The CM poet describes it as
a timber frame structure filled in with wattle and daub. This is a typical
mediaeval building, less grand than a stone structure, but not as humble
as the wattle and daub huts of the peasants. See SALZMAN, pp. 192,
194.
The poet speaks of Noah as the master wright (1.1666), who directs
his helpers and is himself responsible for fastening in place the main
beams of the building (1.1728). See SALZMAN, pp. 201-205. The poet
speaks of cutting the timber (1.1724) and fastening it (1.1669). This is
the process of laying the groundsills in the desired shape, and then
attaching to them the uprights, or studs. See SALZMAN, p. 189. The
uprights are then bound together with "balks or horizontal timbers, as
opposed to the... studs, or uprights" (SALZMAN, p. 542, n. 2), and
"bands" or "laces", that is tie beams, running across the structure
from side to side (11.1671, 1728). See SALZMAN, pp. 204, 211, and the
illustration between pp. 196 and 197. Then the wattling process is begun,
that is the spaces between the uprights are filled with vertical stakes,
interwoven with small branches or "wands" (11.1670, 1672). See
SALZMAN, pp. 188-9. Then the wall is daubed with earth, clay, mortar
or plaster to fill in the interstices. See SALZMAN, p. 188. The CM poet
has the ark daubed with pitch, as the Vulgate specifies (1.1673, Gen.
6:14), and with plaster (1.1674). See SALZMAN, p. 189.
I have found no comparable description of the ark in written
sources, but similar woven arks are to be seen in three illuminated
MSS of the period. See
(1) COCKERELL, ed., Book of Old Testament Illustrations, p. 79 pi. 14;
also in a partial reprint, Old Testament Miniatures, p. 32 no. 13. The hull
of this ark, painted about 1250 in Paris, is wickerwork.
(2) WARNER, ed., Queen Mary's Psalter, pi. 10 and p. 57. The upper
part of the hull is woven in this early fourteenth century work.
(3) HASSALL, ed., Holkham Bible Picture Book, fol. 7v, where the
superstructure has a timber frame woven with reeds. The pictures were
probably done in London, later in the fourteenth century.
The texts in these MSS sometimes try to explain the pictures,
usually by saying that Noah was rushed and at the last minute had to
finish his ship by weaving rather than continue nailing planks onto the
frame. HASSALL, pp. 73-4, offers this explanation of the legends. "The
conflicting explanations seem to be rationalizations of a natural
misinterpretation of a traditional way of representing the fabric of the
ark. This is exemplified in the fifth or sixth century in the Cotton
Genesis and perhaps in the bronze door of Monreale Cathedral (c.118090). The original intention was not to represent wickerwork at all but
to show "a form of panelling which became common in Cairene work...
In its origin it seems to have depended on forms of the Greek fret which
are frequently found as pattern on Coptic textiles. This form of panelling
was doubtless used because it required only small pieces of timber...'"
The suggestion Hassall quotes was made by LETHABY, "The Painted
^
Book of Genesis", p. 98.
See my article "'A Schippe Behoues be to Dight'".
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In spite of the unusually detailed description of the ark in the text
of the CM, the sketch of the "archa noe" found at the bottom of fol.
12v of MS C is of a conventional ship with mast and rudder.
1675-6 Gen. 6:15 says that the ark was 300 x 50 x 30 cubits in size. The
CM says 150 x 24 x 15 ells. In his reckoning, then, 2 cubits = 1 ell.
Exegetical writers usually agreed that a cubit contained llk feet, as it
did in Roman linear measure. See, e.g., PETRUS COMESTOR, Hist. Schol.
Gen. xxxii, PL CXCVIII 1083; HUGH OF ST. VICTOR, Adnot. in Pent.,
PL CLXXV 46. An English ell, on the other hand, was 45 inches.
The CM poet is here either using a Scottish ell (37.2 inches) as a
rough equivalent for 2 cubits, or he is using a standard Anglo-Saxon unit
of measurement. For building purposes the Germanic tribes, both in
England and on the Continent, had reckoned 1 cubit = 2 feet and 4 feet,
or 2 cubits = 1 "cloth-elne". This unit of linear measure was eliminated
some time between 1266 and 1303 by the document Compositio ulnarum
et perticarum. On the subject see ZUPKO, British Weights and Measures,
pp. 10, 20-1, 143.
1678 From Hist. Schol. Gen. xxxii Add. 2, PL CXCVIII 1083 "id est, a
fundo usque ad tabulatum".
1679-86 Gen. 6:16. The Vulgate said "mansiunculas in area fades," (Gen.
6:14) and "deorsum, coenacula, et tristega facies in ea" (Gen. 6:16).
This would have been a structure of impressive scale in mediaeval times,
where two story houses were the rule even in London. See Salzman,
Building in England, p. 197.
1683 Cf. n. to 11.1759-60.
1687-90 Cf. Gen. 6:19-20.
1691-1700 The CM poet describes the arrangement of the decks. Haenisch
gives the source of this passage as Hist. Schol. Gen. xxxii, PL CXCVIII
1083. Cf. also HUGH OF ST. VICTOR, De Area Noe Morali I iii, PL
CLXXVI 627.
1692 MSS CF preserve the correct meaning, that the birds are to be beside
Noah, not beneath him as in MSS GHTLB.
1699-1700 Many descriptions of the ark mention these sanitary arrangements, which are not those of a ship, but of a house constructed over a
cess-pit which would be cleaned periodically. See SALZMAN, pp. 283-5.
The commentators obviously conceived the only apertures in the ark to
be the door and window specifically mentioned in Gen. 6:16, and even
these are kept closed at all times during the flood.
1701-6 Gen. 6:3. Early commentators interpreted the 120 years as the span
of a man's life from then on. See JOSEPHUS 35; Jubilees 5:8; cf. Pricke
of Conscience 11.738-41. The Fathers say, however, that 120 years was
the length of time given to men before the Flood in which they might
repent. See Quaest. in Gen., PL XXIII 997; BCD XV xxiv; BEDE, In
Pent., PL XCI 221; PSEUDO-BEDE, Quaest. super Gen., PL XCHI 292;
Adnot. in Pent., PL CLXXV 46; Hist. Schol. Gen. xxxi, PL CXCVIII
1082. So too the Targ. of Jon. This is the point of view of the CM poet.
This explanation still leaves a difficulty however. By comparing
Gen. 5:32 with Gen. 7:6, one sees that the Flood came only 100 years
after God's promise to Noah. See Augustine's attempt to explain the
discrepancy in DCD XV xxiv.
„
1709-18 Cf.Gen. 6:18-21.
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1723-30 Trad. anon. fol. 219v col. 1.
1725 Most literal commentaries also assume that Noah had helpers when he
built the ark. See ALLEN, Leg. of Noah, p. 141; AUGUSTINE, Quaest. in
Hept. I v, PL XXXIV 549; Piers Plowman C XII 238-43; Chester III
49ff. However, the Anc. Corn. Dr. says that Noah built the ark alone
(11.1009-16).
1728 Cf. n. to 11.1669-74 above.
1729-34 Noah's entire sermon is given in Trad. anon. fol. 219v col. l-220r
col. 1. The CM poet summarizes it.
The idea that Noah preached to the onlookers while he worked on
the ark is an ancient tradition, found in JOSEPHUS 35; MALAN, Book of
Adam III ii, pp. 144-5; BUDGE, Cave of Treasures 100. Cf. II Petr. 2:5;
I Petr. 3:20. In the twelfth century it appeared again in the commentary
of Rashi on Genesis, p. 28. Cf. GINZBERG, Legends, pp. 174-5 n. 19 for
other references. In vernacular paraphrases the motif is rare, occurring
only in CM, Trad, anon., the Cornish Creat. of World 11.2294ff, 2346,
zndOEGen. 1317-9.
1759-60 The window must be capable of being opened from inside so that
Noah can later release the birds (Gen. 8:6ff). This seems to be a fairly
unusual feature of mediaeval windows, which were more often simply
holes in the wall over which shutters would be fastened. See SALZMAN,
Building in England, pp. 198, 256.
The other MSS have mistaken C's verb "loke"/k>ck for "look",
to produce a line which makes little sense in its context.
1761 The CM poet here omits two traditional additions to the Noah story,
of which he might easily have been aware. He does not name the women
in the ark, as so many commentators did. See UTLEY, "One Hundred
and Three Names". Neither does he make Noah's wife a source of difficulty for her husband or a figure of comedy, as so many ME sources
did. The tradition that Noah's wife tried to thwart the project is an ancient one. See M. R. JAMES, Lost Apocrypha, pp. 13-5; MILL, "Noah's
Wife". In ME it appears in Chester III; Towneley HI; York IX; the
Newcastle Play of Noah's Ship 95ff; WARNER, Queen Mary's Ps. p. 57
and plates 10-12; GOLLANCZ, Caedmon MS pp. 66, xlv; and cf. GARVIN,
"Note on Noah's Wife". Note, however, that the Lud. Cov. and the
Anc. Corn. Dr., like the CM, ignore the comic character of Noah's wife.
The suggestion made by W. YOUNG "Noah and his Wife" pp. 20-1,
that the scoffing of the bystanders while Noah is building the ark in the
CM may have suggested Noah's wife's scorn to the dramatists is wrong.
1761-98 The Trad. anon. fol. 220r col. 2 has a few lines about the storm,
but nothing like this elaborate description. Several of the lines come
from the Bible of Herman de Valenciennes, the CM poet's first use of
this source. Compare HERMAN'S Bible in University of Chicago MS
H.27.B.6.12 fol. 4v and CM 11.1763-4, 1770-4.
Such lengthy descriptions of the storm which caused the flood are
most unusual in ME versions of the Noah story. Cf. only Cleanness
373ff. The CM's storm has two functions. As MARDON, Narrative Unity,
p. 69 points out, its savagery prefigures the storms which herald the arrival of doomsday, thus establishing Noah's flood as a type of the final
destruction of the world. The scene also calls to mind very clearly the
C/V/'s descriptions of Paradise both before and after Adam's fall. See
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above 11.639-710, 825-36, 999-1044. Rather than perpetual light and a
much brighter sun and moon, all is darkness and night. The sight of
men and animals swimming together in terror with all enmity forgotten is
an ironic recollection of Paradise, when all had lived together in perpetual harmony. L. 1793 may recall the rebellion of Lucifer, which the
CM poet had particularly considered to be a struggle over lordship
(1.482).
1766, 1768 These descriptions of flood conditions interpret the biblical
"fontes abyssi" (Gen. 7:11; 8:2). In Hebrew cosmology, these referred
to the great deep under the earth.
1786 MSS CF's "wolf and ram" is probably original. Cf. above 1.685.
1835-6 The story of the Flood in Genesis is compiled from two sources. The
J narrative (Gen. 7:4, 12; 8:10, 12) conflicts with the calculations of the
P narrative (Gen. 7:11, 17, 24; 8:3-5) about the length of the Flood. The
Septuagint and Old Latin readings add further complications. The length
of the Flood was a problem to Latin scholars. See ALLEN, Leg. of
Noah, p. 70, cf. Roger BACON, Opus Majus, p. 220.
The CM poet has the rain last for forty days (11.1835-6), and the
waters prevail for 140 days (1.1851) instead of 150 days as in Gen. 7:24;
8:3. The Flood lasts 12 months in all (11.1917-22). This would agree with
the Septuagint text, and also with Petrus Comestor, who argued that the
Hebrew calendar differed from his own, and that the Vulgate text meant
to state that a whole year had elapsed. See Hist. Schol. Gen. xxxv,
PL CXCVIII 1085-6.
1837-8 Gen. 7:20 says fifteen cubits. The CM poet has again used his rough
equivalent of two cubits equals one ell. Cf. n. to 1.1675-6 above.
1851 Cf. n. to 1.1835-6 above.
1856 C's "knyue" is surely an error.
1860ff. Cf. Gen. 8:Iff.
1869-70 Gen. 8:4: "super monies Armeniae".
1871-88 BUEHLER,' "CM", p. 487, pointed out that this passage was
translated from 11.312-25 of HERMAN'S Bible. Noah does not consult his
sons elsewhere in ME.
1885-8 Cf. Gen. 8:7. This legend is told to explain the continued absence
of the raven in almost every version of the flood story. See, e.g.,
"Flood", Jew. Encyc. ; AUGUSTINE, Quaest. in Hept. I xiii, PL XXXIV
551; PRUDENTIUS, Dittochaeum, PL LX93; ISIDORE, Myst. Expos. Sac.
vii, PL LXXXIII 233; Hist. Schol. Gen. xxxiv, PL CXCVIII 1085;
OEGen. 1446-8; SELTemp. fol. LV col. 2; Cleanness, 459ff; WYNTOUN
408-10; Pilg. Life of Man 2405-72; Lud. Cov. IV 246; Towneley III
499-504; Creat. of World 2464-5; Anc. Corn. Dr. 1103-81.
1889-92 Cf. below 11.3332-4.
1911-2 This may reflect the Augustinian speculation that the carnivorous
animals had lived on figs and chestnuts during the voyage. See DCD XV
xxvii; REMIGIUS OF AUXERRE, Comment, in Gen., PL CXXXI 76;
Hist. Schol. Gen. xxxiii, PL CXCVIII 1084.
1917-20 See note to 11.1835-6.
1921 "penis maior", as HAENISCH, CM, p. 6* pointed out, is a corruption
of C's "piers mayner", a translation of Petrus Manducator, i.e. Petrus
Comestor.
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1923ff. Cf. Gen. 8:15ff. MSS CF's "spak" is original, for Latin "Locutus
est".
1952 MS C's "therst" is surely an error for "theft" as the glossary suggests, CM, p. 1773.
1953-60 From Trad. anon. fol. 220v col. 2-221r col. 1. The poet begins with
the dietary prohibition of Gen. 9:4. This evidently calls to his mind the
passages from Lev. 11:3 and Deut. 14:6 which permit the eating of
cloven-hoofed beasts only if they chew the cud. The CM poet describes
the dietary laws more fully than does the French poet.
1961 Deut. 14:19.
1962 Deut. 14:12-8.
1963-4 Perhaps based on Deut. 14:9. The southern translator corrupted
"fixs" to "flesshe".
1966 The southern translator also corrupted "blod" to "body".
1967-78 The poet returns to Gen. 9:5-6, 9-16.
1985-6 Trad. anon. fol. 220v col. 2. Once again the poet takes an opportunity to emphasize the need for tithing.
1993-4 Hist. Schol. Gen. xxviii, PL CXCVIII 1079.
1995-2000 Hist. Schol. Gen. xxxii, PL CXCVIII 1082.
2001-6 Rev. Meth. p. 194. As d'Evelyn points out, Rev. Meth. p. 147-8, the
CM poet borrows this directly from the short text of Methodius, the
"Melody" of 1.2004, and not from Comestor. Comestor does not mention the 612th year of Noah's age.
2013ff. Noah's drunkenness and the curse on Canaan (Gen. 9:20-7). Two
main problems arise out of the narrative in Genesis : why was it so disastrous for Ham to see his father naked, and why, if Ham was guilty of an
offense, did the punishment fall on Canaan? For the CM poet's answers
to these questions, see notes to 11. 2028 and 2051-2 below.
2015 MS C's "sloght" is not a mistake for "soght", as the Glossary, p. 1763
states. Rather it must come from OE sleccan, a weak verb meaning to
smooth.
2018 The word "vnwarres" reflects the discussions among exegetical
writers who sought to excuse the drunkenness of the righteous Noah.
See ALLEN, Leg. of Noah, p. 73; ALANUS DE INSULIS, Contra Haereticos I xxxvii, PL CCX 341, 343. Cf. Piers Plowman, which condemns
him for it (C XI 175-7).
2021-40 BUEHLER, "CM", p. 488, has shown that these lines are translated
fromHERMAN'sfl/We, 11.370-81.
2025 Herman refers to "L'ainsnes des fius" (1.372), but the CM poet calls
Ham "His mydelest son", as is implied by the order of names in Gen.
10:1.
2028 Several traditions exist to explain the harshness of Ham's punishment.
Latin commentators tend to follow Josephus in saying that Ham's crime
lay in mocking his father's nakedness, as here. See JOSEPHUS 69;
BEDE, Hex., PL XCI III; Hist. Schol. Gen. xxxvi, PL CXCVIII 1087.
Cf. MALAN, Book of Adam III xiii, p. 160; BUDGE, Cave of Treasures,
118.
2047-8 Hist. Schol. Gen. xxxvi, PL CXCVIII 1087. The statement is also
found in HUGH OF ST. VICTOR, Adnot. in Pent., PL CLXXV 48.
2051-2 In Gen. 9:25, the curse falls on Canaan, the son of Ham. The CM
poet follows Herman who also has Noah curse Ham himself. For con-
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jecture about the biblical curse, see ALLEN, Leg. of Noah, 77; "Ham",
Jew. Encyc.; VON RAD, Genesis, 131-2.
2051 MS C's "bam" is an error for "cham", for only one brother was
cursed.
2069-80 From HERMAN'S Bible, 11.398-406. See BUEHLER, "CM", 489.
2070-2 Ham is the natural successor to Cain after the Flood. See EMERSON,
"Legs, of Cain", p. 489.
2082 Gen. 9:28: "Vixit autem Noe post diluvium trecentis quinquaginta
annis." The reading "fourty seer" in all MSS is plainly an error. Morris
seems to have added the figures in 11.2082-3 to get his running headline "Noah lived 990 years", CM, p. 127.
2087-90 Long tradition assigns these parts of the world to the sons of Noah.
See JOSEPHUS 59-73; BEDE, Hex., PL XCI 123; In Pent., PL XCI 228;
HUGH OF ST. VICTOR, Adnot. in Pent., PL CLXXV 49; Hist. Schol.
Gen. xxxvii, PL CXCVIII 1087; cf. Rev. Meth. 354-65; MANDEVILLE L
155.
2091ff. This passage does not come from any of the CM poet's usual
sources. A comparison with Isidore's Etymologies, the basis of most
mediaeval geography, shows that the CM poet's information is condensed from Isidore. The information may have reached the ME poet
through an intermediate source, however.
2096-8 ISIDORE, Etym. XIV ii 2-3. Cf. HUGH OF ST. VICTOR, Adnot. in
Pent., PL CLXXV 49.
2102 Etym. XIV iii 20 and 23 mention Judea and Galilee. The heathens are
probably the marvellous inhabitants of Asia mentioned in so many travellers' tales.
2103 Etym. XIV iii 5, 6, 7 enumerates the spices and precious stones of
India.
2104 Etym. XIV iii 2.
2105 Etym. XIV iii 5 on India; 12 on Persia; 15 on Arabia.
2106 Etym. XIV iii 14 on Babilonia, 20 on Judea. "Sulie" is a corruption
of "surie'VSyria, as Kaluza suggests in his glossary, CM, p. 1818. Note
MS B's "Surry". Cf. Etym. XIV iii 16.
2108 Etym. XIV iii 14 on Babylon.
2109-10 Etym. XIV v 1, "De Libya" begins "Libya... hoc est Africus."
2113 Etym. XIV v 8 on Carthage.
2115-6 These lines are corrupt and may have been transposed. "Mortaygne"
is Mauretania. "lenile" is a corruption of Gaetulia ("letule" being
misread by a scribe as "lenile"). "Indie" cannot refer to India, which
was discussed in its proper place under Asia, at 1.2105 above. Rather,
it is a corruption of Numidia ("Numidie" having lost some initial
minims). The same misreadings occur in TRETHEWEY, ed., La Petite
Philosophe, p. 40, 1.1231 and n., pp. 117-8: "Puis est Genilie e Indie".
Morris punctuated MS C to suggest that "pis land" of 1.2117 referred to Africa or possibly to "Indie". If the lines are reversed, however, "lenile mortaygne & indie" carry on the enumeration of other
countries and cities of Africa begun in 11.2111-4. The passage would
then continue:
t* myche londe of ethiopye
{at lond is moost into t* souft
Jjere j?at bio men are ful cou|?
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Lines 2115-8, then, clearly translate Isidore's discussion:

Proxima autem Hispaniae Mauretania est, deinde Numidia, inde regio
Carthaginensis, post quae Gaetuliam accipimus, post earn Aethiopiam, inde
loca exusta solis ardoribus... Aethiopia dicta a colore populorum, quos solis
vicinitas torret (Etym. XIV v 17, 14).

Furthermore, of the MED's citations under "bio-man", six connect
them with Ethiopia, and only this one line in the CM with India.
2119 The poet says almost nothing about Europe, the best known part of the
world in the Middle Ages.
The original reading was CFG's "lest". The southern translation's
"best" contradicts 1.2090.
2132 One would expect the figure 72 here. The Vulgate text enumerates 15
descendants of Noah in Japheth's line, 30 in Ham's and 27 in Shem's
(Gen. 10). Similarly the number of workmen engaged in building the
Tower of Babel and the number of languages there created was usually
72. See BEDE, Hex., PL XCI 123; HUGH OF ST. VICTOR, Adnot. in
Pent., PL CLXXV 49; ISIDORE, Etym. IX \\2\Hist. Schol. Gen. xxxvii,
PL CXCVIII 1087; MCNALLY, Bible, 38. The figure is important, for it
reappears in the New Testament as the number of missionaries sent
out to preach, excluding Christ's disciples, in Luc 10:1.
In ME, G & E 669-70 mentions the 72 workmen, as does the Quaestiones 285, although later on in the dialogue the number of languages is
said to be 62. See Quaestiones 287.
The CM poet probably gets his figure from Trad. anon. fol. 222r col.
1 which says that 62 languages were spoken after the Tower of Babel was
abandoned. Although the correct figure, 72, appears everywhere else in
the Trad, anon., the CM poet stays with the incorrect one. At various
times he says that Noah's descendants numbered 60 (1.2132), and that 60
workmen built the Tower of Babel (1.2214), but 62 speeches resulted
(1.2270), although no descendants of Shem took part in the work
(11.2279-80). Also the Tower was 62 fathoms broad (1.2241).
2133-6 The passage is an elaboration of Gen. 9:26-7. Its immediate source
is Honorius Augustodunensis' DIM. After the Flood, men are divided
"in liberos, milites, servos. Liberi de Sem, milites de Japhet, servi de
Cham." See PL CLXXII 166.
The three classes usually mentioned in this context are priests,
slaves and knights. The CM passage is the earliest instance in English
of the subdivision of the class of commoners into thralls and freemen.
See THRUPP, Merchant Class, 289-91. However, as early as the tenth
century (probably), the Rigs\jula had given mythological sanction to this
commonplace of Scandinavian social organization. See Gwyn JONES,
History of the Vikings, pp. 145ff.
2140 Shem lived to be 600 years old (Gen. 11: 10-1).
2141-2 Hist. Schol. Gen. xlvi, PL CXCVIII 1094: "Huic Melchisedech,
aiunt Hebraei fuisse Sem filium Noe."
2151-2 The quotation given in the note to 11.2141-2 above continues "et
vixisse usque ad Isaac." The poet's seventy years (MS C wrongly has
seven) is a puzzle. Calculations from the Vulgate involving the age of
each man at the time of the birth of his first-born son would indicate
that Isaac was 110 years old when Shem was 600. DIM says Shem died
in Jacob's time. See PL CLXXII 168.
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2154-6 The poet realizes that the genealogy given in Gen. 11:10-27 is only
of the succession of eldest sons from Shem to Abraham. Cf. Augustine's
discussion, DCD XVI x.
The genealogy which follows is found also in DIM, PL CLXXII
166.
2157-8 Gen. 11:12-3. MS C's reading "tuenti" is wrong.
2159-60 This Cainan does not appear in the Vulgate here. The CM poet
takes him from DIM, PL CLXXII 166, where he is said to have lived 438
years. He comes ultimately from the Septuagint, Gen. 11:12-3, where he
has a life span of 460 years. Petrus Comestor points out that the name
appears in the genealogy of Luc. 3:36 in the Vulgate as well. See Hist.
Schol. Gen. xli, PL CXCVIII 1090. Cf. DCD XVI x; HIGDEN 241.
2163-4 Gen. 11:16-7. Heber lived 464 years, not 444.
2165-6 "anen" is a mistake for "nine" in MS C.
2172 Gen. 11:24-5. Nahor did not live to be 88, but 148. The correct reading
would be "seuen score and eiste".
2177-8 Gen. 11:1.
2181-94 Gen. 10:2-7. The order of names is often rearranged for the sake of
rhymes.
2186 "Togoriens" is a scribal corruption of "Togorma", as in MSS CF.
Cf. the Vulgate "Thogorma".
2187 MS C's "antechiw" is an error.
2189-90 Gen. 10:5. GHTLB's "foly" is probably a scribal corruption of
C's "folk".
2193 MSS CF have "euila" for the Vulgate's "Hevila". G's "enila" should
also be transcribed "euila". The southern translator's "ielula" results
from a misreading of minims.
2195 The poet skips the sons of Regma (Gen. 10:7) and the rest of the
genealogical information in Gen. 10. to pursue the story of the last son
of Chus, Nimrod.
Genesis does not say exactly who built the Tower of Babel, but a very
early tradition assigned it to Nimrod because of Gen. 10:10. See "Babel,
Tower of, "Nimrod", Jew. Encyc.; DRIVER, Genesis, 122-3; MENNER,
ed., Solomon and Saturn, pp. 122-3.
2199-2209 I know no source for this passage. The wickedness of Nimrod
was well known, however. See Hist. Schol. Gen. xxxvii, PL CXCVIII
1088.
2208 The southern translator's line is probably a rationalization of a corruption of "maistri" (CF) to "merci" (G).
2210-1 Trad. anon. fol. 222r col. 1.
2212-3 Gen. 11:2. C's "felauscap", meaning a crew of workmen, is preferable to readings in the other MSS.
2214 Cf. note to 1.2132. The Trad. anon, says he brought 72 people.
2218 Nimrod and his followers were idolaters, traditionally worshippers of
the sun. See the homily "De Falsis Diis" in Horns, of Aelfric II, ed.
POPE, 68/82-4 and the sources there cited. Cf. HUGH OF ST. VICTOR,
Adnot. in Pent., PL CLXXV 49; Hist. Schol. Gen. xxxvii, PL CXCVIII
1088. A Jewish tradition held that the people built the tower of Babel to
the heavens to war on God. See GINZBERG, Legends V, pp. 201-2 n. 88;
ISIDORE, Etym. VII vi 22; WYNTOUN 1439-40; GOWER, Prol. to Confessio Amantis 1020-1. In these lines, the poet presumably made the logical
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connection and had Nimrod make war on the sun and moon. Cf. another
Jewish tradition, which said Nimrod wanted to ruin heaven, in GINZBERG, loc. cit. Cf. also below, 11.2232-6.
2224-8 Nimrod's speech reflects the other traditional reason for building the
tower, that in it the people would be safe from another flood. See Hist.
Schol. Gen. xxxviii, PL CXCVIII 1089. Cf. Trad. anon. fol. 221v col. 2;
EVRAT, fol. 25r col. 1; MACE 1178-84; G & E 659-62; Rev. Meth. 326-9;
HIGDEN 249. Lydgate has Nimrod build two towers in the Fall of
Princes, one to escape another flood (1079-85) and the second to take
heaven away from God (1191ff).
2231 The square and scantillon were both carpenters' tools, the scantillon
used for measuring thickness. The two frequently appear as an alliterative formula. See the citations in OED.
2232-6 See note to 11.2217-8 above.
2233-4 From Trad. anon. fol. 221v col. 1.
2238 From Trad. anon. fol. 22Iv col. 2.
2241-2 The Trad. anon. fol. 221v col. 1 gives some dimensions of the building, but none which correspond with these measurements. Cf. n. to
1.2132 above. Jewish tradition held that the Tower of Babel was 70 stairs
high because of the 70 families which built it. See GINZBERG, Legends,
V, pp. 202-3 n. 88.
2242 The groundwall was a low wall of stone or brick upon which the
timber groundsills of a building were often set to preserve them from
rotting. See SALZMAN, p. 201.
2245-6 Gen. 11:3. Bricks were called "tiles" until the fifteenth century,
when the word brick came into use. See SALZMAN, pp. 140-2.
2248-52, 2256-61 From Trad. anon. fol. 221v col. 2.
2265-6 MSS CFG preserve the original reading "schending", meaning confusion. This is the usual interpretation of the word Babel, as in Gen.
11:9.
2269-70 Trad. anon. fol. 222r col. 1:
Deua/tt nauoit ou monde qwe i langaige
Sesante & ii enfut par eel outraige
Cf. n. to 1.2132 above.
2279-81 Trad. anon. fol. 222r col. 1.

2289-2302 Hist. Schol. Gen. xl, PL CXCVIII 1090. Comestor attributes
the beginnings of idol-worship to Ninus, which the CM poet alters to
Nimrod. From the fourth century on, however, Ninus, the founder of
Ninevah, had sometimes been identified with Nimrod the founder of
Babel, of which Ninevah itself was a colony. See Gen. 10:11. On this
subject see COOKE, "Euhemerism", 396-410, and MENNER "Two Notes
on Mediaeval Euhemerism", 246-8. The ultimate source of the concept is
Sap. 14: 15-21.
2303-4 These lines are added to the Hist. Schol. "s description of the beginning of idolatry. The idea that devils enter into statues or idols to mislead
the people is widespread. Jewish sources describe this happening to a
statue made by Enosh, one of the descendants of Seth. See GINZBERG,
Legends, V, pp. 150-1, n. 54. French paraphrases tell of it happening to
the image of the golden calf. See HERMAN, 1. 2117; GEOFFROI DE
PARIS, fol. 25v cols. 1-2; MALKARAUME, fol. 54r col. 1. However,
PANTON and DONALDSON, ed., Destruction of Troy, 11.4332-57 agrees
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with CM in having the incident happen to Nimrod's statues. Cf. AELFRIC,
ed. POPE, 687-8/197-201.
2307-8 Gen. 22:20-2 names eight children of Nahor, including Hus, Buz and
Bathuel.
2309 Hist. Schol. Gen. Iviii, PL CXCVIII 1105.
2310 Gen. 22:23 says Bathuel begat Rebecca. The reference to her brother
Laban is an anticipation of Gen. 24:29.
2311-2 MSS CF mention two daughters of Aran, while GHTLB say he
had three, presumably counting Lot as a daughter. However, some
genuine confusion did exist over this family. A mysterious Jescha appears in Gen. 11:29 but is never mentioned again. For the sake of
neatness, Jewish tradition identified Jescha with Sarah. See JOSEPHUS
75; Targ. of Jon. 192; RASHI 47; SKINNER, Genesis, 238. Later commentators accepted the identification, as did ME paraphrasers. The
scribe responsible for the reading "three" in MSS GHTLB, then, might
have been counting Sarah, Melcha and Jescha as three different daughters of Aran. Cf. however, 11.2333-4.
2315-8 Trad. anon. fol. 222r cols. 1-2. L.2316 appears in French as "Et fuit
racine de crestiene foi". The MS which the CM poet used must have
had "loi" instead. Abraham, whose obedience is everywhere stressed,
makes more sense as a root of Christian faith, rather than of law.
2315-26 Abraham's place in the genealogy of the Virgin is now made clear.
2333-4 Cf. note to 11.2311-2.
2335-6 This was later specifically prohibited by Lev. 18:9 and 20:17.
2343-50 Cf. Gen. 13:16, 15:5-6, and below, 11.2568-72. The "graueles in
pe see" metaphor in 1.2347 and 1.2571 conies from Gen. 22:17.
2355 Genesis contains some discrepancies in the ages of the patriarchs here.
Thare is 70 when he begets Abraham (Gen. 11:26), and Abraham leaves
Haran at 75 (Gen. 12:4). At this time, Thare would only have been 145
years old, yet his death in Haran at 205 has already been described
(Gen. 11:32). Jerome and Augustine both tried to solve the apparent
discrepancy. See Quaest. in Gen., PL XXIII 1006; Quaest. in Hept.
I xxv, PL XXXIV 553-4.
The CM poet does not notice the difficulty. He assumes that
Abraham left Haran immediately after his father's death (11.2357ff) and
the figure sixty-five (1.2355) is a straightforward error for seventy-five.
Cf. G & E 731-2, 739-40.
2357ff The CM poet seems to take his account more or less from Genesis,
but various lines come from Trad. anon. fol. 222v, esp. 11.2364-7,
2395-7, 2410, 2430, 2438.
2364-7 Trad. anon. fol. 222v col. 1.
2364 MSS CG have the original reading, the northern imperative form "ta"
of the verb "take", with the k suppressed. The southern translator, or
his exemplar, misread this as "to".
2367 This is the only mention of Ur of the Chaldees, the original home of
Abraham (Gen. 11:31), here incorrectly identified with Haran. The biblical account contains a confusion resulting from the joining of the J and the
P narratives. The compiler of Genesis tried to reconcile two traditions by
having Abraham leave Ur, move to Haran, and then move on from there.
However, when Abraham sends his servant to procure a wife for Isaac,
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he speaks as if Haran, not Ur, were his native city. See Gen. 24:4, 7, 10;
27:43; 28:10; 29:4.
2395-7, 2410 Trad. anon. fol. 222v col. 2 and 223r col. 1.
2419 The CM poet does not mention Pharaoh's offers to Abraham, nor the
plagues which God sent (Gen. 12: 16-7).
2430 The silver and gold which Pharaoh gave to the departing Abraham
comes from Trad. anon. fol. 223r col. 2.
2438, 2441-2, 2445 Trad. anon. fol. 223r col. 2.
2447-56 Two reasons are given in Genesis for the separation of Abraham
and Lot. The P document says that there was not enough pasture for
both flocks (Gen. 13:6) while J says that the herdsmen were quarrelling
(Gen. 13:7). The CM poet reconciles the two versions.
2470 Trad. anon. fol. 223v col. 1.
2480 Both the poet of the Trad. anon, and the CM poet omit God's promise
in Gen. 13: 14-7.
2481 Gen. 13:18 speaks of "convallem Mambre", but the CM calls it a hill,
as does Met. Para. 556, and Anc. test. fol. 5r col. 2.
2489-90 Trad. anon. fol. 223v col. 2.
2491-2528 Much of this account of the war among the kings is taken from
Trad. anon. fol. 223v col. 2-224r col. 2. See esp. 11.2491-8.
Modern commentators agree that Gen. 14 came from a different
source from the rest of the book, and is probably a later interpolation.
See DRIVER, Genesis, p. 155, VON RAD, Genesis, p. 169. The gusto with
which the battles are treated in the OEGen. (11.1960ff) is unmatched in
ME.
2520 "themas" is a scribal error for "demas", Trad. anon, "damas",
probably by confusion of capital D with capital D. However, Petrus
Comestor mentions a place called "Themam" in connection with
Ishmael, and the CM poet may have confused the one with the other.
See Hist. Schol. Gen. Ivi, PL CXCVIII 1104.
2535-44 Cf. Gen. 14: 18-24, though the speeches are much abbreviated in
the ME version.
2537-8, 2540 Probably from Trad. anon. fol. 224r col. 2. Cf. Hist. Schol.
Gen. xlvi, PL CXCVIII 1094-5.
2551-76 Genesis reports two separate visions, one waking and one sleeping
(Gen. 15:1, 12). The CM poet takes the setting of his one dream from
the latter verse. The Trad. anon, also has only one vision, but it is a
waking one.
2571 Trad. anon. fol. 224v cols. 1-2. Cf. fol. 225r col. 1.
2577-8 The poet omits the details of the sacrifice in Gen. 15:7-11, 17.
2579-2634 Cf. Gen. 15:13-16,16:1-12.
2595ff. Some commentators were uneasy with the idea of the virtuous Sarah
suggesting her husband commit adultery. Josephus 93 had her do it at
God's command, while Augustine excused it because the deed was
motivated by a desire for progeny rather than by lust. See DCD XVI
xxv.
2613-4 Gen. 16:6 reads "Affligente igitur earn Sarai." Augustine, for one,
was bothered by the virtuous Sarah, frequent symbol of the Church,
having persecuted her slave. See Epist. CLXXXV ii, PL XXXIII 797.
So too the Met. Para. 517-26, but not the CM poet.
2637-48 Cf. Gen. 16: 15-6; 17:1-16.
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Abraham was, in fact, 99 years old, not 109. See Gen. 17:1. Cf. below,
1.2699.
2650-1 The change of name is from "Abram" to "Abraham" in Gen.
17:5, although few ME scribes make the distinction.
2653-4 Petrus Comestor makes the etymology rather clearer than does the
Vulgate. See Hist. Schol. Gen. I, PL CXCVIII 1097.
2689 The CM poet does not describe Abraham's laughter at God's promise
of a child in his old age, nor record His promises for Ishmael (Gen. 17:
17-22).
2693-2700 Cf. Gen. 17:23-7.
2697 MS F has the correct reading thirteen years. Cf. Gen. 17:25. The other
MSS all read 30.
2699 Cf. note to 1.2643 above.
2701-2 Cf. JOSEPHUS 95; Hist. Schol. Gen. 1, PL CXCVIII 1097; G & E
1004; HIGDEN 293; cf. above 1.2666.
2703-4 Cf. Gen. 18:1.
2705-12 BUEHLER, "CM", pp. 289-90 first suggested that these lines are
based on HERMAN'S Bible, 11. 423-6.
2709-10 The angel who speaks to Abraham in the Vulgate is referred to as
"Dominus" (Gen. 18:3, etc.) which led most commentators to see the
three angels as a manifestation of the Trinity. See, e.g., ISIDORE, Allegoriae, PL LXXXIII 104; BEDE, Hex., PL XCI 167; VON RAD,
Genesis, p. 201. Cf. also G & E 1010-2; SELTemp. fol. 2r col. 1; Met.
Para. 573-6 and Piers Plowman C XIX 242-8. These latter two works
both use the formula quoted in Piers Plowman: "Tres vidit et unum
adoravit."
2713 Cf. Gen. 18:4. By having Abraham himself wash their feet, a further
parallel with Christ is brought out. Cf. also Trad. anon. 225v col. 1
and Anc. test. fol. 5r col. 2 which also have Abraham washing their feet.
2714-5 Cf. Gen. 18:5-8. This passage bothered early commentators, for
according to biblical authority angels did not eat human food. See lud.
13:16; Job. 12:19; SKINNER, Genesis, p. 300; VON RAD, Genesis,
pp. 201-2. Several Jewish commentators say that the angels only gave
the appearance of eating. See JOSEPHUS 97; Targ. of Jon. 211, 214;
Midrash xlviii 14, p. 415; RASHI, 72; GINZBERG, Legends, V p. 236 nn.
143-4. Principally through Comestor, this idea spread widely. See Hist.
Schol. Gen. li, PL CXCVIII 1098-9; G & E 1015-8; Cleanness 641-2;
GEOFFROI DE PARIS fol. 14r col. 2; EVRAT fol. 42r col. 1.
The poet of the CM was not troubled by this problem, apparently,
but an annotator in MS F was aware of it, for he wrote in the margin
"hou god et bolter [sic] & hotter". See MORRIS, CM, p. 164, MS F.
2716-48 Cf. Gen. 18:9-21.
2741-2 Trad. anon. fol. 225v col. 2.
2742, 2744 Cf. 1.1644 above, and note.
2749-64 The haggling between God and Abraham recounted in Gen. 18:
23-33 is here much abbreviated. This is standard practice among paraphrasers. See JOSEPHUS 99; Hist. Schol. Gen. Hi, PL CXCVIII 10991100; G & E 1041-6; SELTemp. fol. 2r col. 1; Met. Para. 577-84. Among
English works, only Cleanness gives a full account of the conversation,
11.713-66.
2761-2 Trad. anon. fol. 225v col. 2.
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2765-2846 Cf. Gen. 19:1-25.
2810 The Bible does not mention the cities sinking. Cf. however, HERMAN
469; G &E 1114.
2848 See WHITING, Proverbs, B529, where many other occurrences of this
proverb are cited.
2849-55 From HERMAN'S Bible, 467-74. See BUEHLER, "CM", pp. 490-1.
Lot's wife also turns back on hearing the cry from the city in MALKARAUME fol. 5v col. 2; GEOFFROi DE PARIS, fol. 14v col. 2; Anc. test.
fol. 5v col. 1; OEGen. 2562-5.
2854 Cf. JOSEPHUS 101; Hist. Schol. Gen. liii, PL CXCVIII 1101; OEGen.
2567-71; Met. Para. 612; MALKARAUME, fol. 5v col. 2; GEOFFROI DE
PARIS, fol. 14v col. 2; Anc. test. fol. 5v col. 1.
2856-60 A similar legend is found in Pirke xxv p. 186, but this is the only
other occurrence of this legend that I have found. Beasts are briefly
mentioned inSELTemp. fol. 2r col. 1.
2861-80 Hist. Schol. Gen. liii, PL CXCVIII 1101; cf. xliv, and Add. 1, 1092
and 1093.
2877-80 The story of the dead sea apples is a very popular one. See G & E
1127-30; MANDEVILLE S 63/1-5; Cleanness 1041-8; TACITUS Hist. V vii;
JOSEPHUS, History of the Jewish War III 143-5; ISIDORE, Etym. XIV iii
25; FULCHER OF CHARTRES, Historia Hierosolymitana II iv, PL CLX
867.
2879 The poet originally compared these fruits not merely to round balls but
to puff-balls (C "fise bal", F "pis balle").
2881ff This is one of the CM poet's rare direct, moralistic interpretations
of the story which he has been telling. Many mediaeval writers delighted
in describing the sexual sins of Sodom. See esp. SELTemp. fol. 2r col. 1
and Cleanness 689-712.
2907 Another popular interpretation of the sin of Sodom, based on Ez.
16:49: "Ecce haec fuit iniquitas Sodomae, sororis tuae: superbia, saturitas panis et abundantia, et otium ipsius, et filiarum ejus;" See JOSEPHUS
95; Hist. Schol. Gen. Hi, PL CXCVIII 1099 (where the CM poet must
have seen it); PETRUS CANTOR, Verbum Abbrev. c\xxviii,PL CCV 333-4.
In ME, see Piers Plowman C XVI 232-3, cf. B XIV 74-80; Ayenbite of
Inwit 206.
2912-6 Cf. Gen. 19:30.
2914 The original reading was CFG's "fell", Latin "in monte". Cf. 1.2832
below.
2917-26 Cf. Gen. 19:27-8.
2929-51 Cf. Gen. 19: 30-38.
2953-8 Trad. anon. fol. 226r col. 2-226v col. 1.
2961-3006 Cf. Gen. 20:1-15. This is essentially the same story as that told in
Gen. 12 (see above, 11.2357ff). Many commentators ignore the new telling of the same story, except to wonder how Sarah could still have been
so dangerously attractive at the age of 90. See AUGUSTINE, Quaest. in
Hept. I xlviii, PL XXXIV 56Q;Hist. Schol. Gen. Iv, PL CXCVIII 1102.
Like the CM, Trad. anon, and G & E also tell the story for the second time, however.
2961 "cadades" (C "cades") is evidently the "Cades" of Gen. 20:1, although the Vulgate says Abraham lived "inter Cades et Sur".
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2974 CF's "talking" was miscopied as "tokening" in GHTLB.
3006 The poet omits the curse which had fallen on Abimelech because of his
treatment of Sarah (Gen. 20:17-8).
3007-82 Cf. Gen. 21:1-21.
3013-4 This is a loose translation of Comestor's etymology, Hist. Schol.
Gen. Ivi, PL CXCVIII 1103. Cf. JEROME, Liber de Nominibus Hebraids, PL XXIII 824; ISIDORE, Etym. VII vii 4.
3024-6 The reason for Sarah's demand that Ishmael be banished is unclear
in the Vulgate, which says simply that Sarah saw "filium Agar aegyptiae
ludentem cum Isaac filio suo" (Gen. 21:9). The CM poet does not look
farther than this, although many explanations were provided in the Middle Ages. See SKINNER, Genesis, 322; DRIVER, Genesis, 210-1; VON
RAD, Genesis, 227; "Isaac", "Ishmael", Jew. Encyc.; Jubilees, 17:4;
JOSEPHUS 107; Targ. of Jon. 221; Hist. Schol. Gen. Ivi, PL CXCVIII
1103;G &E 1213-4.
3050 MSS CF have the more accurate reading "trused" for the Latin "imposuit scapulae ejus", Gen. 21:14. This is weakened in MSS GHTLB to
"tok".
3055 As Hagar and Ishmael are dying of thirst, the poet's statement that
they stay by a well is incongruous. It is, of course, an anticipation of the
revelation of 1.3066 (Gen. 21:19).
3061-7 Trad. anon. fol. 227v col. 1.
3065 The reading "blinde" (in MS F and originally in MS C also) may have
been suggested by the sequel in Gen. 21:19: "Aperuitque oculos ejus
Deus;". However the line is now corrupt in all MSS.
3083-94 This is not found in the Vulgate, which continues with the story of
the covenant of Beersheba, omitted altogether by the CM poet. BUEHLER, "CM" pp. 491-2, has demonstrated, however, that the ME poet
has selected a few details from a long passage in HERMAN'S Bible,
11.419-22, 507-11, describing Abraham's longevity and character.
3095-3116 This passage is even more obviously borrowed from HERMAN,
11.513-35. See BUEHLER, "CM", pp. 492-3. It continues to detail the
degeneration of the world from its original state, a view which is thematic
in the CM. The further mention of tithing in connection with sacrifice is
also a continuing motif.
3115 MS C's "wil" is an error for "wit", as comparison with the source
shows.
3117ff The story of Abraham's willingness to sacrifice Isaac was a very
popular one with mediaeval audiences. The CM poet does not follow
the Vulgate in his retelling of it, nor does he stress the importance of
the incident as a figure of the sacrifice of Christ, an allegorical interpretation much favoured in exegesis.
3119-24 HERMAN, 11.557-63. See BUEHLER, "CM", 494. The lines serve to
underline the deep and longstanding emotions involved in the incident.
3131 Cf. HERMAN, 1.571.
3133-46 The poet begins to stress Abraham's absolute obedience to God's
order. This is one of the rare places where the CM poet steps in to interpret his story.
3147-80 Cf. Gen. 22:2-8, 10-13.
3152 Isaac is consistently referred to as a child here, which greatly increases the pathos of the situation. A strong mediaeval tradition, ul-
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timately Jewish, made Isaac a man at the time of the sacrifice. See
"Isaac", Jew. Encyc.; VON RAD, Genesis, 238; JOSEPHUS 113; Pirke
XXXI 225; Hist. Schol. Gen. Iviii, PL CXCVIII 1104; G & E 1284;
SELTemp. fol. 2r col. 2; York X 821. His maturity is also implied in
Met Para. 714-6, 729. The other Abraham and Isaac plays in ME agree
with the CM in calling Isaac a child, however. So too does GEOFFROI DE
PARIS fol. 14r col. 1. See WELLS, "The Age of Isaac", 579-82.
3168-72 Abraham is concerned lest the boy see the sword as he draws it.
Cf. Chester IV 337-40; Lud. Cov. 179-82 and the Malvern windows described in M. D. ANDERSON, Drama and Imagery, 109.
3189-98 Although based on Gen. 22:15-8, the angel's speech has been altered to stress Abraham's obedience further.
3203-6 Abraham's swearing Isaac to secrecy is not in Gen., but was borrowed from HERMAN'S Bible, 11.613-7. See BUEHLER, "CM", 494.
3209-14 The ME poet has already given the genealogy of Nahor, in Gen.
22:20-4, cf. CM, 11.2307-10. He omits virtually all of Gen. 23 dealing
with the purchase of land for Sarah's burial. This is true of the other ME
and most of the French paraphrases.
3215-3400 Most of the following story conies from Trad. anon. fol. 228r
col. l-228v.
3225 Genesis and the Trad. anon, both describe the Hebrew custom of
swearing with the hand under the thigh. The CM poet substitutes a more
mediaeval tradition.
3230 Mesopotamia is not mentioned here in Gen. or in Trad. anon.
3246-50 The treasure comes from Trad, anon., but the camels are from Gen.
24:10.
3260 MS C's "now" is an error for "my".
3283 Kaluza glosses "vnlaghter" as "without fault", (OE leahter). Cf.
MORRIS' note CM, p. xxxvii. The French, however, reads "qui ne uint
pas riant", so the English was more probably intended to mean "without laughter".
3286-7 From Gen. 24:15, not Trad. anon.
3295-3300 Not in the Vulgate or Trad. anon.
3313-5 There is some confusion over Rebecca's father. Although he never
appears, he is usually called Bethuel (Gen. 22:23, 24:15, 24). The negotiations for the marriage are carried on by her brother. Josephus and,
following him, Comestor speculated that Rebecca's father was dead. See
JOSEPHUS 123, Hist. Schol. Gen. Ix, PL CXCVIII 1107. The CM poet
ignores the latter opinion to state plainly that Rebecca's father is alive.
3327-31 A condensation of Gen. 24:33-49, in which the messenger retells
the whole story.
3332 Cf. above 11.1889-92.
3337 A condensed version of the negotiations in Gen. 24: 53-9 and Trad,
anon. fol. 228v col. 2.
3347 "foster moder" is closer to the Vulgate's "nutricem" than is the
"moder" of MSS GHTLB. The line does not appear in Trad. anon.
3349-62 Details come from Gen. 24: 63-5, rather than from Trad. anon.
3363-6 Trad. anon. fol. 229r col. 1. Gen. 24:65 calls the garment simply a
"pallium". COMESTOR, Hist. Schol. Gen. Ixi, PL CXCVIII 1107, says
that this was an Arabic woman's costume and that it was white. The
red mantle comes definitely from the French.
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3369-80 The poet expands on the couple's joy in each other which is suggested briefly in Trad. anon. The poet also continues to stress the contrast between the purposefulness of those times and that of his own, a concept which is not in the French work.
3375-80 Gen. 24:67 and the poet's own reflections.
3381-2 Gen. 21:21 and 25:12-6 mentions the twelve princes which came of
Ishmael, but give him only one wife. Cf. Hist. Schol. Gen. Ivi, PL
CXCVIII 1103-4, which mentions the two events together.
3384 Cf. Hist. Schol. Gen. Ixv, PL CXCVIII 1109, which says that Ishmael's sons ruled India.
3387-94 Trad. anon. fol. 229r col. 1:
Sa darrienne few me ot en nom securra
Ne fut pas lealte que avec li se aiosta

MS Arsenal 3516 has the same reading. The MS which the CM poet
consulted may have had "licherie", not "lealte". Cf. AUGUSTINE,
DCD XVI xxv who excuses Abraham's affair with Hagar on the same
grounds.
3415-42 This passage links the children of Isaac, born late after much
prayer, with other similar children in history.
3426 This line, perfectly clear in C, is meaningless in the southern translation.
3443-88 BUEHLER, "CM", p. 495 says these lines are a condensed version
of HERMAN'S 11.640-754. The other ME paraphrases brush hastily over
the entire event, as does the Trad. anon.
3491-2 This is the etymology of the name Esau. See JEROME, Liber de
Nom. Hebr.,PL XXIII 823; ISIDORE, Etym. VII vi 33; cf. Hist. Schol.
Gen. Ixvi, PL CXCVIII 1110.
3494-8 The Vulgate merely says "Jacob...habitabat in tabernaculis...et
Rebecca diligebat Jacob" (Gen. 25:27-8). The CM poet makes this into a
cause and effect ralationship: because Rebecca loves Jacob, she keeps
him at home. The Met. Para, on the other hand, says that Rebecca
loved him because he stayed at home (1.800).
3499-3500, 3506-16 From HERMAN'S Bible, 11.794-805. See BUEHLER,
"CM", 495-6.
3506 The line is garbled in the southern translation. MSS FG have the best
reading.
3509-16 The comment about the former efficacy of blessings continues the
theme of the present degeneracy of the world. Here the poet stresses
the seriousness of Esau's crime in selling the blessing which should have
been his.
3529-30 See WHITING, Proverbs, H200.
3553-4 The CM poet has followed the Vulgate in simply attributing Esau's
folly to his great hunger. Here, however, he adds a note to say that this
was all part of God's design. Cf. Hist. Schol. Gen. Ixvi, PL CXCVIII
1110; "Creditur enim in utero jam tune sanctificatus fuisse Jacob." Cf.
note to 11.3717-8 below.
The CM poet, like most other ME paraphrasers, omits the matter of
Gen. 26, which includes another version of the story of the patriarch
telling strangers his wife is his sister, and an account of Isaac's adventures in Gerar and Beersheba. Only the ME G & E mentions this
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at all, and the dullness of its brief account of Isaac's moves (11.1513-26)
amply justifies their exclusion from the other works.
3555-94 COFFMAN, "Old Age", discusses this passage. He traces the topos
of old age from Horace through Maximianus and down to the Middle
Ages. Coffman believes that the immediate source of the CM's lines
was the Pricke of Conscience, 11.766-803, which, however, was written
after CM.
3595-3700 Based on Gen. 27:1-22, with some expansions in the dialogue.
3701-2 The odour of "piement" comes from HERMAN, 11.904-5. See
BUEHLER, "CM", 496.
3705-10 Gen. 27:29.
3717-8 Cf, Met. Para. 1.864 and G & E 1558-60 which also stress that this
is part of God's plan. The Book of the Knight of LaTour-Landry goes so
far as to praise Rebecca's vision in engineering the misplaced blessing
(p. 106).
3719-72 Cf. Gen. 27: 30-44.
3731 Trad. anon. fol. 230r col. 1: "Ysaac se meruoille fait exclamantion."
In Gen. 27:33-4 it is Esau who cries out.
3773-86, 3791-2 Gen. 28: 11-3.
3783 Hist. Schol. Gen. Ixxiii, PL CXCVIII 1114.
3787-90 The Met. Para. 918 also has God specify that Jacob will marry
twice.
3794 The scribe of MS T has miscopied the end of the line.
3797-3818 Cf. Gen. 28:16-8, 20-22.
3806 C's "voo" (Latin "votum") is original, but GHTLB's "voys" is an
interesting substitute.
3819-34 Cf. Gen. 29:1-6. The ME paraphrasers are in general not much
interested in this incident. The SELTemp. fol. 2r col. 2; and Met. Para.
79-82 reduce the whole romantic story of the meeting of Jacob and
Rachael to a businesslike announcement of the final arrangement.
3835-62, 3867-94 Based loosely on Gen. 29:9-23, 25-8.
3862 Leah's eye trouble varies slightly. The Vulgate says "lippis erat
oculis" (Gen. 29:17), — her eyes were inflamed or watering. The
Authorized Version calls her "tender-eyed". The ME poet is less gallant. He calls her "glided", having a squint or cast in one or both eyes.
GEOFFROI DE PARIS, fol. 17v col. 2 and Jean MALKARAUME, fol. llr
col. 1 simply say she was ugly.
3863-6 The Trad. anon. fol. 230v col. 2 displaces the story of Jacob's work
with Laban's cattle, Gen. 30:37ff, and tells it here.
3873-4 The CM poet does not report the tradition that Jacob was too drunk
to know the difference. Cf., however, JOSEPHUS 145; Hist. Schol. Gen.
Ixxiv, PL CXCVIII 1115; G&E 1675; SELTemp. fol. 2v col. 1.
3896-3904 Trad. anon. fol. 231r col. 1. Cf. Gen. 35:23-6. The Met. Para's
format is very similar, 11.985-%.
3913-7 The CM poet omits the story of Jacob's trick to increase his herd,
and the difficulties he encountered on leaving Laban (Gen. 30:25-31:18).
3921-6 Cf. Gen. 31:19-35. Only MS C preserves the original mention of
Laban's pursuit of the fleeing family.
3931-52. Cf. Gen. 32:24-32, slightly rearranged.
3952 The author's etymology of the name Israel is from Hist. Schol. Gen.
Ixxxi, PL CXCVIII 1121: "vir videns Deum." Cf. Etym. VII vii 6.
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3953ff The poet has grouped the whole story of the meeting with Esau together, rather than interpolate the wrestling episode in the middle, as is
done in Genesis. LI.3953-60 condense Gen. 32:3-8.
3963-4 Gen. 32:13.
3968-72 Gen. 32:7-8.
3973-4010 BUEHLER, "CM", 497-9, points out the similarities between this
passage and HERMAN'S Bible, 11.1118-54, especially in Jacob's prayer
which begins with a recapitulation of history. Cf. Gen. 32:9-12.
4022-4 Hist. Schol. Gen. l\xxv,PL CXCVIII 1123.
4029-30 Gen. 35:28. Trad. anon. fol. 232r col. 2 says 170 years.
The poet has entirely omitted the story of the rape of Dinah (Gen.
34). This story appealed to the moralists of the Middle Ages. See
M. DAY, ed., Ancrene Riwle, pp. 23-4, Book of the Knight of LaTourLandry, pp. 73-4. However, it does interrupt the story of Jacob's life
somewhat. G&E 1847-62 is the only ME paraphrase to include even an
abbreviated version of it.
4035-6 In fact, Esau received Edom and is the father of the Edomites. See
Gen. 36:1,8,9,19,43 \Hist. Schol. Gen. Ixxxv, PL CXCVIII 1123.
4041-3 Early Jewish traditions credit Joseph with exceptional beauty in his
youth. See the excellent article by Frederic E. FAVERTY, "Legends of
Joseph", 79-81. Petrus Comestor quotes Josephus on this point, and
Joseph's early beauty gets into many vernacular paraphrases. See
JOSEPHUS 173; Hist. Schol. Gen. Ixxxvii, PL CXCVIII 1125; G&E
1910; I&I 189-92, GEOFFROI DE PARIS fol. 19v cols. 1-2; MALKARAUME,
fol. 18r cols. 1-2; EVRAT, fol. 129v col. 1; MACE 2281-8.
4045-6 Trad. anon. fol. 233v col. 1. This detail comes from the story of
Jacob's youth; cf. above 11.3494-8 and note.
4049 MSS FGHTLB's "wise" is probably original. Comestor called Joseph
"sapientior caeteris" in Hist. Schol. Gen. Ixxxvii, PL CXCVIII 1125,
also reflecting Jewish tradition. See also FAVERTY, "Legs, of Joseph",
p. 82, and G&E 1910.
4055-78 Based on Gen. 37:5-11.
4075, 4079-80 Trad. anon. fol. 233v col. 1.
4083-4 A further indication that the poet looks on this scene as occurring
in a past time essentially different from the present.
4085-4118 Cf.Gen. 37:12-20.
4105-8 The first two lines appear only in the southern translation. They
are obviously not original, but are a ballad-like restatement of a single
idea.
4119-68 The speech of Reuben against Joseph's murder is considerably
expanded from Gen. 37:21-2.
4145 LI.4143-4, which appear only in MS C, indicate the change of speaker.
The scribes of FG did not notice the discrepancy, but the southern
translator shows the new speaker by inserting "pei seide" in this line.
4161-9 The actual course of action followed by the brothers is here made
part of Reuben's speech of advice. Cf. Gen. 37:20, 31-3.
4170-94 Cf. Gen. 37:22-8.
4174 The southern translator omitted "als" which appears in MSS CFG,
thereby changing the statement from a simile foreshadowing Joseph's
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later imprisonment under Pharaoh ("They left him as if he were in
prison") to a literal statement of fact ("They left him there in a prison",
i.e. in a place from which he could not escape).
4194 Because Joseph was seen as a type of Christ, commentators often
changed the price paid for him from 20 to 30 coins, to correspond
with the money paid to Judas in the New Testament. See BEDE, In
Pent., PL XCI 263; Roger BACON, Opus Majus, p. 244; G&E 1956;
SELTemp. fol. 2v col. 2; EVRAT, printed in BONNARD, p. 118. Editions
both of Petrus Comestor and of the Vulgate differed in their readings.
See BONNARD, p. 118. Compare Hist. Schol. Gen. Ixxxvii, PL CXCVIII
1126 with Joseph HALL, Selections from Early ME II 643.
The CM poet must have been aware of the alternative readings for
the Trad. anon. fol. 234r col. 2 gives both: "Quar lour uendons Joseph
xx ou xxx besans". He deliberately chose the Vulgate's number.
4197-4211 Cf. Gen. 37:29-33.
4212-36 Jacob's grief is described in much greater detail here than in Gen.
37:34-5. LI.4215-6, 4227-8 are probably from Trad. anon. fol. 234v
col. 1, which also has a very long speech by Jacob here. Cf. also Anc.
test. fol. 7v col. 2.
4237-8 The CM poet, like many mediaeval paraphrasers, omits entirely the
story of Judah and Tamar in Gen. 38. In ME, only the Met. Para.
pp. 3Iff includes it.
4243 Interpreters encountered a very real difficulty in the story of Joseph's
captivity, for his new owner is called Potiphar "eunuchus Pharaonis"
(Gen. 37:36, 39:1), yet he has a wife who later tries to seduce Joseph.
Furthermore, this Potiphar is often identified with Potipherah, priest of
On, whose daughter Joseph marries (Gen. 41:50). What is to be done
with a eunuch who possesses a wife and child ?
Several ME paraphrases, like the CM, respond by translating
"eunuchus" simply as an officer or steward. See G&E 1991; SELTemp.
fol. 2v col. 2; Met. Para. 1239. Modern commentators agree that this
explanation is etymologically probable. See "Potiphar", Jew. Encyc. ;
VON RAD, Genesis, 350.
Other, more colourful, explanations were well known in the Middle
Ages. Jewish tradition said that Potiphar himself was first attracted to
Joseph's beauty, but God moved to protect His favourite by castrating
the Egyptian. See Midrash Ixxxvi 3, p. 802; GINZBERG, Legends, V pp.
337-8 n. 101; JEROME, Quaest. in Gen., PL XXIII 1046; Hist. Schol.
Gen. Ixxxviii, PL CXCVIII 1126-7; G&E 1995-2008; HIGDEN, p. 305;
FAVERTY, "Legs, of Joseph", p. 85. In contrast the CM poet inserts a
long passage in praise of Potiphar's broadmindedness, in spite of his
Saracen faith. See below, 11.4245-54.
The substitution of Pharaoh's queen for Potiphar's wife which occurs in so many versions of the story, might also have arisen to avoid
the awkwardness of a eunuch with a wife. Cf. n. to 1.4259ff.
4245 MSS CF's "are" is corrupted to "lare" in G. The southern translator,
trying to correct the line, produced the virtually meaningless "in menskful lore".
4248 Perhaps suggested by Trad. anon. fol. 234v col. 2: "Por ce quil doutoit
deu et que sa loy gardoit".
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4249-58 This is reminiscent of HERMAN'S Bible, 11.1190-1204. Cf. especially CM 3908 and HERMAN 1.1201, CM 3909-10 and HERMAN 1199, CM
3914 and HERMAN 1197, CM 3916 and HERMAN 1200.
4255 This seems to be a misinterpretation of Trad. anon. fol. 234v col. 2:
"Li estrange lamere/it et li sien le despirent".
4259ff The story of Potiphar's wife, a favourite in the Middle Ages, is given
a greatly expanded treatment in the CM. On this whole subject see
FAVERTY, "Story of Joseph and Potiphar's Wife".
Several of the French sources used by the CM poet say that the
Queen of Egypt rather than Potiphar's wife tried to seduce Joseph. This
version of the story was very wide spread and of long standing. It
occurs in Tertullian and was especially popular in France, where it
appears in HERMAN'S Bible, 11.1205ff; Trad. anon. fol. 234v-235v;
GEOFFROI DE PARIS fol. 19v col. 2; MALKARAUME fol. 23v col. 2, (cf.
BONNARD, pp. 86-7, 43, 59); WARNER, ed., Queen Mary's Psalter
p. 62 and pi. 29; and KER, MS BM Harley 2253, fol. 93r. In English
the story of Pharaoh's queen is found ml&I 195ff; WYNTOUN pp. 333-4;
and in the Book of the Knight of LaTour-Landry, p. 76.
FAVERTY, "Legs, of Joseph", p. 88 says simply that "The role of
the wicked queen was familiar in popular stories, and temptation by a
queen would serve to increase the moral virtue of Joseph." Equally, of
course, this version avoids the difficulty of the eunuch's wife. See
above, note to 1.4243.
4259 Gen. 39:11 does not specify where the others of the household had
gone when Potiphar's wife tempted Joseph. Hebrew legend said that the
men had gone to a public festival. See FAVERTY, "Legs, of Joseph"
p. 92; JOSEPHUS 187 and n.; Hist. Schol. Gen. xc, PL CXCVIII 1128;
HERMAN 11.1215-9. Like the CM, however, I&l 1931-4 has the servants
leave for the country to hunt.
4273-4326 A surprising digression on the force and dangers of love. The
moralist gets the' better of the historian here, and any similarity with
the power of love as extolled in the romances is negated by the concept
of sin brought in at 1.4316. Cf. 11.4425-8.
The French paraphrases often seem to pause for reflexion at this
point in the story. Anc. test. fol. 8r col. 1 has a few lines on the torments
of love, but without the CM's moralizing. Cf. Hist. Jos. 301/623ff,
364/83 Iff. Two other paraphrases contain a monologue by the rejected
queen at this point. See Trad. anon. fol. 235r and MALKARAUME fol.
23y col. 2, the latter printed in BONNARD, "Monologue de la reine
d'Egypte".
4276 This is the only citation of this proverb in this particular form in
WHITING, Proverbs, L494.
4302 Only MS C preserves the original "mangonele"/a seige engine. The
Trad. anon, refers to this weapon in another context on fol. 234r col. 1.
4316 MSS CF's "slokend"/quenched is the better reading, carrying on the
metaphor of love's fire burning the heart. GHTLB's "strangle" is limp
by comparison.
4345-80 The courtly love situation is here reversed, with the lady speaking
of love and begging for favours, while the young man stands off.
4357-8 Cf. Trad. anon. fol. 234v col. 1 and HERMAN, 1.1210.
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4381-6 Potiphar's wife adds threats to her promises of riches to tempt
Joseph. Cf. G&E 2021-4.
4387-4419 Cf. Gen. 39: 12-20.
4389 Cf. Anc. test. fol. 8r col. 2: "e le le tint ferm & rumpent li tassel".
4395 The misreading of CF's "aleis" as "is" makes the question virtually
meaningless in the southern translation.
4407 Potiphar has apparently returned from the country. In the Vulgate the
wife has to wait until her husband returns to show him Joseph's cloak,
but in HERMAN'S Bible, 11.1234-6, the husband himself hears his wife's
screams and runs to hear her first complaints.
4408-9 The southern translator has rephrased the lines and eliminated the
run-on line of MSS CFG.
4425-8 Other paraphrases declaim against women at this point. See esp.
Anc. test. fol. 8r col. 2-fol. 8v col. 1; Hist. Jos. 301/607ff, 363/807ff.
4433-98 Cf. Gen. 39:21-40:23.
4446 Trad. anon. fol. 235v col. 2.
4454 The Trad. anon, also uses the word "uision" here. Furthermore the
French poet has a digression on dreams, fol. 236r col. 2, in which he
shows that a "uision" is the only kind of dream to be trusted.
4473 Some mediaeval commentators were disturbed by any hint of magical
powers. In the phrase "wi|? myjte of heuene", the CM poet firmly
establishes Joseph's powers of interpretation as divinely given. Cf.
1.4560 below and Gen. 41:16. Cf. also FAVERTY'S discussion of Gen.
44:15, "Legs, of Joseph", 98-100, 102-3.
4491 The southern translator carelessly used the present tense "seip" here,
though the scribe of MS L corrected it.
4498-4500 HERMAN, 11.1297-8.
4503-10 This is one of the poet's rare general moralizations.
4508 WHITING, Proverbs, E216 cites several other occurrences of this
proverb.
4510 The southern translator corrupted "loues" to "dob". Cf. WHITING,
Proverbs, L565. The saying also appears in French: "Qui bien ayme
tard oublye."
4511-8 Cf.Gen. 41:1, 8-23.
4514-5 In the Vulgate Pharaoh summons "conjectores" and "sapientes".
See Gen. 41:8. The CM is closer to Herman's Bible here, 11.1312-3:
Manda tous ses barons et tous ses conseilliers;
Dont i viennent baron prinches et chevaliers;
4545-50 A passage of visual description and emotional sympathy which is
extremely rare thus far in the CM. The poet takes it from HERMAN,
11.1336-9.
4561-4600 The dream is told as in HERMAN'S Bible, 11.1346-67.
4572 Like the CM, Herman does not mention the lean cattle eating the fat
ones. Cf. Gen. 41:20.
4579 The southern translation has here preserved a better reading than MSS
CFG. "Ful of corn were bei set bo", translates HERMAN, 1.1355: "Les
VII cargies de ble".
4581 Like the CM poet, Herman omits the concept in Gen. 41:24 that the
thin ears ate the fat ones.
4605-11 Cf. Gen. 41:26, 33-4.
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4612-46 The remainder of the dialogue in which the king aquits Joseph of
the crime against Potiphar's wife is not in Genesis. Cf. however the
interchange in HERMAN'S Bible, 11.1369-98 in which Joseph brings up
the matter of Pharaoh's wife and is told "Joseph, oublie 1'ai". The
remarks of the barons also come from Herman.
4647 HERMAN, 1.1401.
4650-2 HERMAN, 11.1404-6.
4653-68 Cf. Gen. 41: 42-5.
4668 Several legends about Joseph's wife Aseneth were current in the
Middle Ages. See BURCHARD, Untersuchungen zu Joseph und Aseneth,
and DWYER, "Asenath of Egypt in ME". The ME paraphrasers ignore
her, however.
4669ff From this point on, Borland recognizes that the CM poet translates
constantly from Herman's Bible for about 800 lines, beginning with
Herman, 1.1408. See BORLAND, CM, p. 3.
4674, 4686 The thousand barns and thousand cellars come from HERMAN,
11.1412, 1416, 1423.
4678 The food is more concretely specified in CM and HERMAN than in
Genesis.
4679-83 This is an incomplete sentence in MSS CGHTLB. The CM poet,
or an early scribe, erred in writing a preterite tense "filde" instead of
another infinitive "fill" in 1.4681. MS F corrects the lapse by supplying
a subject, but the original had:
La gent de la contree, quant le voient venir
Et prendre leur aumaille et leur ble departir
Et faire ches greniers tous de leur ble emplir,

(HERMAN'S Bible, 11.1417-9)

MS F alone preserves the original completion of the sentence, 11.4682-3,
translating Herman's 11.1420-1:
Les barons de la terre faire tous son plaisir,
Tout le vont enclinant, et tout le vont servir.

4690 A typical expression of the CM poet, perhaps suggested by Gen.
41:49: "copia mensuram excederet".
4695-4747 The harrowing description of famine conditions is added to the
Vulgate's bare narrative by Herman, 11.1429-63.
4705 C's "thrid" is an error. Herman writes of "le premier an", 1.1433.
4725 HERMAN, 1.1445, has the king see, rather than hear, his subjects'
distress, as do MSS GHTL.
4732 MSS CFGHL read "He is al lord", the result of an accidental scribal
doubling of the "1". Herman has "sires est et sera" in 1.1449. The
scribes of MSS TB have apparently corrected the clumsy reading of
their exemplar to "he is a lord".
4749-4803 The Vulgate says simply "audiens autem Jacob quod alimenta
venderentur in /Egypto" (Gen. 42:1), without specifying how Jacob came
to know this. Several Old French paraphrases, with more sense of
drama than of geography, tell how Jacob saw chaff floating down the
Nile from Egypt to Canaan and sent his sons to its source. The CM
poet presumably took his version from HERMAN'S Bible, 11.1464-93; cf.
GEOFFROI DE PARIS, fol. 21v col. 1, reported in BONNARD, p. 43; the
HARLEY fragment, 210/22-3; WARNER, Queen Mary's Psalter, pi. 33 and
p. 63; Hist. Jos. 377/1340-75. Napier conjectures that the legend was
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probably recorded also on a lost leaf of the ME poem lacob and Joseph.
See his introduction to I&I, pp. xii-xiii. The CM is the only other work
in ME to record the story, but it also appears as the only legendary
subject in the carvings of the chapter house of Salisbury Cathedral.
See COCKERELL, Book of Old Testament Illus., p. 20 n. 1.
4749-50 The CM poet makes Joseph's action in casting the chaff on the
water a deliberate lure for his father and brothers. HERMAN'S Bible
merely states that this is what Joseph did, but Queen Mary's Psalter
and Hist. Jos. both agree with the CM version. Cf. GEOFFROI DE PARIS,
fol. 21 v col. 1 who has Joseph order the chaff to be thrown into the
river, but without specifying why.
4754 MS C's "ioseph" is clearly an error.
4771-6 The CM poet adds these lines to the narrative showing God dominating the course of history.
4797-8 Not in Herman. Jacob begins to speak at 1.4799.
4805-19 These lines are translated from Gen. 42: 3-4 rather than from
Herman, who persists in his geographical error by having the brothers
sail on the river to Egypt in 11.1494-9. Cf. above, note to 11. 47494803. Cf. GEOFFROI DE PARIS, fol. 19r col. 2 and the Harley fragment,
201/36ff.
4811-22 From HERMAN, 11.1500-7.
4821 Herman has the brothers say they come from Jerusalem, 1.1507. The
CM poet corrects this to Canaan, as in Gen. 42:7.
4825-42 Not in Herman.
4843-50 HERMAN, 11.1514-9.
485Iff In the Vulgate, the brothers make three journeys to Egypt. On the
first, Joseph takes Simeon as a hostage until they return with Benjamin.
He also puts the money they paid for the grain back into the grain sacks.
See Gen. 42. Jacob is reluctant to send Benjamin with his brothers, but
as the famine persists, he finally agrees. This time, Joseph again puts
the payment money back into the grain sacks, and also puts his own
silver cup into Benjamin's sack. The cup is discovered, Joseph threatens
the apparent culprit, and Judah offers to suffer in his place. See Gen.
43-44. The third journey is made simply to bring Jacob to see his son
Joseph.
HERMAN'S Bible alters the Vulgate's account considerably. As soon
as they discover corn is for sale in Egypt, four of the brothers return to
their ship immediately. Only six brothers, therefore, attend the first
audience with Joseph. Joseph sends these six to the ship to fetch the
other four. He then puts the gold and silver they have paid him into the
grain sacks and has his servants discover this. The cup is never mentioned, and Benjamin is still at home with his father. Ruben, not Simeon,
is left as a hostage while the others go to fetch Benjamin at 1.1610.
Joseph reveals himself to Benjamin and the brothers go to fetch Jacob
to Egypt.
The CM uses Herman's version in the main, but corrects some of
it from the Vulgate. The incident of the four brothers who return to the
ship is omitted. Also, the ME poet has Joseph put his cup, rather than
simply the brothers' gold and silver, into the sack. This leads to some
confusion; see note to 1.4888 below. The rest of the story is the same
as Herman's.
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Of the other ME paraphrases, G&E, SELTemp., and the Met. Para.
follow the Vulgate in their order of incidents. However, like HERMAN'S
Bible and the CM, I&I also has the episode of the cup take place on
the first journey, while Benjamin is still at home. See 11.400ff.
4851-5126 From HERMAN, 11.1529-1720.
4856 HERMAN, 1.1533, has "Porte Ten ont as nes". The CM poet changes
the ship to an inn, as in Gen. 42:27 et passim.
4858-62 This is not in Herman, who says that Joseph put gold and silver
in the sacks (1.1534), as in Gen. 42:25.
4871-2 MSS CF preserve the sense of Herman, 11.1539-40 better than the
other MSS do.
4886 MSS CFG's "sargantz" is original, translating Herman's "serjans",
1.1550.
4888 The CM poet has already stated that the object in the sack was
Joseph's own cup, 1.4858, and he reiterates this in 11.4916, 4936,
4938 and 5081. Herman, however, had the king's money stolen instead,
and the CM seems to hedge in calling the object "be kyngis pingis"
or "pe kyngis tresour" here and in 11.4902 and 4908 below. Cf. I&I
1.401.
4899 "breme as boore" is an alliterative formula found frequently in
ME. See MED "breme" a. II b.
4921, 4925 The third morning is not specified in Herman. The CM poet
could have taken this detail from Hist. Schol. Gen. xciii, PL CXCVIII
1131.
4924 HERMAN, 11.1569-70, has Joseph send men to guard their ship and
their corn.
4967-72 This is not in Herman. The CM poet reassures his audience of
Joseph's motives and the ultimate outcome of the event.
4975 CF's reading is correct.
4995-5000 The ME poet here condenses the conversation and omits some
details of the journey found in HERMAN 11.1617-32.
5052 MSS CFG translate Herman, 1.1671: "tous li sans li mua". The
southern translator has altered and weakened the line.
5056 MSS GTLB say they kissed sixty times or more, while C says more
than forty times. HERMAN, 1.1674, specifies 100 times. The numbers
are indefinite, used simply to indicate a large quantity.
5098-5102 This is not in Herman. BORLAND, CM, p. 28, suggests that
the passage is close to the variant reading of HERMAN'S Bible printed
in Vol. II, Appendix, p. 132. This could equally well come from Gen.
45:8, once again showing God's will worked out in history.
5119 Herman says Joseph gave all his brothers African garments. Thus
the pronoun "bam" in MS C is plural. However, MSS FGHTLB have
the singular, perhaps influenced by Gen. 45:22 and HERMAN 11.1718-9,
in which Benjamin gets more clothes than the others.
5127-5377 From Herman, as printed in BARTSCH, Chrestomathie, 11.3-189.
5136 Herman, of course, had their ships loaded, not their camels.
5143 Not "pantener", as Morris printed in MSS CF, but "pautener",
Herman's "paltoniers", "A vagabond, rascal" (OED).
5171 The Vulgate does not mention the length of time which has elapsed.
Cf. HERMAN, 1.177 and below 1.5362.
5184 In Herman, Joseph sends a boat.
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5197-9 The southern translator, having accidentally omitted 11.5197-8
changed "cries" to "hi3ed" to make sense of the passage. MSS CFG
preserve something like the original reading. Cf. HERMAN, 11.57-8.
5213-30 At this point Herman has the family board their boat once again
to sail for Egypt, and more conversation takes place. See 11.67ff. The
ME poet omits this, and reverts to another source, not the Trad, anon.,
for the story of Jacob's sacrifice and departure. Cf. Gen. 46:1-6.
5231-8 The poet omits the long list of names from Genesis, mentioning
only Joseph's offspring. See Gen. 46:26, 20.
5239-42 Cf.G^n. 46:28.
5243-8 From HERMAN, 11.91-4. The court goes with Joseph in Herman,
but not in the Vulgate.
5250-2 Cf. Gen. 46:30. Herman omits this and instead has Jacob fail to
recognize his son, 11.95-7. Herman seems to stress Jacob's senility.
Cf. 11.68-71 where the brothers laugh merrily at their father's failure
to realize that he is already at sea. The CM poet omits such episodes,
while keeping many of Herman's other emotional embellishments.
5253-5378 From HERMAN, 11.99-189.
5280-4 Herman has Joseph say he was sold to the king and tempted by
his wife. The CM poet remembers to mention Potiphar's wife instead
of the queen, but forgets that he had followed Gen. 39:1 in having
Joseph sold to Potiphar instead of to the king. Cf. above 11.4241-4.
5281 Herman has "pestrin" at 1.121, which MSS CF translate as "mister".
MSS GHTLB substitute "prisoun".
5313 Apparently from HERMAN 1.196, although the narrative itself has only
reached HERMAN 1.138.
5333 MSS GHTLB preserve the original "Pees", which C miscopied as
"pis". See HERMAN, 1.151.
5353 Not in Herman. Cf. Gen. 47:9.
5373-4 HERMAN, 1.187: "je 1'acatai a serf, mais or le franchison". Cf.
MS C.
5375-6 MSS CF's reading is preferable.
5378-5414 Cf. Gen. 47:11-3, 15, 19-20, 22. Herman omits these events and
passes straight on to the deaths of Jacob and Joseph.
5420-39 Gen. 47:27-48:2.
5426 MS C's "kne" is an error for "be". Cf. the Vulgate's "sub femore
meo".
5440-8 Cf. Gen. 48:10-4. The CM poet has left out the dying Jacob's
retelling of his own history.
5448 The poet avoids the squabbling over the final blessing in Gen.
48:14, 17-9. Cf. below 1.5461.
5449-54 CLGen. 48:21.
5455-68 This summarizes all of Gen. 49.
5467-9 Gen. 47:28 gives Jacob 147 years, not 137 as the CM poet elaborately calculates.
5470 The CM poet ignores the magnificent funeral described in Gen. 50.
Cf. also the description of Egyptian burial customs in Hist. Schol.
Gen. cxiv, PL CXCVIII 1140, which appealed to the poet of G&E
2447-67.
5481-8 From HERMAN, 11.215-8.
5489-90 110 years, i.e. 5 1/2 score. See Gen. 50:26.
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5495-5502 Cf. Ex. 1:8-10. The CM poet drops Herman as a principal
source, apparently because the French poet greatly condenses the
biblical narrative, touching only on the highlights of Moses' career. A
few odd lines from Herman do appear, however. Many of these parallels were not noticed either by Borland or by Buehler. The CM poet
is not using the Trad. anon, here either.
5503-8 HERMAN, 11.1959-62.
5519-70 Cf. Ex. 1:11-22. For the first few lines, the CM poet seems to
invent more dialogue in the style of Herman, fitting in the Vulgate
detail which the French poet omits.
5571-5600 The ME poet pauses to recapitulate his themes.
5609-46 Cf. Ex. 2:1-10.
5621 The original reading was probably "rushes".
5647-8 Probably from HERMAN 1.1987, although Moses' beauty was well
known. See JOSEPHUS 265; Hist. Schol. Ex. v, PL CXCVIII 1144;
G&E 2659; Met. Para. 1529-36; SELTemp. fol. 3v col. 1; MALKARAUME
fol. 42v col. 1; MACE 3429-31.
5649-5710 Cf. Ex. 2:11-21.
5658 The sense demands that "son" should be singular here, as in MSS
CFTB. The southern translator must have copied a plural form from
his exemplar, as GHL all have "sones". The scribes of TB presumably
corrected their copy.
5711-28 Cf.Ex. 2:22-5.
5729-44 Cf. Ex. 3:1-3.
5733 Not "folke", as in MSS HTL, but "flock", as in CFG. Cf. Ex. 3:1:
"cumque minasset gregem...".
5736 "ejeb" is, of course, Latin Horeb.
5745-50 One of the CM poet's rare typological interpretations. This interpretation of the burning bush as a type of the Blessed Virgin is found
in hymns and in the Victorine sequence described in RABY, ChristianLatin Poetry, p. 370; BERNARD OF CLAIRVAUX, Sermones de Tempore,
PL CLXXXIII 63; WM. OF SHOREHAM, 127/19, "Hours of the Blessed
Virgin" in LITTLEHALES, Prymer, p. 24; MACE' 3541-52 and n.
The closest analogue to the CM, however, is in HONORIUS AUGUSTODUNENSIS' Speculum Ecclesiae, PL CLXXII 904: "quam ignis
Spiritus sancti prole illuminavit, nee tamen flamma concupiscentiae
violavit." Cf. note to 11.6909-10.
5753-5806 Cf. Ex. 3:4, 6-7, 10-14, 16-20. The poet does not describe
the Jewish custom, referred to in Ex. 3:5, of Moses removing his
shoes in a holy place.
5807-36 Cf. Ex. 4:1-4, 6-9. The ME poet omits Moses' humility and God's
further instructions, as told in Ex. 4:10-14.
5837 Cf. Ex. 4:14.
5838-42 Cf. Ex. 3:18.
5843-7 Cf. Ex. 4:29.
The CM poet omits all mention of Moses' speech defect, the
reason why Aaron always accompanies him. See Ex. 4:10-6, 30. Jewish
legend traced this defect to an incident in Moses' infancy, and the
story was often retold, in one version or another. See GINZBERG,
Legends V, p. 402 n. 65; Hist. Schol. Ex. v, PL CXCVIII 1144; G&E
2633-58; Met. Para. 1549-84; SELTemp. 3v col. 1; MACE 3473-3508.
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Cf. MALKARAUME fol. 42v col. 2; JOSEPHUS 267. G. L. HAMILTON'S
"La Source" is an excellent discussion of this legend in European
literature.
5848-80 Cf. Ex. 5:1-6, 8.
5859 MS F and the southern translation get the pronoun right, showing
that the Israelites, and not Pharaoh, are speaking here.
5862 MS C alone translates correctly the "nobis" of Ex. 5:3 as "hus".
The other MSS give the pronoun in the second person.
5883-5908 Cf. Ex. 7:8-14.
5918-26 Based on Ex. 7:19-20. Herman's account of the life of Moses is
so greatly abbreviated that he scarcely describes the plagues. On the
other hand, the Trad. anon, deals with Moses' story in great detail.
The CM's version falls between the two extremes. It must be considered an abridgement of the Vulgate, unless another source, perhaps
in French, is discovered.
5927-36 Cf. Ex. 8:3.
5935-51 Cf. Ex. 8:8-10, 12-5.
5953-5 Cf. Ex. 8:17.
5959-70 Cf. Ex. 8:21-2.
5971-98 Cf. Ex. 8:25-32.
5999-6008 Cf. Ex. 9:2-4, 7.
6001 Of all the CM MSS, C's line is closes to the list in Ex. 9:3.
6009-16 Cf. Ex. 9:9, 12.
6017-38 Cf. Ex. 9:23-8, 33, 35.
6025 CF's "gresse" is original, translating Ex. 9:25's "herbam agri".
6039-50 Cf. Ex. 10:14-5, 20.
6051-6 Cf. Ex. 10:22-3.
6061-98 Cf. Ex. 12:3,5,7-12, 14.
6099-6121 Cf. Ex. 12:21-3,29.
6125-64 Cf. Ex. 12:30-3, 35-8, 40-3. The translation of the Vulgate is quite
close. The ME poet omits repetitious verses, but does not condense
material as he had done in his story of the plagues.
6158 The correct figure is 430 years. See Ex. 12:40. MSS CG have 400
years, F 100. MS G has mistaken "to" in the expression "to ben"/
until that time, for the numeral "tua". From a similar MS, the southern
translator took his reading 402 years.
6165-78 The instructions in Ex. 12:43-9 concern who is allowed to partake
of the feast. The CM poet skips to Ex. 13:3, 12-5.
6179-98 Cf. Ex. 13:17-22.
6199-6252 Cf. Ex. 14:2-8, 10-4, 16.
6230 MSS CF have "graues", correctly translating "sepulcra". G reads
"ill", and the southern translation "euel".
6253-8 Cf. Ex. 14:17-8. The ME poet has omitted any mention of the
statement, frequently repeated in Exodus, that it is God who hardens
the hearts of Pharaoh and the Egyptians. See Ex. 14:17; cf., e.g.,
7:13, 9:12, 10:1, 10:20, 10:27.
6259-80 Cf. Ex. 14:21-3, 27-8.
6285-8 The "newe songe" is found in Ex. 15:1-19, and would be known
to the CM poet as the most frequently used canticle in the liturgy.
See CABROL and LECLERCQ, eds., Diet, d'archeologie chretienne, II
1978.
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6289-90 The poet interjects a prayer of his own.
630 Iff The CM poet here interpolates the section of the story of the wood
of the holy cross which is chronologically appropriate. He had translated
an earlier part of this story from the Latin prose Legende. See note
to 1.1237ff above. From now on, however, the CM poet uses the
version of the story found in the latter part of the Trad. anon. He
evidently kept his copy of the Latin Legende at hand, however, as
well as his Vulgate, for he uses both to insert several details lacking
in his principal source.
NAPIER, Rood Tree, p. xxiii et passim first identified the source
of these lines. He prints several extracts from the French poem on
pp. 63-7 of his book and a further extract appears in Bonnard, pp. 88-9.
References to line numbers in the Trad. anon, are to these printed
extracts. Citations from the MS continue to be identified by folio
numbers.
QUINN, The Quest of Seth, is again invaluable for tracing the
development of this legend and the different versions of it. See also
MEYER, "Die Geschichte des Kreuzholzes".
6301-10 Trad. anon, (in Napier), 11.29-37.
6305 The Old French poem says they came to "Elyn" (1.34), the Legende
"Ebron" (47/54). The CM poet apparently uses his geographical
knowledge to place these in Syria.
6308 The southern translation's "prest" is a closer translation of "Sitivit"
(Ex. 17:3) than is CFG's "brest"/need.
6311-5 Cf. Ex. 17:3. This is not found in the Old French poem.
6319-68 Trad. anon. (Napier), 39-87.
6320 MS C's "selly" is probably an error for "ferly".
6326 The Old French poem has "pin" here (1.43), as do MSS CFG. Cf.
note to 1.1377 above.
6347 NAPIER, Rood Tree, p. xxvi suggested that this line originally read
"Sipen pai fand in Raphindin", translating the Old French "A raphindin les a portees;" cf. Ex. 17:1.
6347-56 The cross story combines several biblical episodes here. The
sweetening of the waters occurred at Mara in Ex. 15:23-5, but the
Old French poem places the incident at Raphidim. At the biblical
Raphidim, in Ex. 17:1-7, Moses struck the rock to being forth water.
The wood which will become the true cross is here substituted
for the biblical tree in Ex. 15:25, or the rod of Moses in Ex. 17:5.
6348-9 The Old French says "Qwar plus ere amere que suie:" (1.71).
6369ff The CM poet drops the Trad, anon's cross story here and begins to
abbreviate the biblical adventures of Moses.
6373-8 HERMAN, 11.2088-91.
6379-86 The story of the manna is found in Ex. 16. Herman dismisses it
in one line (1.2092). The CM poet gathers together various details from
the account in Exodus.
6381 Cf. Ex. 16:14.
6382 Cf. Ex. 16:31.
6383-4 Cf. Ex. 16:15, 31.
6385 Cf. Ex. 16:8, 12. In fact, God sent flesh to be eaten in the evening
and manna in the morning.
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6386 Cf. Ex. 16:13. MS F's unique reading "angel mete pai dide hit
calle" could be from the original version of CM. The idea of manna as
the food of angels is based on Ps. 77:25 and Sap. 16:20. See GINZBERG, Legends, VI p. 17.
6389-95 Cf. Ex. 17:1-7. Herman dismisses the story in two lines (11.20934).
6403-32 Cf. Ex. 17:8-12.
6414 MS C alone preserves the correct reading. The other MSS omit
Hur. Cf. Ex. 17:10.
6427 Again MS C preserves the mention of Hur, which the other MSS
have dropped. Cf. Ex. 17:12.
6433-40 Cf. Ex. 18:1-4.
6433 MS F corrupts "letro" to "Petro".
6441-50 A condensed version of Ex. 18:13-26.
6441 MSS CFG probably preserve the correct reading "pis ilk folk was
vntelland," (C). The line is a gloss on Ex. 18:13, 18, 22, verses which
imply that the administration of law was becoming too time-consuming
for one man to manage. The southern translator's "pis ilke folke was
vantoun to fonde" makes good sense, however. It implies that the work
increased because the people were more evil, rather than more numerous.
6451-67 The prologue to the giving of the commandments is from HERMAN,
11.2095-2106. In Ex. 19, God initiates all the action, but here the people
themselves are the first to ask for the law, as they do in GEOFFROI
DE PARIS, fol. 25r col. 2.
6461-4 Herman takes the idea of Moses' fasting forty days from Ex.
34:28, which deals with the renewal of the tablets after Moses had
broken them.
6471-80 The CM poet gives a ten line resume of the ten commandments.
Cf. Ex. 20:3-17. Herman does not even list the commandments here.
6487-6504 The CM poet turns once again to HERMAN, 11.2109-16 for the
narrative of the golden calf.
6505-7 Expanded from Ex. 32:4.
6513-6 Cf. Ex. 32:7.
6514 MSS CF's rhyme word "suik'Vdeceit has been mis-copied in G as
"suilk", probably because of confusion with the same word in the
previous line. This error makes the line meaningless in G. The southern
translator seemingly recognized the lapse of sense and rewrote the line.
6517-6614 From HERMAN, 11.2127-2194.
6520 The frost comes from Ex. 16:14.
6525 The southern translation has preserved a better reading "hoolis",
translating Herman's "fosses", 1.2133. MSS CFG have "hepes"
(G "helpis"). Cf. below, 1.6611, where CF refer to "holes".
6527-8 MS C has preserved the better reading, translating HERMAN,
11.2134-5:
Mont crient el veel la gent maleiiree
Se donques fu salvage, encor n'est pas senee.

6562-7 These lines are omitted from the southern translation but are
evidently authentic, translating HERMAN, 11.2161b-2165.
6615-8 Cf. Ex. 32:20.
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6619-26 Ex. 32:20 simply says that Moses ground the golden calf to
powder and made his people drink it. A wide spread mediaeval legend
added that the powder stained the faces of the idolaters but left the
faces of the innocent clean. The two French sources which the CM
poet has been using report that the mouths of the guilty were gilded.
See Trad. anon. fol. 256r col. 1. HERMAN, 1.2196. PETRUS COMESTOR,
Hist. Schol. Ex. Ixxiii, PL CXCVIII 1190, like the CM poet, says their
beards were affected, and HAENISCH, CM, p. 8*, pointed to this as
the source. The golden beards are found in many places. See SELTemp.
fol. 4r col. 1; Met. Para. 1975-80; MACE, 5247-52; GEOFFROI DE
PARIS fol. 26r col. 1; cf. Pirke XLV 356-7.
6627-40 Cf. Ex. 32:26-9. This is not in Herman.
6636 Cf. Ex. 32:28 which says 23,000, not 20,000.
6641-8 Cf. Ex. 34:1,4.
6651 Cf. Ex. 34:27-8 which says that Moses himself wrote the second set
of commandments, at God's direction. The original tablets were written
by God's own hand. See Ex. 31:18, 32:16.
6653-6 Morris' proposed reading of "horud" for "hornd" in his note on
this line is wrong. See CM, p. xlii. Ex. 34:29 reads "et ignorabat
quod cornuta esset facies sua ex consortio sermonis Domini." The
horns of Moses are a result of Jerome's translation of the Hebrew
word "qeren", which can mean either "horns" or "rays of light".
Some commentators did not believe literally in the horns of Moses.
Rashi, the influential Jewish commentator of the twelfth century, said
that the horns indicated merely the shape of the rays of light which
came from Moses' head. See RASHI, II 196. This explanation was taken
up by various scholars, including PETRUS COMESTOR, Hist. Schol. Ex.
Ixxvii, PL CXCVIII 1192. The idea is reflected in CM 1.6655: "Hem
bouste him horned on heed fer". The Trad. anon, similarly says:
"Et fu au puiple descenduz/Si lor sambla estre cournuz". However,
nothing in the context suggests that the CM poet is translating here.
Cf. MACE 5469-71; SELTemp. 4r col. 1.
On the whole subject, see the excellent study by MELLINKOFF,
The Horned Moses.
6657-66 Trad. anon. fol. 267v col. 2-268r col. 1.
6667ff This is a selection of the laws given by God to Moses in Ex. 2Iff.
Herman ignores them, as do most other paraphrase writers.
6671-2 Ex. 21:12.
6673-6 Ex. 21:14.
6677-80 Based on Ex. 21:15.
6681-6720 Ex. 21:18-30.
6698 Ex. 21:22 reads "arbitri judicaverint." The English poet instead refers
to trial by jury.
6703-4 After "pedem pro pede", Ex. 21:25 goes on to list "adustionem
pro adustione, vulnus pro vulnere, livorem pro livore." CF's "bla
for bla" is thus more correct than MSS GHTLB's "too for too".
6706 CF's "vnmighti for to seie" is original, translating Ex. 21:26 "luscos".
G's corruption of "vnmighti" to "vnsihti" would make the servant
invisible. The southern translator changes G's reading to "vnsi3tily3e",
which could possibly mean blind, but probably means simply ugly.
See OED.
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6721-58 Ex. 2\:32-Ex. 22:4.
6727-30 The southern translator altered 1.6728, perhaps to do away with
the unaccustomed caesura in MSS CFG:
And ox or hors, or ot«r aght
Fall in, be man bat bis pitt aght
Because he completed 1.6728 with a meaningless filler, "Falle perynne
leest or meest'', the translator had to compose two new lines to convey
the meaning of the passage.
6759-62 Ex. 22:6.
6763-72 Ex. 22:10-2.
6773-8 Ex. 22:14-5.
6779-82 The paragraphing marks in MSS FHTLB indicate that two separate
laws are involved here, translating Ex. 22:18-9. A later hand in MS C,
however, has interpreted the first two lines to refer to the fate of the
beast involved in the sin mentioned in the next couplet:
[to dele wit best what man him draws
Godd wil be best] be don o daus.
C 6779-80
6783-6831 Ex. 22:20-23:5.
6797-8 Ex. 22:26 is talking about taking a neighbour's clothes as a pledge
("pignus"), but the CM poet apparently understands this as taking
them in anger.
6805-6 The CM poet has translated into contemporary terms of priests
and tithes the instructions of Ex. 22:28-9.
6811-2 NotinEr.
6833-48 Ex. 23:7-13.
6834 The "Blendyng siftis" translates "Nee accipies munera, quae etiam
excaecant prudentes", Ex. 23:8.
6839-41 Ex. 23:10-11 orders the people to cultivate the land for six years
and leave it fallow the seventh. All the MSS wrongly read seven for
six in 1.6839. CF correctly read "seuend" in 1.6841, while all the
others have "eistepe".
6850-8 Ex. 23:20, 22.
6859-80 The CM poet here speaks more of the shaping of his history.
He omits the rest of Exodus, all of Leviticus and part of Numbers,
to arrive at the story of Aaron's rod.
6884-98 Cf. Num. 17:6-9.
6903-8 Cf. Num. 17:10.
6909-10 The interpretation of Aaron's rod as a type of the Virgin is found
in several places in the Middle Ages. See the Victorine sequence
described in RABY, Christian-Latin Poetry, pp. 361, 370; BERNARD OF
CLAIRVAUX, Sermones de Tempore, PL CLXXXIII 63; WM. OF SHOREHAM, 128/27. The closest analogue to the CM's interpretation is in
HONORIUS AUGUSTODUNENSIS, Speculum Ecclesiae, PL CLXXII 904:
"Arida virga quae nucem protulit est virgo Maria quae Christum
Dominum et hominem mundo progenuit." Cf. n. to 11.5745-50 above.
6915 The figure of forty years is common knowledge, of course, but
may be suggested to the poet here by Trad. anon. fol. 268r col. 1;
"xl ans les auoit porteis/Moyses...".
6918-20 Probably from Trad. anon. fol. 268r col. 1. Cf. Dent. 34:5-6.
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6921-2 Taken from Hist. Schol. Num. xx, PL CXCVIII 1260: "Quod ideo
factum autumant Hebraei ne ipsi Moysen pro Deo colerent". Cf.
SELTemp. 4r col. 2.
6923-30 The CM poet translates Herman's summary of events, 11.220610.
6937-46 Trad. anon. fol. 268r col. 1.
6947-50 Cf.Num. 20:23-8.
695Iff The CM poet greatly abbreviates Joshua's part in history, but
HERMAN'S Bible mentions none of his acts at all.
6953-4 DIM remarks of Joshua "sol stetit spatio duorum dierum." See
PL CLXXII 168. Cf. Met. Para. 2967-8.
6955-6 Cf. los. 10:12-4.
6957-60 Cf.Ios. 3:7-4:24.
6961-4 Cf./0s. 24:32.
6983-4 Cf. lud. 2:llet passim.
6984 The CM poet uses "sarasenes feip" as a synonym for all idolatry,
a common mediaeval practice.
6985 Cf. lud. 3:6.
6993-7082 These lines are a rapid summary of the Judges of Israel, with
a passing reference to events in other kingdoms occurring at the same
time. For the Middle Ages, the ultimate source of such comparative
time schemes was the work of Eusebius of Caesarea. Eusebius and
other canonists of the third and fourth centuries were trying to establish
that the Christian religion, which seemed so new, was actually older
than the state religions it sought to supplant. Jerome's translation of
the work is printed as Translatio Chronicorum Eusebii Pamphili, PL
XXVII 11-507. Parts of the work were copied into many later chronicles
and histories, among them the Hist. Schol.
HAENISCH, CM, pp. 8*-9* believed that some of the details in
the CM's lines came from the Hist. Schol. The immediate source of
these lines, however, unless otherwise noted, is HONORIUS' De Imagine
Mundi, PL CLXXII 169ff. This source was first noted by KALUZA in
"Zu den Quellen", p. 452.
7001 Othoniel in lud 3:9 is the younger brother of Caleb, not his son.
Morris prints the word as "Othomel" in all MSS, but the minims
should be read as "ni" instead of "m".
7007-12 This is based on DIM: "Hujus tempore fuit bellum inter populum
Israel et Benjamin, propter uxorem Levitae apud Gabaam constupratam, et a Israel quidem occisa sunt quadraginta millia, de Benjamin
triginta quinque et centum viri," PL CLXXII 169.
In the Vulgate, "Ayoth" was indeed a Benjamite, but the enemy
he fought was the Moabites. See lud. 3:15-30. The battle between
Benjamites and Israelites occurs in lud. 19-21 because of the death of
the wife or concubine of a Levite, the "deknes wyf' of 1.7009. DIM
and hence the CM telescope the two separate incidents into one, and
exaggerate the numbers killed. See lud. 20:35, 46.
7013-4 These lines may be reversed. DIM puts the construction of Troy
in the reign of Aioth.
7015 From DIM. The Vulgate gives no length of reign for Samgar, nor
does he appear in Eusebius' chronology. Comestor mentions him, but
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does not give the length of this reign. See Hist. Schol. lud. vi, PL
CXCVIII 1275.
7016 The two sons are apparently Deborah and Barack. The poet does
not know that Deborah is a woman. Neither is, in fact, the child of
Samgar. Barrack is frequently called "filium Abinoem". See lud.
4:6,5:1, 5:12.
7020 DIM does not mention Apollo here. Haenisch has no note on these
lines, but he might have cited the passage from Comestor which mentions both Delphos (although not the sybil) and Apollo: "Obiit Liber
pater, cujus sepulcrum est apud Delphos juxta Apollinem aureum."
See Hist. Schol. lud. vii, PL CXCVIII 1277.
7023-6 These lines do not correspond to anything in DIM. MSS CF preserve the lines in their original form. First they mention the three
hundred men of Gideon's army, as in lud. 7:7 et passim. Then they
name the four kings: Oreb and Zeb from lud. 7:25, Zebee and Salmana
from lud. 8:5. MSS GHTLB have corrupted the four kings to forty
and reversed the order of the first two lines. This leaves the four names
dangling, "pat" of CF 1.7025 becomes "pan" in GHTLB and the four
rulers of the Midianites are transformed into Judges of Israel.
7027-8 From DIM, PL CLXXII 169, although Haenisch cited Petrus
Comestor.
7029 The CM poet skips over the' story of Abimilech to get to Thola.
He thus ignores Abimelech's three year reign, which is mentioned in
DIM as well as in lud. 9.
7030 DIM and lud. 10:2 both say he reigned twenty-three years. MSS
CFG are correct, but the southern translator corrupted 20 to 40. This
is the length of reign of many of the other Judges.
7033-4 DIM says simply "Priamus in Troja", without connecting the city
with the sibyl.
7037-8 Both DIM and Hist. Schol. lud. x, PL CXCVIII 1283 mention
Priam under the reign of Thola.
7039-40 Not in DIM. Haenisch, CM, p. 8*, pointed out that Petrus Comestor has this notice under the reign of Jair: "Carmentis nympha litteras
Latinas invenit." See Hist. Schol. lud. xi, PL CXCVIII 1283.
7041 Cf. lud. 11:1. DIM does not mention his supposed bastardy.
7043-4 DIM mentions the amazons here, but the explanation of the word
is given only by the CM poet.
7045 HAENISCH, CM, p. 8*, suggested that the form of the name, Esebon,
is taken from Hist. Schol. lud. xiii PL CXCVIII 1285. lud. 12:8 has
Abesan, DIM Abessan.
7047 lud. 12:9 says Abesan led Israel for seven years exactly. MSS
CGHTLB all say seven years and more. MS F has seemingly corrected this to "in rowte". The meaningless rhyme which the scribe
provides in 1.7048 makes clear that this was probably not the original
reading.
7048-50 This is not in DIM. HAENISCH, CM, p. 9* pointed to Hist. Schol.
lud. xiv, PL CXCVIII 1285: "Eo tempore Paris Helenam rapuit,
bellum decennale surrexit." Comestor refers these events to the reign
of Achialon, however.
The CM poet himself was aware that Alexander was another name
of Paris the Trojan. Hence C's lines "Alexandre, in pat siquar,/pat
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paris hight, raiuist helayn,—" (7048-9). Later scribes, less familiar with
the Troy story, apparently knew only one Alexander, Alexander the
Great. By changing only one word, "hight" to "auste", one such
copyist altered the lines to read "Alexander [the Great], who owned
[the city ofj Paris,...ravished Helen." This is the meaning in GHTLB.
The scribe of MS F rewrote the lines entirely, producing a very xweak
version.
7056 See note to 11.7048-50.
7059 HAENISCH, CM, p. 9*, pointed to Hist. Schol. lud. xv, PL CXCVIII
1285. The source, however, is once again DIM.
7060-3 This is not in either DIM or Hist. Schol.
7064-8 HAENISCH, CM, p. 9*, supposed that the CM poet used another
source here, or that he invented the figures which are not found in
Hist. Schol. In fact, he is using DIM again, but his lines are now
garbled. DIM says the number killed was 877,000 Greeks and 686,000
Trojans. The number of Trojans is correct in all CM MSS, but the
number of Greeks is expressed very unclearly. The original line may
have read "Eight hundred sixty seven and ten".
7069-82 Nothing in DIM corresponds to this summary of the Trojan war,
although Kaluza said the borrowing from DIM continued until 1.7082.
See KALUZA, "Zu den Quellen...", p. 451.
7083-7101 The story of Samson's birth and courtship is greatly abbreviated from the Vulgate. Cf. lud. 13:2-14:4. The CM poet may be
using another source here. Cf. the Met. Para. 360Iff, which treats
the story of Samson at greater length than does the CM.
7102-34 Cf. lud. 14:5-9, 12-5, 17.
7137-44 These lines appear only in MS F, although they translate lud.
14:18, and are added to complete the story. They must have been
missed out in an early exemplar, when a scribe's eye skipped from
"priuate" in 1.7136 to the same word in 1.7144, thus causing most
later copies to omit entirely the solution of the riddle.
7145-6 Based on lud. 14:19-20.
7147-60 Cf. lud. 15:3-5.
7161-74 Abbreviated from lud. 15:11-5.
7175-7204 Abbreviated from lud. 16:1-9.
7198 MSS GHTLB have a corrupt version of this line, from which all
mention of the binding of Sampson has disappeared. In these MSS,
Samson breaks bonds which the reader never knew were on him.
7205-12 Cf. lud. 16:16-7.
7213-36 The CM poet draws the obvious moral from the story.
7237-46 Based on lud. 16:18-9, 21.
7246 MSS CF have the better reading "blinded", whereas GHTLB read
"beten". Cf. lud. 16:21.
7247-51 In lud. 16:23, the feast is in honour of the Philistine god Dagon.
The CM poet, or his source changes this into a bridal feast for Delilah
and her new husband, and endows Samson with special talent as a
harper.
7252-62 Cf. lud. 16:22, 25, 29-30.
7265-77 Cf. I Reg. 4:3-18.
7273 "ware pai" must originally have been "was it", for the ark of the
covenant was captured, not the sons of Eli.
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7274-6 These lines, found only in MS F, correspond to I Reg. 4:18. Cf.
1.7277 in the other MSS.
7278-82 This is a bit of moralizing from the poet.
7283 Cf. I Reg. 4:18.
7287-7454 From HERMAN'S Bible, 11.2213-2317. See BORLAND, CM, p. 47.
7287-96 HERMAN, 11.2213-20.
7297-7300 This reiteration is not in Herman. It comes from I Reg. 8:19-20.
7301-10 HERMAN, 11.2221-6.
7311-2 This proverbial saying is added by the poet.
7313-42 HERMAN, 11.2229-43. The biblical narrative is greatly abridged
here.
7343-58 Herman reports God's instructions in direct discourse in 11.224452, as do MSS CF of the CM. In GHTLB, however, the discourse
is indirect. The CM poet is also using the Vulgate here, for Herman
does not mention that Jesse lived in Bethlehem. See CM 11.7348-9
and cf. I Reg. 16:1.
7359-7432 From HERMAN, 11.2253-2306. The expansion and contraction of
the Vulgate narrative of I Reg. 16:10-18, 23 definitely indicates Herman
as the source.
7405-6 Not in Herman.
7407-12 Beryl ROWLAND, Blind Beasts, p. 7, believes that this picture of
David playing to his sheep is influenced by the Orphic myth.
7439-54 HERMAN, 11.2309-17.
7451 I Reg. 11-A says "altitudinis sex cubitorum et palmi". This number
does not appear in Herman. The CM poet is here treating ells and
cubits as if they were equal. Cf. n. to 11.1675-6 above.
7455 Borland found no more traces of Herman's influence until 1.8979.
However, I feel that the CM poet has continued to combine HERMAN'S
Bible and the Vulgate.
7455-7474 Goliath does not make a speech in Herman. The CM's version is based on I Reg. 17:8-11.
7475-82 Cf. HERMAN, 11.2319-21.
7481-2 HERMAN, 1.2321, says merely "Qui vaintre le porra, mon regne
li donrai." The reference to the king's daughter is evidently an anticipation of I Reg. 18:27. Cf. below, 11.7645-6.
7483-9 From HERMAN, 11.2322-4.
7487 On MS C's "gerard" see DICKENS, "Gerard as a Goblin Name".
7491-2 David's brother Eliab, in I Reg. 17:28, accuses David of pride:
"Ego novi superbiam tuam, et nequitiam cordis tui;". Both Herman
and the CM poet are defending David against this charge.
Herman has already expanded from the Vulgate David's references
to his trust in God. The CM translates all Herman's points and gives
them greater emphasis. These lines in the English version summarize
mediaeval ideas about pride. A Christian hero, to avoid the sin of
pride, need not humble himself by not doing the great deeds of which
he is capable. Rather he must be sure to attribute his prowess to God
alone, and not to himself. The proud man may do exactly the same
things as the Christian hero, but he will attribute all his triumphs to
his own abilities. See, e.g., THOMAS AQUINAS, Sum. Theol. I Q. Ixiii
art. 3.
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7493-7518 Saul's fears for David are not expressed in Herman, but are
based on I Reg. 17: 33-7.
7519-36 The arming of David is from HERMAN, 11.2327-35.
7531 Herman says three stones, 1.2332. The CM poet has corrected the
number to five from I Reg. 17:40.
7537-50 HERMAN, 11.2336-42.
7541-2 MSS CF have "man...es". MS G, however, reads "men...es", a
grammatical error which obviously found its way into the southern
translation. Scribes corrected it in various ways: "mon...is" T; "men...
are" H; "men...be" B.
7544 The CM poet, or perhaps his later copyists, seem to have had trouble
with the French idiom in HERMAN, 1.2339: "ne li valt pas .1. gant".
The English poet renders "valt" as "helpes" and then searches for a
subject. MS C's "Irinnes" was probably suggested by the following
line, while F's "hardines" and G's "dredness" are similar attempts
to find a subject for the sentence. The southern translator gave up the
struggle and allowed the vague "hit" to stand by itself with no obvious
antecedent.
7553-71 Cf. I Reg. 17:42-6.
7575-90 From HERMAN, 11.2349-56.
7593-8 From HERMAN, 11.2363-4.
7599-7612 Cf. I Reg. 18:6-9.
7613-5 From HERMAN, 11.2370-1. Herman skips the events between
David's fight with Goliath and his accession to the throne. The CM
poet accordingly turns to the Vulgate for his material.
7617-8 A philosophical reflection of the poet's on the usual rewards of
faithful service.
7619-26 Cf. I Reg. 18:10-11.
7628 All the CM MSS state that Saul was not afraid of David, but this
may be an error for an original "now". Cf. I Reg. 18:12: "Et timuit
,
Saul David".
7629-36 Cf. I Reg. 18:13, 17.
7637-46 Cf. I Reg. 18:25, 27.
7647-52 Cf. I Reg. 19:1-2.
7653-4 MSS CF preserve the original reading "paind". MSS GHTLB have
corrupted this to "preyed". In I Reg. 19:3-5, Jonathan does not pray to
God, but intercedes with his own father, Saul, for a reconciliation.
7655-75 Cf. I Reg. 19:7-12.
7676-84 Cf. I Reg. 19:18-20.
7685-98 From HERMAN, 11.2368-75.
7705-6 A reference to I Reg. 24.
7707-46 Cf. I Reg. 26:3-13, 15-8, 21-2.
7749-86 Cf. I Reg. 31:1-6, 8-13.
7785-6 The Middle English poet omits the burning of the body in I Reg.
31:12.
7789-7828 Cf. II Reg. 1:1-12, 14-5.
7791-3 This parenthetical reference is to the action described in I Reg.
30. David there fights the nation of the Amalekites, not an individual
named Amalek, as the CM poet states. Cf. I Reg. 15 in which Saul
defeats the Amalekites and kills their king Agag. Amalek himself was
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defeated by Moses and Joshua. See Ex. 17:8-16 and above, 11.640132.
7827-36 From HERMAN, 11.2390-6. Herman expatiates on the sin of regicide
here, although in II Reg. 1:14 the crime seems more like sacrilege:
"Quare non timuisti mittere manum tuam, ut occideres christum
Domini?"
7835 In II Reg. 1:15 the penalty is swift in coming. This Herman renders
correctly as "mort soubite", in 1.2396. This is translated in CM, MSS
CG as "ferings ded". MS F changed the death to an "euel" one
however and the southern translator apparently misinterpreted "ferings"
as "fiery".
7837-60 The CM poet, as usual, marks the end of an age and the beginning
of a new one. HAENISCH, CM, p. 9* refers this passage to Hist. Schol.,
but the CM is closer to DIM here. Both CM and DIM calculate the
total age of the world at this time, although the totals they arrive at
are different. Cf. DIM, PL CLXXII 170.
The summary of the genealogy between Abraham and David is in
none of the sources the poet has been using, but is consistent with
his avowed purpose of providing a continuous genealogy for the Virgin
Mary.
7861-77 HERMAN, 11.2397, 2401, 2403-9.
7869 The CM poet evidently translated Herman's "fiers" as "aghful",
making David an awe-inspiring man. See MED "aueful" adj (b). The
other MSS corrupt this, however, G to "waful", and the southern
translation to "wise".
7879ff Herman does not go into details about the beginning of the liason
of David and Bathsheba. The CM poet reverts apparently to the Vulgate
for his story.
7883-7906 Cf. II Reg. 11:2-5, 14-7. The translation of the Vulgate is not
close, however. The poet may be using another source here.
7909-60 Cf. 11 Reg. 11:27-12:7, 9-14.
7936 In II Reg. 12:6, David proposes only that the rich man restore the
lamb four-fold.
7961-2 Cf. 11 Reg. 12:24.
7963-7 This story of the composition of the Miserere may have been suggested to the CM poet by the Latin Legende. In that work, David
composes the Psalm after his great sin, while sitting under the tree
which has grown from Moses' wands. See Legende, 50/86.
The CM poet has inserted the passage here, after the biblical
version of the story of Bathsheba. He has to omit all mention of the
sacred tree, however, because he has not yet told of David's part in
its history. When he does tell of it, he uses the version from Trad. anon.
which does not mention Bathsheba's adultery, nor the composition
of the Psalm.
7973ff The CM poet translates the next 1000 odd lines from the cross
story in Trad. anon. Cf. above, n. to 1.6301ff. The first 56 lines, corresponding to CM 7973-8033, are reproduced by NAPIER, Rood Tree,
pp. 64-5.
7974 The Old French says ten years (1.128).
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8007 Once again, MSS CFG agree with the Trad. anon. 1.159, in having
the rods of cedar, pine and cypress. Once again, the southern translator
has consistently altered the pine to palm. Cf. above, note to 1.1377.
8009 The Trad. anon, does not here name the place where Moses found
the rods: "Dun leu lai ou il les troua" (1.161). However, "Elyn"
has already been named in 1.34.
8053-8193 NAPIER, Rood Tree, pp. 65-7 prints 11.202-332 of the cross story
section of Trad, anon., which correspond to these lines.
8058 MSS CFG correctly preserve "hope" for "esp^rance" (1.207).
8066 The sweet smell is not mentioned in Trad, anon., but came to the
CM from the Latin Legende. Instead of the light which shines from the
rods when David finds them, as above 11.8047-50, the Legende, 49/74,
speaks of a beautiful odour.
8078 Trad. anon. 1.225 has "Au pis lour tienent li ma/zton".
8080, 8106 The Old French lines corresponding to these are missing from
the MS. See NAPIER, Rood Tree, p. 66, n. to 11.226, 250.
8081-2 These lines were accidentally omitted from the southern translation.
They correspond to Trad. anon. 1.227.
8119 According to 1.8091, the Saracens are already kneeling. There had
been no mention of kneeling in the Old French poem, 11.235-7, and
there the poet says merely that they kissed the wands "deuotement"
(1.263).
8121 The CM poet translates the French "de gentil sane" (1.265) by
"of be fre blood".
8125-6 Once again the Saracens kneel. Here, at least, the Old French
says "et se mettent a orison" (1.270).
8127-8 These lines are reversed in the southern translation. However, the
subject is still the onlookers, not the Saracens.
8132 The Old French says simply that they returned "ou desert" (1.275).
However, the Old French poet had already established that they came
from Ethiopia (1.220).
8134 See NAPIER, Rood Tree, p. xxvi n. 2. The Old French MS has "Tant
quil uint a une fontaine" (1.277). This is a scribal error for "montaine",
the original reading, which the CM poet has translated "felle" and,
at 1.8136, "mounteyne".
8138 Trad. anon, says forty years, 1.279.
8150 The idiom of MSS CF, "pat he was hale sume ani trote", does not
appear here in Trad. anon. Cf. below 1.8175. The southern translation
is closer to the French: "Et apres se trouoit tout sain" (1.291).
8152-3 MS C has the original reading. Cf. Trad. anon. 11.294-5. The scribe
of G seemingly misunderstood "barun" as "branchis", and the southern
translator rewrote the couplet accordingly.
8164 MSS F and the southern translation preserve the original reading
here, translating Old French "Molt lont doucement salue" (1.306).
8165-6 These lines are omitted from the southern translation. They correspond to 1.307 of the Old French poem.
8169 MSS CFT preserve the correct reading "Thoru be" or "Bi be",
translating the Old French "Par uos ert gariz li lieprous" (1.310). HLB,
however, alter the pronoun, probably on purpose, to refer to the rods
rather than to the king.
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8175 This translates the Old French idiom "sainz comme .i. poissons"
(1.319). Cf. above, 1.8150 CF.
8206-33 As NAPIER, Rood Tree, p. xxvii pointed out, the CM poet has
here combined details from the Latin Legende with the Trad. anon.
8206 The Legende says "Posuit ergo illas in cisterna" (49/79). The Trad,
anon, has them planted "a terre dure" (fol. 269r col. 2).
8207-8 Legende 49/80: "Apposuit quidem lumina et custodes."
8210-7 Legende, 49/81.
8218-24 Trad. anon. fol. 269r col. 2.
8224 For the sake of the rhyme, the English poet has exaggerated David's
state of mind. The Old French has simply "Porpensa soi qwil feroit"
(fol. 269r col. 2).
8225-33 Legende, 49/83-4.
8234-8460 Trad. anon. fol. 269r col. 2-270v col. 2.
8235 The southern translator has changed the original pine to a palm even
in this line, where the woods in question are not those of the three
branches which became the cross.
8240 MS C's "schirting" does not mean comfort, as Kaluza's glossary
states, but amusement, from OE (ge)scyrtan. See OED "shurt" v. The
Trad. anon, says "ce ert ses depors. ce ert ses desouiz", fol. 269r
col. 2.
8271 CM's "relike" translates Old French "vtrtuz", fol. 269v col. 1.
8274 Trad. anon, has "sacrement", fol. 269v col. 1. Perhaps the CM
poet is consciously avoiding the anachronism.
8288 For "stapul", Trad. anon, has "perron".
8420-6 The French original lays more stress on the knightly virtues than
the clerical English translator allows:
Or gardez quil soit bien noriz
Apres de proesces et dars
Quil ne soit vilains ne couars
Et saiche les pars de clergie
Prouesce de cheualerie
Li aufes est de bons mors
Gardez quil ait molt bons doctors (fol. 270v col. 1).
8449-62 The connection of these lines with the following passage describing the writing of Solomon's books is tenuous. L. 8452 is promising: "be kynde of bingis lerned he", or in Old French "Veoit des
choses la nature" (fol. 270v col. 1). Insights into the "nature of things"
might well result in books such as Ecclesiasticus, Proverbs and the
Canticum Canticorum. However, when he comes to describe Solomon's new knowledge, the Old French poet produces only some allusions to folk wisdom about the medicinal properties of plants.
8463-82 The CM poet does not accept the Old French descriptions of the
three books, nor even their order of composition. Rather, he composes
these lines according to what he knows of the meaning of each of
Solomon's books.
8482 After his resume of the three books, the Old French poet recapitulates the kind of knowledge that Solomon obtained:
Toutes les h^rbes cognoiscoit
Et quel uertuz chascwnne auoit (fol. 270v col. 2).
The ME poet omits the lines. Cf. n. to 11.8449-62.
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8483-8508 Trad. anon. fol. 270v col. 2.
8488 MS G alone preserves the correct reading "stremis", translating the
Old French "Des aigues qui ont lou droit cors". MSS CHT have
"sternes", an easy scribal error to make, and one rendered more
likely by the common occurrence of phrases such as "the stars in
their courses". However, MS L also has "stremys", which suggests
that the southern translation may also have preserved the original
reading.
8497 The awkward word order is dictated by the need to use "marie" as
a rhyme word. The inflected ending of the pronoun "whom" makes
the meaning unmistakable, however. The Old French simply has "li
filz marie".
"Bytwene j>at" is a very awkward translation of the original
"Bitwix and" (CFG).
8509-12 The CM poet inserts these lines as he leaves the Trad. anon.
and reverts to Herman as a source.
8513-7 HERMAN, 11.2425-7.
8514 Herman says only that David reigned "longuement" (1.2425). The
forty years comes from DIM, PL CLXXII 172.
8521-6 HERMAN, 11.2429-31.
8531-4 DIM, PL CLXXII 172.
8536-8 Cf. Ill Reg. 2:10.
8539-71 From HERMAN, 11.2432, 2435, 2438-57.
8575-81 HERMAN, 2460-3.
8583-8614 HERMAN, 11.2474-87. Borland pointed out these parallels in CM,
pp. 52ff.
8583 MS C's "fourte" is an error for "forme" GHTL, Herman "primes".
8589-90 The Trad. anon, agrees with the Vulgate in calling the women
"putains", fol. 271v col. 1; cf. Ill Reg. 3:16 "mulieres meretrices".
Herman has softened this to "femes...menestres", which the CM
poet translates "Mister wymmen". However, his next line shows that
the poet still thinks of them as sinful.
8603-4 The CM poet adds this generalization and warning, which is not
in his sources.
8609-12 These lines, appearing only in MS F, have no counterpart in
Herman.
8615-52 From HERMAN, 11.2490-2508.
8641-2 These lines, appearing only in MS F, are not found in Herman.
8653-6 The CM poet got this idea from Trad. anon. fol. 271v col. 1. Herman
does not deal with the cross story at all.
8657-73 HERMAN, 2509-19.
8658 Herman, 1.2510, says the woman who carried the dead child spoke
first. The CM poet means the same woman, but describes her as the
mother of the living child.
8679-92 From HERMAN, 2520-27.
8695 The Trad. anon, here raises a point of mediaeval law: the problem
cannot be settled either by "sairemens", that is by swearing, nor by
combat. None of the barons is sufficiently convinced of the rights
and wrongs of the case to take up the defence of either woman. See
fol. 271v col. 2.
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8699-8716 This recapitulation of the case does not appear either in Herman
or in the Old French cross story. Cf. however III Reg. 3:23-4.
8717-20 HERMAN, 2533-5.
8721-2 Cf. Ill Reg. 3:26.
8723 Trad. anon. fol. 271v col. 2. The Old French poem uses legal terms
here: "Je li clain quite ma partie". Cf. CM 1.8723.
8729-31 From HERMAN, 2537. The remainder of the mother's speech in
Herman is very moving, but it has been omitted by the CM poet.
8732-44 HERMAN, 2541-6.
8747 Herman has the barons say merely "Sire, jugie 1'aves" (1.2547).
The Trad. anon, has:
Ortai/meme/it sceuent li baron
Qw/1 a iugie droit et raiswi (fol. 272r col. 1).
8748-56 HERMAN, 2550-6.
8757-8842 The CM poet returns to the Trad. anon, as a source. See fol.
272rcol. l-272v col. 1.
8768 MSS CF preserve the correct reading "dei", for Old French "moroit".
8775-8808 The technical building terms are not found in the Old French
poem. Cf. above, 11.1669-74, 2231 and notes.
8843-4 The CM poet is already aware of the sources he will use for the
passion section of his poem, and knows that this story of Judas getting
the silver from the temple is found only in Trad. anon, which he does
not plan to follow.
8845-8 Trad. anon. fol. 272v col. 1.
8849-66 The description of the temple does not appear either in the Trad.
anon, or in the Latin Legende or in Herman. The description is based
on III Reg. 6-7. Several of the Old French paraphrases have quite
elaborate descriptions of the Temple, however.
8854 Cf. Ill Reg. 6:7, 9.
8861-3 Cf. Ill Reg. 6:2. As he did in the description of Noah's ark,
the English poet has here changed the unit of measurement from the
biblical cubits to ells. Cf. n. to 11.1675-6.
8867-80 Trad. anon. fol. 272v col. 1, 11.916-31. Ll.918-31 are printed
by NAPIER, Rood Tree, p. 67.
8873 Trad. anon. 1.924 says 700 men.
8880 The extant Old French MS names the priest Arillus, not Cirillus,
in 1.930.
8883-9 These lines are not in the Trad. anon. Cf. Ill Reg. 11:3.
8894-8921 Trad. anon. fol. 272v col. 1-2, 11.934-56. Ll.932-53 are printed
in BONNARD, pp. 88-9.
8902 Trad. anon. 933 calls the lady "Sebile". She is also called "sibilla"
in the earliest form of the cross-wood story in MS Bodl. 343. See
QUINN, Quest of Seth, pp. 59 et passim.
The name Maximilla is used only in the Legende version of the
story. See Legende 51/106 and Quinn's discussion, Quest of Seth,
pp. 128-9. The CM poet must call this woman Maximilla, however,
because he plans to use the Legende'?, story of another Sebilla. See
below 11.8953-76.
8922 This line summarizes several lines in the French which elaborate
the significance of the name for Christians and the Jews' abhorrence
of it. See fol. 272v col. 2, 11.957-63.
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8923-4 Napier, p. xxviii pointed out that these lines come from the Legende
51/109.
8925-42 After the story of "Sebile", the CM's Maximilla, the Trad. anon.
goes on to tell how the wood stayed in the Temple and was honoured
there until Christ's time.
However, the episode, told in CM, of the wood's being thrown
into the "piscina probatica" is found in the earliest Latin cross story
known to Meyer, the Historia. It recurs in many versions including
the Latin Legende 51/110-3, which the CM poet translated here.
The healing pool stirred by an angel is obviously based on loan.
5:2-4. See QUINN, Quest of Seth, pp. 65-6.
8927 MSS CF's "stank" (OF estanc) is a better translation of "piscina"
than GHTLB's "pitt". Cf. 1.8936.
8943-76 The story of the wood's being used as a bridge is also found in
the Legende 51/114-20. The ME version is considerably expanded from
the Latin here, and may in fact have been translated from another
source.
8947 The name comes from II Esdr. 3:15 and loan. 9:7, 11, where it is
a pool rather than a stream. Cf. QUINN, Quest of Seth, pp. 107, 129.
8977-8 Again the CM poet uses this formula when he changes from one
source to another.
8979-9000 This is probably an expansion of HERMAN, 2564-7. Cf. especially
CM 8997-8 and HERMAN, 2567: "Dix, que devint ses sens".
9001-10 The diatribe against women is not found in any of the sources the
poet has just been using. The conjunction of Adam, Sampson, David
and Solomon as men deceived by women is common in mediaeval
proverbs. See H. WALTHER, Proverbia, Sententiaeque I, 519ff, 5026a.
The four appear in this context in a Planctus of Peter Abelard. For
a discussion of the topos see Dronke, Poetic Individuality, 124-5. For
other parallels in mediaeval literature cf. FRIEND, "Sampson, David
and Salomon" and R. W. KING, "A Note on GGK 2414ff'.
9014 MS C alone has the word "crachon" (OF cracheron) a worthless
person. GHTLB prefer Chauntecleer's remark: "Mulier est hominis
confusio". Cf. Carleton BROWN, "Mulier...".
9041-85 From HERMAN, 2573-94.
9060 Solomon does not go quite this far in his repentance in Herman.
9086-90 The CM poet omits Herman's further discussion between Solomon
and his advisors, 11.2595-2601. He resumes with HERMAN, 2602.
9091-9104 HERMAN, 2603-16.
9097-8 Herman does not mention the crown here.
9099-9100 Herman has "Li rois oste ses dras et sa char a livree/A .1111.
de ses hommes toute Font desciree;" 11.2609-10. Thus MS C's 1.9099
is corrupt and that of GHTLB is to be preferred, while C's unique
reading in 1.9100 is correct.
9105-14 The CM poet elaborates more than Herman on the sin and penitance.
9115-20 HERMAN, 2618, 2621.
9121-32 The CM poet returns to his genealogical theme.
9133-9203 These lines are taken from DIM, PL CLXXII 172-3 unless otherwise stated. Kaluza first pointed this out in "Zu den Quellen", p. 451.
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9133-9 DIM, PL CLXXII 172 says simply that Solomon reigned for forty
years. Cf. Ill Reg. 11:42-3.
9150-2 DIM gives the length of time simply as three years and does not
give God's motive for the drought.
9162 DIM does not mention how Elijah was translated. Cf. IV Reg. 2:11.
9163 The CM poet here omits several reigns, and skips to Ozias.
9164 DIM, PL CLXXII 172 gives Ozias' reign as 52 years. Cf. IV Reg.
14:21, 15:1-2. Ozias is really the son of Amaziah, whom the CM
poet does not mention, rather than of Joram.
9169 MSS CF correctly refer to the sixth sibyl. Cf. DIM, PL CLXXII
172.
9173-6 These lines have been transposed in all the MSS. Ahaz is the son
of Jotham, and 11.9175-6 obviously must follow 1.9172. The couplet
about Romulus and Rome, 11.9173-4, follows 1.9176.
This order is confirmed by DIM, PL CLXXII 173, which mentions
Romulus and the founding of Rome in the reigns of Ahaz and Ezechias.
9179 Ezechias reigns 28 years in DIM, 29 in IV Reg. 18:2. MSS CFG
share the erroneous reading 39, which the southern translator has
apparently corrected from the Vulgate.
9180 Not in DIM. Cf. IV Reg. 18:3.
9183-4 These lines do not appear here in DIM, but come from Hist. Schol.
IV Reg. xxxiii, PL CXCVIII 1415, as Haenisch pointed out, CM,
p. 9*. DIM, PL CLXXII 173 mentions this Sibyl along with the prophet
Jeremiah under the reign of Josias. The CM poet has consciously
chosen Petrus Comestor's version.
9186-8 There is nothing about this idol-worship in DIM. Cf. however IV
Reg. 21:2-9; Hist. Schol. IV Reg. xxxiii, PL CXCVIII 1415.
9194 MS C alone preserves the correct numbers. DIM, PL CLXXII 173
says that Ninevah had stood 1470 years.
9197 HAENISCH, CM, p. 9*, points to Hist. Schol. IV Reg. xxxviii,
PL CXCVIII 1418 as the source for the name leconias, but this name
is found here in DIM also.
9200-18 Cf. IV Reg. 25:1-10.
9204-20 Not in DIM.
9221-2 DIM, PL CLXXII 173 says Jerusalem had stood for 549 years before
the transmigration.
9223-8 DIM, PL CLXXII 173 says the fourth age of the world occupied
475 years and the total age of the world at that time was 4610 years.

